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Abstract

Elastic optical networks have emerged as a promising technology for the backbone networks

to support increasing popular applications and service such as ultra high-definition video and

inter data centre communication. These applications require to accommodate high-capacity

and dynamic bandwidth, which pose a significant challenge to the backbone networks. This

thesis aims at making the efficient use of the elastic optical networks and increasing the

network utilisation subject to the transmission impairments constraints which degrade the

quality of the optical signal.

This thesis begins with the quality of transmission model considering the nonlinear

impairments and the amplified spontaneous emission noise as the dominant impairments in

the elastic optical networks. Based on widely adopted Gaussian noise nonlinear impairments

model, a novel load-aware nonlinear impairments estimation method is proposed. The

accuracy of the proposed nonlinear model is evaluated, which effectively approximates the

real performance when the link occupation exceeds 100 GHz for different signal power

spectral densities and fibre span lengths.

Then, various novel resource allocation algorithms based on the proposed load-aware

nonlinear impairments estimation strategy are proposed for the case where the traffic requests

are sequentially loaded into the network. The proposed optimisation algorithm and its

corresponding service reconfiguration functions achieve higher spectral efficiency and higher

network throughput compared to the benchmark solutions.



x

This thesis also investigates the dynamical resource allocation problem in elastic optical

networks with service provisioned and expired, utilising the proposed nonlinear impairments

model. The proposed solution significantly improves the dynamical service acceptance ratio

and yields higher network utilisation. Further, a novel traffic grooming scheme is presented

to explore the potential capability of both bandwidth-variable transponders and the network

spectrum resources. The proposed traffic grooming scheme shows tremendous transponders

saving over the non-traffic grooming benchmark method and better service acceptance ratio

over the traffic grooming benchmark.

Finally, a coordinated fibre span power optimisation and ROADM input power man-

agement scheme is introduced based on the proposed nonlinear impairments model. The

experimental results show that the proposed coordinated power management scheme leads to

50% bit error rate reduction. The benefit of BER reduction is verified in the elastic optical

network through extensive simulation, which depicts 15% higher network capacity compared

to an ordinary power optimisation method.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Role of Optical Transport Networks and Network Plan-

ning

The optical communication system was first invented and introduced to the world in the

late 1970s and then served as the fundamental part of the whole society for information

transmission and exchange. The research and development activity was carried out since

then for the optical devices and technologies. In the meantime, network infrastructure

providers and operators experienced immensely increased bandwidth requirements, being

driven by the insight that future networks should provide high capacity, high flexibility, and

high reliability. Besides, to achieve these features, such optical networks should provide

the multiplexing/demultiplexing and switching functionalities, which was viewed as an

economically efficient pathway to reduce the overall network investment and operation

expense. As a result, the wavelength division multiplexed optical system has been world-wide

deployed now to support high-bandwidth, long-distance transmission. The optical transport

networks are built upon the development of WDM technique. It forms the foundation of

the nowadays Internet and globally interconnected networks. The development of optical
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communication system was the evolution of the low power loss fibre and its high capacity

nature that made it an ideal candidate to provide high bandwidth, low latency and long-

distance connections to users around the world.

Fig. 1.1 The hierarchy architecture of current Internet infrastructure

Today’s Internet infrastructure can be viewed as a mesh network, globally interconnecting

different network domains with their own individual networking protocols [1–3], as shown

in figure 1.1. In each network domain, the network nodes are connected with certain types

of medium for the corresponding transport technique. The information is coded, encrypted,

modulated and transmitted into this big mesh network and being routed and switched to the

desired destination. The traffic from end users such as mobile phones, laptops and desktops

are supported by access networks such as local area networks, passive optical networks,
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cellular networks or Wi-Fi networks. The traffic from local access networks is aggregated

and fed to the metropolitan ring networks, which allow connection between a large number

of user subscribers and the core optical networks. Similarly, electronic edge routers of the

core optical networks aggregate the traffic flows from metropolitan networks. The core

optical transport networks, connected by fibre links and optical switching elements, can

support huge amount of traffic to enable nationwide, international or even intercontinental

data transmission and information exchange and serve millions of users.

The requirements of the network application have driven the development and evolvement

of configurable/automatic optical networks. Apart from the evolution of software-defined

networking on the control plane and centralised management plane, the automatically config-

urable optical networks need a smart algorithm to inform control plane how the networks

should be configured to achieve certain goals, such as load balancing, green networking,

capacity maximisation. This is also describing as the long-term network planning phase,

focusing on determining the optimum strategies from infrastructure deployment to network

resources allocation. In addition to the long-term planning, the short-term planning is more

reliable on the configuration ability of the optical networks, as one traffic demand is usually

processed each time with a little amount of time permitted between the planning stage and

the deployment stage. It considers the constraints of physical infrastructure, the physical

layer impairments while may provide a sub-optimum resource or path due to the algorithm

or certain policy. In this thesis, we mainly focus on the short-term optical network plan-

ning, which includes routing algorithms, wavelength assignment, regeneration-based optical

network, traffic grooming technique and optical lightpath protection.

1.2 Motivation

According to Cisco, it is estimated that by 2021, the global Internet users will reach 4.6 billion

with 27.1 billion devices connected with each other [4]. New services and applications
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such as ultra high-definition video, inter data centre communication, low latency online

video game and self-driving vehicles will appear, requiring the increased need of network

bandwidth, which poses a great challenge to current networks.

Figure 1.2a shows that the global number of network devices are expected to increase

from 17.1 billion in 2016 to 27.1 billion by 2021. Among all these network devices, around

43% of them will be mobile connected. In figure 1.2b, the global Internet traffic per month

will grow from 70.3 EB in 2016 to 227.6 EB in 2021. The growing number of network

devices to support the increasing need for these bandwidth-consuming service and application

requires a significant revolution of the networks.

For optical transport network with the capability to support long-distance transmission,

adaptive modulation format assignment and wavelength division multiplexing have been

proposed to improve the optical capacity. However, the fibre Kerr effect poses the limitation

of maximum launch power allowed in the fibre, which set the upper limit to the channel

capacity [5]. The core optical transport network will have to face the capacity crunch problem

in the near future without introducing new technology to allow more degrees of freedom

operated in the networks.
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(a) Global number of network devices (b) Global Internet traffic per month

Fig. 1.2 Cisco visual networking index forecast, (a): Number of global network devices and
(b): Internet traffic per month in 2016 and 2021 [4].

1.3 Problem Statement and Research Objectives

In this work, we focus on the transparent elastic optical networks with flexible modulation

and spectrum assignment. The modern optical network paradigm is considered of using

coherent transmission and detection, the dispersion uncompensated fibre links and dual

polarisation multiplexing. Considering such future networks deploying these techniques, the

question becomes how to improve and maximize the network capacity under the installed

network resource in the infrastructure to overcome or postpone the capacity crunch problem.

To improve resource utilization in large optical transport networks, knowledge of physical

impairments is essential. Physical layer impairments result in signal shape distortion which

decreases the transmission data rate and the spectrum efficiency. In the era of coherent trans-

mission and detection in core optical networks, the amplitude and phase of the optical signal

can be precisely captured at the coherent receiver. The powerful and efficient compensation
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of the physical layer linear impairments such as chromatic dispersion and polarisation mode

dispersion can be carried out using digital signal processing techniques in the electrical

domain. Coherent transmission system combined with digital signal processing is able to

provide a powerful tool for the next generation of optical core networks. However, the

non-linear impairments like self-phase modulation, cross-phase modulation and four-wave

mixing are difficult to mitigate in real time. Therefore, we consider the fibre non-linear

impairments and the stochastic noise as the dominant impairments in the coherent optical

networks of this work.

Traditionally, the distortion of the signal quality due to non-linear impairments is allocated

a certain signal-to-noise margin to model their worst impact [6] [7]. Using the SNR margin

to model the impact of non-linear impairments is simple and does not require complex non-

linear impairments calculation. However, the SNR margin is usually calculated assuming

the worst-case interference to guarantee the network service at any condition, leading to

overestimation of the interference. In this case, some lightpaths may adopt a conservative

modulation format or using lower forward error correction coding rate with high FEC

overhead, which reduces the overall network spectral efficiency and underutilises the optical

network resources.

In the optical networks operating in the non-linear regime, a simple and efficient non-

linear impairments validation tool is essential. Such a tool should provide the feasibility

to predict the quality of transmission of lightpaths travelling various routing paths in the

optical networks, which cause a variety of non-linear impairments interplay among those

signals. The non-linear impairments validation tool should also capture these various features

to provide end-to-end signal quality estimation and prediction.

To improve the network capacity in this new era of deploying coherent transmission, the

limited network resource needs to be utilised efficiently. But what are the resources and

constraints in optical network and how can we utilise these resources within the constraints
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effectively to improve the network capacity considering stochastic noise and the nonlinear

impairments?

In the optical fibre link, spectrum and optical amplifiers are the resources. Clearly, the

spectrum is a kind of resource and it needs to be managed and carefully coordinated with

other resources such as reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexer and the transponders.

As the spectrum needs to be assigned in a continuous and contiguous way along the routing

path in the transparent optical networks, spectrum should be allocated in the way of reducing

the impact due to spectrum fragmentation problem. The optical amplifiers is also a resource

which should be managed carefully. This is because the channel power within fibre spans

relies on the optical amplifier. The optical network operates in the non-linear regime with

sufficiently high power in the fibre spans or links, leading to decreasing of SNR and causing

data rate declining. On the other hand, the SNR will also decrease with a relatively small

amount of signal power launched into the fibre since the stochastic noise like ASE noise

dominates the end-to-end performance. Apart from signal power, the noise figure of the

amplifiers is not a constant value with various input power and gains. This may further affect

the SNR and the optimum launch power in the optical links.

The transponders and the reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexers are also the

resources in the optical networks. The parameters of the transponders or bandwidth variable

transponders such as the modulation level, the launch power, the FEC overhead, the signal

central frequency, occupied bandwidth and its baud rate affect the performance and the reach

distance of the lightpath, thus those can be regarded as the type of resources in the network.

For ROADM, the resources are the switching granularity, the colourless, directionless and

contentionless constraints, the degrees and its associated impairments like insertion loss,

chromatic dispersion, polarisation mode dispersion and polarisation dependent loss. These

constraints form resources. As a result, ROADM needs to be configured carefully according

to its resources and the traffic in the network to improve the overall network capacity.
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To achieve higher optical network throughput considering these resources and constraints,

the global optimisation strategy is required to increase the overall network throughput and

reduce hardware cost. Therefore, the focus of this work is to push the optical network

optimisation further into physical layer impairments aware network resource allocation.

This work is to address the routing, spectrum and modulation assignment for elastic optical

networks in the non-linear regime. The target is to first propose an accurate nonlinear

impairment model, and then to improve the network efficiency using the proposed model by

allowing more requests to be established in the network with various proposed optimisation

schemes.

1.4 Thesis Organisation and Contribution Outline

The contribution of the thesis to the research area of optical networking mainly focuses on

the resource analysis, allocation and optimisation of the optical network in the nonlinear

regime. The detailed contributions and the related publication are listed in this section.

In chapter 2, the physical layer linear impairments and nonlinear impairments in the

optical fibre and their impact to the signal quality are classified, discussed and reviewed.

Then, the latest work and application of Gaussian noise nonlinear impairments model are

briefly discussed. Further, the state-of-art research output regarding the EDFA power control

and the impact of impairments due to ROADM are detailed reviewed and analysed. Finally,

the optical signal quality assessment model is formulated for the uncompensated dual-

polarisation optical networks with coherent transmission technique and the relationship

between the quality assessment model and the forward error correction coding rate is studied.

In chapter 3, the basic knowledge and the state-of-art work in the optical networks

are reviewed and studied. This chapter begins with the wavelength division multiplexing

technique in the optical network. Then, the elastic optical networks and its relevant techniques:

bandwidth-variable transponders and flex-grid reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexer
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are introduced. Latest work of routing, spectrum and modulation format assignment to

increase elastic optical network capacity, utilisation is also discussed. To further improve

the network capacity, traffic grooming technique and spectrum defragmentation are studied

in elastic optical networks. Finally, the recent publication of physical impairments-aware

resource allocation in elastic optical networks are presented.

In chapter 4, the detailed quality of transmission model is derived based on the ASE noise

and the nonlinear impairments due to the Kerr effect. We then demonstrate the drawbacks of

using the exact nonlinear impairments and the worst-case nonlinear impairments. Based on

the analysis, the first target aims at providing a hybrid non-linear impairments validation tool

to enable fast and more importantly, accurate nonlinearity prediction in flexible and dynamic

elastic optical networks. The proposed hybrid nonlinearity model is first shown in [C4] and

then being extended in [J1]. The chapter then discusses and analyses the accuracy of the

proposed nonlinearity framework with point-to-point transmission and a simple resource

allocation scheme. The proposed nonlinear impairments model proves to be a simple and

accurate model for quality of transmission validation in optical networks. This work has

been published in [C4], shown in the publication list below.

In chapter 5, we focus on efficient resource allocation schemes for the traffic sequentially

loaded elastic optical networks using the proposed non-linear impairments model to improve

overall network capacity. The proposed resource allocation algorithm consists of three service

reconfiguration strategies in case that the non-linear impairments accumulated with the

increasing number of provisioned lightpaths are beyond the acceptable value. The proposed

service reconfiguration algorithms provide the capability of traffic balancing, decreasing the

nonlinear impairments estimation error, and maximizing the available network capacity. The

overall performance is verified through extensive simulation studies. The efficient resource

optimisation in elastic optical networks has been published in [J1], shown in the publication

list below.
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In chapter 6, a routing, modulation format and spectrum assignment scheme are proposed

to provision dynamic traffic requests considering the nonlinear impairments. The proposed

strategy is studied against different intervals of requests arrival time and different requests

holding time. The dynamic resource allocation based on the proposed hybrid nonlinearity

model is published in [C3]. A traffic grooming technique is proposed with the capability of

bandwidth-variable transponder to utilise the excess SNR margin to groom multiple requests

into a large bit-rate lightpath. The proposed solution is compared with multiple benchmark

solution and is proved to increase network efficiency and reduce the number of transponders.

The proposed traffic grooming scheme to improve the capacity of elastic optical networks is

published in [C2].

The power management is essential in optical networks to guarantee the signal quality

of transmission. In chapter 7, the coordinated optical power optimisation and management

strategy over optical spans and the ROADMs are introduced. The proposed power manage-

ment solution is experimentally explored and demonstrated to reduce the bit error rate of the

lightpaths. It is also studied with various simulation work using BT topology and network

capacity improvement is verified by applying corresponding power optimisation scheme. The

power optimisation and management method in elastic optical networks have been published

in [C1].

Publication List

The works listed below are the publication directly related to this thesis.

J1 R. Wang, S. Bidkar, F. Meng, R. Nejabati, D. Simeonidou, "Load-Aware Nonlinearity

Estimation for Elastic Optical Network Resource Optimization and Management,"

Journal of Optical Communication and Networking. 11, 164-178 (2019)

C1 R. Wang, Y. Bi, Y. Ou, E. Hugues-Salas, F. Meng, S. Yan, R. Nejabati D. Simeonidou,

"Coordinated Fibre Span Power Optimisation and ROADM Input Power Management
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Chapter 2

Physical Layer Transmission

Impairments Modelling

2.1 Introduction

The rapid growth of demand for the bandwidth across the global networks and the new

services/applications have put a significant challenge to the current network. The optical

networks with the capability to support high bandwidth demand have been deployed in the

metro networks and the core networks to support high bandwidth transmission [8]. The bit

error rate of the optical signal and the reach distance of the system are determined by the

physical layer impairments. These impairments generate from various network components

such as DSP, ADC/DAC, lasers, amplifiers, ROADMs and the fibre. The impairments due to

the electrical devices, lasers and the ROADMs are relatively constant since day one when

they are deployed. In contrast, the physical layer impairments caused by launching an optical

signal into the fibre medium affects the performance of signal dynamically. Therefore, it is

necessary to understand and efficiently manage the impairments in the optical network to

increase the network capacity.
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In this work, we mainly review and study the physical layer technology and their related

state-of-art research output. We first review the general linear and nonlinear impairments

originated during transmission. Then Gaussian noise nonlinear impairments model is re-

viewed and related research work is discussed. We further study the work regarding the

erbium-doped fibre amplifier control and the physical layer impairments from ROADMs.

Followed by that, the physical layer quality of transmission model is reviewed and the

corresponding forward error coding scheme is introduced with the quality of transmission

model.

2.2 Optical Fibre

In the late 1970s, low loss optical fibre with 0.2 dB/km was manufacturing for 1550 nm

transmission window and it was then widely deployed as the transmission medium for the

long-haul and short distance transmission. In today’s optical networks, different optical

fibres are deployed for different network scenarios. Single-mode fibre typically has 8 - 10.5

µm core diameter, allowing only one transverse guided mode for the given spectrum and

polarisation [9]. Multi-mode fibre has a core diameter of 62.5 µm, which allows multiple

modes for transmission. Therefore, the transmission distance of using MMF is significantly

shorter compared to using SMF. Despite different core diameters, both SMF and MMF have

only one core wrapped with the cladding outside. To improve the bandwidth capacity within

a single fibre, multi-core fibre is invented by providing multiple cores within a fibre in 1979

[10]. Each core, designed by allowing light transmitted in single transverse guided mode,

can carry the same amount of information as the single-mode fibre. Unlike MMF or SMF,

MCF faces a significant challenge and obstacle, known as inter-core crosstalk. The optical

signal power leaks from one core through cladding into other cores, interfering the signal

quality occupying the same frequency in neighbour cores. There is a lot of work studying

the effect of inter-core crosstalk on the quality of the signal and inter-core crosstalk aware
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core allocation [11] [12]. In this work, we mainly consider the SMF as the transmission

medium. The fibre parameters used for simulation work in this thesis are shown in table

2.1. The absolute dispersion value of the fibre is calculated based on the value of chromatic

dispersion coefficient value and is written as:

β2 = |D| ·λ 2/(2π · c) (2.1)

where D is the chromatic dispersion coefficient, λ being the wavelength of the optical signal

and c being the speed of light. According to the fibre span length, the effective fibre span

length is calculated as:

Le f f = [1− exp(−·α ·Ls)]/α (2.2)

where α is the linear fibre power loss coefficient and the Ls being the fibre span length.

The effective fibre span length provides to be an effective and sufficient tool to simplify the

calculation of the non-linear impairment by assuming the constant transmission power within

the fibre span over the effective fibre span length.

2.3 A Brief Review of Physical Layer Impairments

The quality of the optical signal degrades as it travels along the optical network, due to a non-

idea transmission medium. This leads to the signal received at the receiver side non-identical

to the originally transmitted signal, which causes the received information to be incorrect.

The quality of signal degradation is due to the stochastic noise, such as amplified spontaneous

emission noise from erbium-doped fibre amplifiers or Raman amplifiers to compensate the

signal power loss and due to the transmission impairments because of the non-ideal fibre

medium fabrication technique. These impairments can be further classified as the linear
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Table 2.1 Sing-mode fibre parameters used in this work

Parameters Symbol Value Unit

Fibre power loss coefficient α 0.22 dB/km

Chromatic dispersion coefficient D 16.7 ps/nm/km

Absolute dispersion value β2 21 ps2 · km−1

Fibre non-linearity Coefficient γ 1.3 W−1 · km−1

Fibre span length Ls 80 km

Effective Fibre span length Le f f 19.4 km

Signal operating wavelength λ 1550 nm

impairments and non-linear impairments, where linear impairments are either proportional

to or not related to the signal power value while non-linear impairments scale nonlinearly

against the increasing optical signal power [9, 13, 14].

The linear impairments include signal power attenuation, amplified spontaneous emission

(ASE), chromatic dispersion (CD), polarization mode dispersion (PMD), polarization disper-

sion loss (PDL), filter concatenation (FC), amplifier tilt effects and inter-channel crosstalk

(XT) [14–17]. Optical signal power loss is normally due to signal attenuation, photon ab-

sorption, light refraction from the core to cladding, reflection and connection insertion loss.

To ensure long-haul transmission, the signal is re-amplified at certain transmission distance

using the optical amplifiers. The amplification process introduces ASE noise to the optical

signal, making the signal distorted and increasing the signal BER at the receiver. ASE is

the main stochastic noise in the optical network. Apart from it, the electronic noise during

digital-to-analogue conversion, the laser relative intensity noise also affects the quality of the

signal at the transmitter [9, 18]. Similar to the stochastic noise at the transmitter, there is shot
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noise, electronic and thermal noise, non-ideal analogue-to-digital converter and digital signal

processor at the receiver side.

2.3.1 Chromatic Dispersion

In the optical fibre, the phenomenon that various spectrum components transmit at a different

speed is called chromatic dispersion. Chromatic dispersion causes: 1) the optical spectrum

shape broadening in the frequency domain, which leads to inter-channel interference (ICI)

and 2) symbol waveform deformation in the time domain, known as inter-symbol interference

(ISI) [19]. CD is independent of signal power but related to the signal modulation format,

the baud rate and the fibre type. The CD accumulates incoherently along different fibre

spans and links. The common strategy to mitigate the impact of CD is to deploy dispersion

compensation fibres (DCF), which generates ’negative’ CD compared to using normal single

mode fibre. As a result, the overall CD at the end of each fibre link is approximate to zero,

despite some spectrum components over-compensated while others are under-compensated.

Recent research work proposes the dispersion uncompensated system which removes the

DCF unit from the optical links. In dispersion uncompensated system, the effect of chromatic

dispersion can be compensated by digital signal processing technique at the receivers.

2.3.2 Polarization Mode Dispersion and Polarization Dependent Loss

Besides the CD, there exists another type of dispersion in the optical communication system,

known as polarization mode dispersion. Due to the imperfect fabrication, the fibre might not

be ideal circular or may contain impurities. These defectives result in different polarization

modes travelling at different group velocities, causing the spectrum shape expanding[20]

[21]. Polarization dependent loss (PDL) is known as the two orthogonal polarization modes

in polarization multiplexing (PM) or dual polarization (DP) WDM system suffering different

power attenuation due to defects of the fibre. The interplay of PMD and PDL can further
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decrease the quality of the signal. Usually, PDL occurs in passive devices such as splitters,

MUX, DEMUX and isolators.

2.3.3 Erbium Doped Fibre Amplifiers and Amplified Spontaneous Emis-

sion Noise

The ASE noise generated by the optical amplifiers is the major additive noise in the optical

networks where its spectrum shape follows the amplifiers’ spectrum gain curve. Optical

amplifiers, especially EDFA are extensively deployed in current optical networks to com-

pensate for the signal power loss because of the propagation and insertion loss. In this work,

we only consider the EDFA as the amplifiers in the optical system. During the process of

the amplification, the incoming light triggers the stimulated emission as the electrons in the

erbium atoms jump to lower energy level, where the energy is released in the form of photons

following the same direction and phase of the incoming photons. As a result, the weak signal

is amplified with extra photons following the exact same state [22]. Apart from simulated

emission, there also exits spontaneous emission as a small portion of electrons recombines at

a random energy level. When the spontaneous emission occurs, electrons release the energy

as photons in an uncontrolled and random manner. Those photons are then mixed with signal

and are amplified. The ASE noise is completely random in amplitude and phase thus it looks

’white’ in the frequency domain. To quantify the performance of the EDFA, the noise factor

F is denoted as the ratio of the signal SNR performance before amplification to the SNR

after the amplification [23] which is presented as:

F =
SNRin

SNRout
(2.3)

where the SNRin is the SNR at the input of the optical amplifiers and the SNRout is the SNR

at the output of the amplifier. The noise factor of the amplifiers or the EDFAs are used
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to quantify their accumulated ASE noise contribution to the signal [24]. To simplify the

presentation, the noise figure F is expressed as the decibel of the noise factor:

NF = 10 · log10(F) (2.4)

According to the noise factor of EDFA, the single-sided ASE noise power spectral density

(PSD) at the output of an EDFA in a dual-polarization system can be expressed as [25] [26]:

GASE = hν · (G−1) ·F (2.5)

where the G is the linear gain of EDFA, h being the Planck’s constant(6.63×10−34 J· s) and

ν being the optical signal carrier frequency. The ASE noise PSD can be rewritten using the

noise figure as:

GASE = hν · (G−1) ·10
NF
10 (2.6)

The noise figure of EDFA is not a constant value, which relies on the input power, the

optical signal spectrum location and the pump power of EDFA [27]. The most common way

for the EDFA noise figure measurement is to subtracting the source spontaneous emission

(SSE) noise of the laser. This technique is described in the equation 2.7 below [24].

F =
2ρtotal

Ghν
+

1
G
− 2ρSSE

hν
(2.7)

where ρtotal is the total ASE noise power spectral density and the ρSSE being the power

spectral density of source spontaneous emission noise of the laser.

With the help of optical spectrum analyser (OSA), the SSE subtraction technique is able

to address the problem of separate the SSE noise from ASE noise by directly connect OSA

to the laser. In this work, there is the requirement that various EDFA gains will be provided.
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In this case, the pump power of the amplifiers will change, causing the fluctuation of the

EDFA noise figure. Therefore, we assume the EDFA noise figure is a constant value in this

work for the simulation setup unless otherwise specified.

2.3.4 Amplifier Gain Tilt and Filter Concatenation

The gain curve of the EDFA is not uniform in the frequency domain. As a result, the

amplifiers provide a different amount of gains to the optical signal with different wavelengths

or spectrum. This is a serious problem when the signal travels along a cascade of EDFAs.

The non-flatness gain issue leads to the performance degradation of the optical system [28]

[29]. To ensure the gain flatness, gain flatness filter can be placed at the output of the EDFA

for power equalization. Some intermediate ROADM nodes also can adjust the attenuation

of each wavelength to realize the power equalization. Due to the non-ideal optical filter,

the signal spectral bandwidth is narrowing when it travels along with a series of filters

(usually the ROADM, MUX and DEMUX) along its path. This phenomenon is called filter

concatenation. FC causes the distortion of signal spectral shape and reduce the transmission

reach distance to ensure certain signal quality of transmission (QoT) [30] [31]. The effect of

FC reduces with the certain guard band between neighbour WDM channels or flexible guard

band in elastic optical networks [32].

2.3.5 Inter-Channel Crosstalk

The linear inter-channel crosstalk is the effect that the power of optical signal leaks to other

channels. This occurs because the equipment in the optical network such as: ROADMs,

MUX and DEMUX cannot completely isolate different channels. The linear inter-channel

crosstalk can be further classified as: out-of-band crosstalk and in-band crosstalk. Out-of-

band crosstalk, as its name suggests, is the crosstalk interference from the channels outside

the interfered channels. It mostly depends on the power of two neighbour channels. The
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in-band crosstalk is due to incomplete isolation of the channels with the same wavelength

but from/to different ports. The power of channels of the same wavelength mixed together,

causing signal spectral shape distortion.

2.3.6 Self-Phase Modulation

The non-linear impairments, as known as Kerr effects, occurs during the transmission as

the optical signal travelling in the fibre, causing its refractive index varying. The temporal

changing of the refractive index results in the frequency shifting higher with increasing

refractive index and frequency shifting lower with decreasing refractive index. This frequency

chirping is named as SPM. The SPM depends on its signal power spectral density. The effect

of SPM is higher when the signal power density is higher. The mitigation of SPM can be

achieved by digital backpropagation technique [33–35].

2.3.7 Cross-Phase Modulation

Apart from the non-linear refractive index alternation due to the signal itself, the co-

propagation signal of other channels also contributes to the refractive index changing. The

phase of the signal also varies due to the impact of other channels. This is called cross-phase

modulation. The effect of XPM can be asymmetric spectrum expanding. Similar to SPM, the

XPM depends on the power spectral density of other channels, the number of neighbouring

channels and the spacing between the target channel and the interfered channels [13]. XPM

might be the most significant non-linear impairments in optical telecommunication systems

where multiple wavelengths are multiplexed into a single fibre. Compared to 100 GHz

spacing DWDM system, 50 GHz spacing signal or Nyquist WDM signal suffers much higher

pulse distortion due to XPM [36].
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2.3.8 Four Wave Mixing

Unlike SPM and XPM where the signal phase shifts due to the power of the signal itself or

co-propagation signal, FWM originates from the interplay of co-propagation of three optical

signal with wavelengths of ω1 ω2 and ω3 respectively and a new wavelength ω4 will be

generated as:

ω4 = ω1 ±ω2 ±ω3 (2.8)

The frequency of newly generated waveforms takes the various combinations of co-propagation

frequency. In other words, SPM can be viewed as the FWM of different spectral components

within the signal frequency bandwidth while XPM is the result of FWM between two inter-

fered channels. Similar to XPM, FWM largely depends on the co-propagation signal power

spectral density and the frequency spacing between three interacted spectral components.

In the future optical network where the flex-grid network, the Nyquist signal and coherent

detection are deployed, the FWM can be regarded as the effect of the interplay of all the

spectral components in the optical fibre link. In this case, the FWM creates interference

across the whole C-band which degrade all the co-propagation optical signal quality.

2.3.9 Stimulated Brillouin Scattering and Stimulated Raman Scatter-

ing

Besides the non-linear impairments between the optical field and the fibre medium material

refractive index, there are interactions between the optical signal and the density variation

within the fibre medium [13] [15], known as Brillouin scattering and Raman scattering.

Stimulated Brillouin scattering sets an upper bound on the power level launched into the

fibre. SBS poses a great challenge to the narrow bandwidth signal. However, the amount of

power permitted in the fibre without significant effect increases with raising optical signal
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bandwidth. In optical telecommunication system where multiple channels are multiplexed

into a single fibre, the effect of SBS is reduced. Raman scattering effect transfers the power

of high-frequency components to the low-frequency spectral components. It leads to the

reduced SNR of the channel with higher frequency and interference of the channels with

lower frequency. This mechanism is used as power amplification where the power of low-

frequency pump carrier tones is delivered to the desired spectrum. It is reported that the effect

of SRS is significantly less severe with signal bandwidth less than 100 nm width compared

to the wide bandwidth transmission system of occupying over 100 nm [37]. Thus, SRS may

lead to slight power tilt problem but not introduce serious interference in the WDM system

operating in C-band.

2.4 Nonlinear Propagation Model

The electric field E propagating in the dielectric medium, such as optical fibre, leads to

the segmentation of the bound charges and thus creates the electric polarisation field in the

material. The combination of the electric field E and the polarisation field P is defined as

electric displacement D, which is expressed as [38]:

DDD = ε0 ·EEE +PPP (2.9)

where ε0 is the permittivity in the free space. As the polarisation field P can be further

expressed as PPP = ε0χEEE, the equation 2.9 can be written as:

DDD = ε0 · (1+χ)EEE = ε0εrEEE (2.10)

where εr = 1+χ is the relative permittivity of the propagation medium.
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The polarisation field density P depends on the electric field density E, calculated as [39]:

DDD = ε0 ·
(

χ
(1)EEE +χ

(2)EEE2 +χ
(3)EEE3 + ...

)
(2.11)

where χ(1) represents the linear response of the transmission medium, χ(2) and χ(3) stand

for the 2nd and the 3rd order of susceptibilities, reflecting the nonlinear effects. Solving

the Maxwell equation in 2.11 results in the nonlinear refraction index of the transmission

material, where the Kerr effect occurs.

To know the effect of non-linear impairments, solving Maxwell’s equation is necessary.

After certain simplification of the original model, the model shown below is derived, known

as nonlinear Schrodinger equation [36] [40]:

−∂E
∂ z

+
α

2
E +

iβ2

2
∂ 2E
∂ t2 − iβ3

6
∂ 3E
∂ t3 − iγ|E|2E = 0 (2.12)

where α is the power loss coefficient, βn stands for the n-th order of dispersion and the γ

represents the nonlinear parameter, defined as γ = ω0n2(ω0)
cAe f f

. Ae f f is the effective mode area.

The above equation contains the effect of SPM, XPM, FWM.

2.5 The Gaussian Noise Non-linear Impairments Model

In this work, we consider the dual polarisation optical networks operating in a dispersion

uncompensated non-linear propagation regime, deployed with coherent detection technique,

as shown in figure 2.1. Dual polarisation is adopted as it can double the transmission data rate

in the modern telecom industry. The robust digital signal processor placing at the coherent

receiver is able to recover the signal from dispersions, leading to no requirement of dispersion

compensation fibre deployed in the optical links. It is reported that the non-linear interference
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due to Kerr effect appearing in high dispersion regime can be regarded as Gaussian and

additive local white noise [41–43]. This is the non-linear impairments Gaussian noise model.

Fig. 2.1 A generic dual polarization dispersion uncompensated optical system

The Gaussian Noise (GN) non-linear impairments model proposed in [42] [43] has

been proven to be an accurate tool to model the non-linear impairments in dispersion

uncompensated optical system deployed with coherent detection technique. GN model views

the optical signal as the combination of a series of spectral components and resorts the

non-linear impairments generated in the fibre links as the frequency components interaction

in means of FWM approach. The GN model is proposed assuming the NLI is the perturbation

compared to the signal such that the non-linear impairments can be regarded as an additive

noise following Gaussian distribution. These non-linear impairments are the summation

results of interplay between all the spectral components within the existing optical signal.

Compared to conventional non-linear Schroedinger equation, GN model provides simplified

calculation using the double integration across the available spectrum bandwidth. In this

section, we will only discuss the original GN model and its simple application, while the

recent research output regarding the nonlinearity-aware resource allocation using GN model

is shown in the next chapter. The original non-linear GN model equation in [42] can be

expressed as:

GNLI( f ) =
16
27

γ
2L2

e f f ·
∫

∞

−∞

∫
∞

−∞

G( f1)G( f2)G( f1 + f2 − f ) ·ρ( f1, f2, f ) ·χ( f1, f2, f )d f1d f2

(2.13)
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where the GNLI( f ) is the power spectral density (W/Hz) of the non-linear impairments of

frequency component f , the G(f) being the power spectral density of the co-propagation

channels in the fibre at frequency f . γ is the fibre non-linear coefficient (W−1 · km−1) and

Le f f being the effective fibre span length (km), described in table 2.1. As the Gaussian noise

reference formula can be described as the beating each tiny spectral components of the signal

with co-propagation signal in a ’four wave mixing’ way, the factor ρ( f1, f2, f ) in equation

2.13 presents the FWM process, written as:

ρ( f1, f2, f ) = | 1− e−α·Lse j4π2β2Ls( f1− f )( f2− f )

α − j4π2β2Ls( f1 − f )( f2 − f )
|2 ·L−2

e f f (2.14)

where the Ls is the fibre span length (km), α being the fibre power loss coefficient and the

β2 being the absolute chromatic dispersion value (ps2 · km−1). The L−2
e f f is to normalize the

’FWM’ factor ρ . The new generated non-linear impairment spectral component GNLI( f )

is the result of beating of three spectral slice f1, f2 and f3 = f1 + f2 − f with the four

wave mixing factor ρ( f1, f2, f ). The factor χ( f1, f2, f ) is the phase factor, representing

how the nonlinear impairments accumulates along the multiple fibre spans. The integrated

factor G( f1)G( f2)G( f1 + f2 − f ) represents the strength/power of each of the non-linear

impairments ’pumping’ spectral slice. The factor χ( f1, f2, f ) can be expressed as:

χ( f1, f2, f ) =
sin2[2π2( f1 − f )( f2 − f )β2LsNs]

sin2[2π2( f1 − f )( f2 − f )β2Ls]
(2.15)

where Ns is the number of fibre span in the optical link. χ( f1, f2, f ) is the phase factor

accounting for the summation of the non-linear impairments across multiple fibre spans

coherently. The phase of the NLI noise is important as it describes how the non-linear

impairment noise can be accumulated for multiple fibre span optical system.

From the non-linear impairments Gaussian Noise reference formulation, it is observed

that the non-linear impairments do not depend on the modulation format of the signal. This
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simplification allows decoupling the validation of the signal quality of transmission from the

selection of multiple modulation formats, which can largely reduce the complexity of the

optical network optimisation strategy.

2.6 Brief review of non-linear impairments Gaussian noise

model and its application

The non-linear interference Gaussian noise model regards the optical signal as a series of

spectral slices and resorts the non-linear impairments produced in the fibre links as the

frequency components interaction in means of four-wave mixing approach. According to the

GN model, the non-linear interference noise can be categorised as three classes according

to their origins and where the new interfered frequency components are generated: 1) self-

channel interference, 2) cross-channel interference and 3) multi-channel interference. An

example of 3 types of non-linear interference is shown in figure 2.2. The red arrows are the

interplay frequency components of the original optical signal while the blue arrows are newly

generated frequency components of the non-linear interference noise.

The self-channel interference is shown in figure 2.2 (a), where all relevant frequency

components: f1, f2 and f3 are within the same optical signal bandwidth, while the new

beating frequency slice is within the same channel. The effect of cross-channel interference

is shown in figure 2.2 (b), where the new beating up frequency components are due to the

original optical channel and one another channel. Figure 2.2 (c) shows one example of the

multi-channel interference whose relevant frequency slices f1, f2 and f3 are the combination

such that generated non-linear slice is due to at least two components coming different from

the influenced channel. Multi-channel interference can also be generated at the fourth channel

where the three ’pump’ frequency slices are of three different channels.
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Fig. 2.2 An example view of three types of non-linear interference noise. Red tall arrows:
. Blue short arrows: new generated non-linear interference spectral components. (a): self-
channel interference; (b): cross-channel interference; (c): multi-channel interference

.
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The self-channel interference is the nonlinear impairments caused and generated by its

own frequency channel while the cross-channel interference and multi-channel interference

are the results of interplay of multiple channels. The main difference between cross-channel

interference and multi-channel interference is that cross-channel interference is the results

of two channels while the interference on both channels are identical if the PSD of two

channels is the same. The multi-channel interference is the result of three channels where the

interference can be generated in any of three channels or the fourth channel.

2.6.1 GN Model Approximation and Simplification

Unlike the dispersion impairments which can be mitigated by placing robust digital signal

processor at the receivers, the non-linear distortions introduce new frequencies among

the transmission bandwidth. The new frequency slices interfere with the existing optical

channel in a way of additive Gaussian noise, which degrades the quality of transmission of

copropagating optical channels. Hence, it is essential to acquire the knowledge of non-linear

impairments to evaluate the QoT performance of the lightpath before establishment. It can

be observed from equation 2.13 that the calculation of non-linear interference power over the

propagating channel using original GN model requires the triple integral calculation. This

again results in a tremendous amount of computation complexity.

To overcome the computational complexity issue, approximate solutions have been

proposed in [44] [45] [46] [47]. Rectangular spectrum shape of the bandwidth variable

signal is assumed in [44] [45] to reduce the dependency of the signal spectrum shape. As

the self-channel interference and cross-channel interference are the main contributors to

the overall non-linear interference noise, authors in [44] [46] [47] ignore the multi-channel

interference which can provide enough accuracy when channel spacing is more than 28

GHz. Integral area of calculating self-channel interference is approximated to square and

circular respectively to derive a closed-form analytical mathematical expression of self-
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channel interference. Neglecting the multi-channel interference results in model inaccuracy

for channel spacing less than 28 GHz. This makes them inefficient tools for nonlinearity

validation in elastic optical networks. Authors in [48] proposed an accurate one-dimensional

integral formulation of the non-linear impairments computation for both Nyquist rectangular

spectra and non-Nyquist rectangular spectra. Similar to other models, the formulation can

only be applied for self-channel interference and the cross-channel interference estimation.

A rapid analytical formulation of the non-linear impairments is developed for mesh networks

based on GN model in [49]. The proposed solution is able to provide enough accuracy

to model the non-linear impairments in WDM network with wavelengths add and drop in

different locations. Their models are based on incoherent GN model.

2.6.2 Launch Power Optimization and Resource Allocation With GN

Model

The strength of the non-linear interference of the propagating channels in the network

increases non-linearly with the growing signal launch power. The optical system operates

in the linear regime with the small launch power where the ASE noise is the dominant

impairments of the lightpath. With the increasing launch power, the system moves to the non-

linear regime while the non-linear interference noise becomes one of the dominant factors.

A closed-form expression of optimal launch power of the worst NLI-interfered channel in

the WDM system is shown in [42]. The same author also reported in [50] that the launch

power of each fibre span can be optimized individually to achieve the global optimization

assuming fully loaded links, signal spectra of Nyquist rectangular and non-linear interference

accumulate incoherently along multiple spans, which is known as local optimum global

optimum with Nyquist shape (LOGON).

However, LOGON strategy only considers the optimization of the worst interfered chan-

nel and assuming fully occupied C-band of the DWDM system, which results in the launch
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power of non-central channels unoptimized. Individual channel launch power allocation to

optimize the overall network performance is reported in [47, 51–55]. Individual channel

power optimization of a single link, a three-node network and the entire network is presented

in [47] [52] to achieve the maximum information capacity or Shannon capacity. In [53] and

[55], the multi-objective optimisation linear integer programming is proposed to minimise

the total transmit power thus to minimize the nonlinear impairments.

2.7 EDFA Power Control and Impairments from ROADM

Despite the non-linear impairments posing a great challenge to the optical networks, the ASE

noise generated from the optical amplifiers is the dominant impairment. Distributed power

amplification is widely adopted, especially using EDFA for long distance transmission in

modern optical networks due to its great reliability [56]. Therefore, the EDFA power control

is essential to impairments management in the optical networks. The EDFA spectrum gain

and noise figure tilt problem of using a cascade of EDFAs have been analysed and addressed

in [57]. [58] propose an analytical black box formulation to model the EDFA gain tilt and

noise figure unflattering phenomenon and experimentally demonstrate the accuracy of the

proposed analytical model. The EDFA power gain control and the noise figure under the

multiple channels amplification case is investigated in [59]. It is reported that the gain and

noise features of the EDFA largely depends on population inversion level of the erbium-doped

fibre. [60] shows similar results that the optimal EDFA gain and noise figure can be achieved

with different gain and noise figure combination. Noise figure is the factor to measure the

SNR degradation due to the amplification. However, its value relates to the input power

and pump power, making it hard to complete the characterisation without a large number

of testing points. In [61], a neural networks based regression approach is proposed with a

limited number of testing points as the training sample to obtain the whole characterisation

performance of the gain flatness curve and the noise figure curve. The regression method
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can achieve estimated errors of less than 0.1 dB compared to the test values for the noise

figure over the entire propagation spectrum. The power and gain adjustment of the EDFA

is essential to the overall performance of the optical networks. In [62], authors present

a machine learning based solution to adaptively adjust a cascade of EDFAs to minimize

the entire noise figure and the gain spectrum ripple of the end-to-end optical system. The

proposed iterative method indicates that the optical link can be optimized while remains the

pre-set input and output power level.

ROADM, as the optical switching element, adds extra loss apart from the optical link loss.

The signal power loss due to the ROADM insertion loss needs to be compensated by EDFA

to allow enough signal power within the sensitivity of the receivers as well allow enough

power into the following optical link. Therefore, the additional power amplifiers to recover

the signal power due to ROADM insertion loss will add more ASE noise to the original

signal. The ROADM insertion loss depends on its architecture design, its size in terms of

degrees and types of the components used [63]. The ROADM architectures and the common

components for the ROADM are presented in [64]. Both couplers/splitters and wavelength

selective switch can be served as MUX or DEMUX in the ROADM. According to the number

of channels adding or dropping, the insertion loss using couplers or WSS are different. WSS

with 16 ports served as the MUX or DEMUX adds 5 dB - 6 dB insertion loss to the ROADM

while the 1× 16 coupler can suffer 12 dB - 13 dB loss. Therefore, the ASE noise due to

the ROADM varies with different ROADM architecture. Architecture on demand (AoD) is

proposed in [65] [66] to provide programmable functions to the optical hardware and adapt

the hardware architecture according to the requirement. Due to the concept of AoD, the ASE

impairments of the AoD nodes vary with the flexible configuration demand. The number

of spans the signal can reach with lower loss ROADMs or AoD nodes is more compared to

high loss ROADM. Apart from the ASE noise due to the ROADM or AoD nodes insertion

loss, polarization dependent loss of the ROADM also affects the signal QoT. It is reported
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in [63] that the maximum number of spans reduces from 23 to 18 when the PDL increases

from 0.5 dB to 1 dB. As it is hard to estimate the exact impact of the PDL, the statistical

worst-case PDL due to ROADM is applied to the network design. The signal suffers spectra

narrowing effect as it travels through multiple ROADMs due to the filter concatenation effect.

The paper [30] suggests certain margin needs to be allocated due to the filtering effect.

2.8 Optical Signal Quality Assessment Model

In this work, we consider the modern polarization multiplexing optical network deployed

with the latest coherent transceivers in the dispersion uncompensated paradigm. The signal

transmits in the fibre generating high chromatic dispersion and polarization mode dispersion

without any dispersion compensation fibre. The polarization multiplexing techniques which

doubles the optical network throughput, are assumed to be deployed and PM signals are of

the equal power in both orthogonal polarization modes.

We also assume the ideal transceivers with digital signal processors, thus there is no

impairments or penalty from the transceivers. The amplified spontaneous emission noise

due to the signal power amplification in optical links is the main source of stochastic noise.

It is further assumed that the ideal digital processors can recover the signal from linear

transmission impairments like chromatic dispersion and polarization mode dispersion (except

ASE noise), that the wavelength selective switch or the demultiplexer in the ROADM can

completely isolate the different channels without causing the filter concatenation effect.

The gain curve of EDFA is assumed to be flat which gives the equal gain of different

spectral components thus its noise figure is also a constant value. We consider the self-

phase modulation, cross-phase modulation and four-wave mixing as the main the non-

linear impairments while neglects the stimulated Brillouin scattering due to broadband

communication as well as the stimulated Raman scattering. In this case, the electronic
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signal-to-noise ratio at the receiver depends on the amplified spontaneous emission noise

during amplification and non-linear impairments during transmission.

In this work, we choose the non-linear impairments Gaussian noise model to quantify the

impact of third order electric susceptibility Kerr effect. The Gaussian shape of the non-linear

impairments is the basis of the GN model in the dispersion uncompensated optical network.

The unmanaged dispersion introduces inter-symbol interference in the time domain to the

original optical signal, which causes the signal shape appearing to be Gaussian distribution

in the time domain. Also, the phase noise or the spectrum broadening due to Kerr effect

is regarded as a circular Gaussian distributed noise. At the receiver, the powerful digital

processor recovers the signal to its undistorted form due to the dispersion. However, the non-

linear impairments accumulated along the fibre spans cannot be restored correctly, leading to

a circular Gaussian noise for both polarization modes and both IQ planes [41–43].

2.8.1 SNR and OSNR

The stochastic ASE noise is white additive Gaussian distributed interference across the

operation bandwidth of EDFA. Under the assumption that the non-linear impairments being

Gaussian distribution, the electronic signal-to-noise ratio can be expressed as:

SNR =
Psig

PASE +PNLI
(2.16)

where Psig is the received optical signal power, PNLI being the received non-linear impairments

power within the signal bandwidth and PASE being the received amplified spontaneous

emission noise power within signal bandwidth. From equation 2.6, we can derive the ASE

noise power at the receivers as:

PASE = hνB ·∑
k
(10

Gk
10 −1) ·10

NF
10 (2.17)
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where the B is the bandwidth of signal and Gk being the EDFA gain of kth fibre span in dB.

Similarly, the power of non-linear interference according to equation (2.13) are assumed

to accumulate incoherently thus the ’phase array’ factor χ( f1, f2, f ) is set to 1 in our work.

Therefore, the power of non-linear interference noise can be written as:

PNLI =
16
27

·Nk · γ2 ·L2
e f f ·

∫ B
2

−B
2

∫
∞

−∞

∫
∞

−∞

G( f1) ·G( f2) ·G( f1 + f2 − f ) ·ρ( f1, f2, f ) ·d f1d f2

(2.18)

where B
2 is half of the signal bandwidth and the Nk being the number of fibre spans. By

combining equation (2.16), (2.17) and (2.18), we can derive the optical signal quality of

transmission assessment model considering the ASE noise and the non-linear impairments

under the regime of coherent detection.

The optical signal-to-noise ratio is measured as the ratio of signal power to the noise

power in the optical domain. The bandwidth of operating noise power measurement is usually

specified as 0.1 nm, which is roughly around 12.5 GHz for 1550 nm C-band signal. The

relationship between the electronic symbol SNR and OSNR in the optical domain can be

described as:

OSNR = SNR · B
Bre f

(2.19)

where the Bre f is the 0.1 nm reference bandwidth for the ASE noise measurement and SNR

and OSNR both being linear ratio. Considering 50 GHz channel spacing Nyquist WDM

signal, the OSNR can be further expressed as:

OSNRdB = SNRdB +6dB (2.20)
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where the SNRdB and OSNRdB is the electrical signal-to-noise ratio and optical signal-to-

noise ratio in decibel unit respectively.

2.8.2 BER and SNR

At the receiver, the received signal is demodulated into an analogue electrical signal and then

converted into digital bits. Hence, the recovered bits version might not be exactly the same

as the original bits, which introduce errors to the original information stream. As described

in the previous section, the quality of transmission of the signal is dependent on the SNR at

the receiver. As a result, the bit error rate is the direct reflection of the noise effect over the

signal. In this work, we consider the hard decision decoding [67] over the symbols. The BER

of Additive White Noise Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel from [68] [69] is calculated as:

BER =
2(1− 1

L)

log2L
Q

[√[3log2L
L2 −1

]2Eb

N0

]
(2.21)

where the L is the number of levels within I-Q plane for the M-ary modulation format, Eb

being the energy per bit and the N0/2 being the PSD of the additive white Gaussian noise.

The function Q is similar to er f c function, which is given by [70]:

Q(x) =
∫

∞

x

1√
2π

e−
y2
2 dy (2.22)

The equation (2.21) can be further simplified and approximated as [71]:

BER ≃ A · er f c(
√

B ·SNR) (2.23)
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The value of A and B alter for different M-ary square modulation schemes, which is

expressed as [71]:

A =

√
M−1√

Mlog2(
√

M)
(2.24)

B =

√
3log2M

2(M−1)
(2.25)

2.9 Dependence of FEC coding rate on SNR

Forward error correction (FEC) is widely adopted in the current optical network system by

giving redundancy to the coded information. The extra redundancy gives the receiver the

capability to detect or even recover the errors occurring due to the dispersion, ASE noise

and the non-linear interference. By correcting the error bits, the bit error rate maintains at an

extremely low level, which can be regarded as error-free transmission. Therefore, by adding

the FEC overhead to the original information, retransmission can be avoided, leading to a

significant amount of bandwidth saving [72].

To analyse the impact of deploying forward error correction code rate over the bit error

rate using polarization multiplexed quadrature amplitude modulation constellations, we

choose using the model in the presence of AWGN channel. The maximum FEC coding rate

of using hard decision decoding can be calculated as [73]:

CRFEC = 1+BER · log2(BER)+(1−BER)log2(1−BER) (2.26)

From equation (2.23), the pre-FEC bit error rate can be derived given the modulation

format and the electrical SNR at the receiver. Certain pre-FEC bit error rate threshold is set

according to its coding rate to deliver error-free transmission. The SNR difference between
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Table 2.2 The required electrical SNR to achieve pre-FEC bit error rate

Modulation Format Required Electrical SNR for pre-FEC BER 3.8×10−3

PM-BPSK 5.5 dB

PM-QPSK 8.5 dB

PM-8QAM 12.5 dB

PM-16QAM 15.1 dB

PM-32QAM 18.1 dB

PM-64QAM 21.1 dB

PM-128QAM 23.9 dB

PM-256QAM 26.8 dB

PM-512QAM 29.6 dB

PM-1024QAM 32.6 dB
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the uncoded transmission system and coded system to achieve the same BER level is often

specified as the net coding gain. The net coding gain determines the performance of FEC,

expressed as [74]:

NCG(dB) = 20log10

[
er f c−1(2 ·BERpre)

]
−20log10

[
er f c−1(2 ·BERpost)

]
+10log10CR

(2.27)

where BERpre and BERpost are the bit error rate of the signal input to forward error correction

decoder and reference bit error rate after FEC decoding respectively. CR is the FEC coding

rate, representing the penalty because of adding redundancy to the original information bits

in form of overhead, written as:

CR =
k

k+ r
(2.28)

where k is the number of bits for FEC overhead and r being the number of bits of the original

information stream. The reference post-FEC bit error rate is often referred to achieve 10−15

as the error-free transmission [75]. Combining equation above, 9.35 dB and 10.5 dB FEC

net coding gain can be achieved when deploying 7% and 20% FEC overhead respectively.

Pre-FEC bit error rate of 3.8× 10−3 and 1.5× 10−2 is permitted with the benefit of the

net coding gains deploying 7% and 20% FEC overhead respectively. In table 2.2, we list

the required electrical SNR to achieve the pre-FEC bit error rate threshold with 7% FEC

overhead for different modulation schemes.

2.10 Summary

In this chapter, the basic knowledge of optical fibre and the relevant parameters/information

are first presented. As launching optical signal into the optical fibre would introduce the im-

pairments and degrade the optical signal quality, the physical layer impairments are classified
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and their impact on the signal quality are discussed. Then, the nonlinear impairment Gaussian

noise model is introduced and current related state-of-art research works are detailed review.

The main contribution of these works is targeting the approximation and simplification of the

GN model. However, they either underestimate the nonlinear impairments or may fail the

requirement of elastic optical networks with flex-grid spectrum allocation of 12.5 GHz or

even 6.25 GHz grid. This motivates the work described in chapter 4 for a computationally

simple and accurate nonlinear impairments tool. Finally, the signal quality assessment model

is formed and used in the later chapters.



Chapter 3

Optical Networking and Resource

Allocation

3.1 Introduction

Resource allocation and optimisation are regarded as one of the most important features

in the optical networks. The network resource allocation and optimisation assign proper

power, routing, modulation and spectrum resources to the traffic requests. It enables to

reduce the optical network blocking probability, to increase optical network efficiency, to

achieve energy efficiency, etc. In this chapter, we will start by reviewing the basic concepts

and technologies in the optical backbone networks. Then we describe techniques to be

deployed in the advanced elastic optical networks. Followed by that, the related work of

routing modulation format and spectrum assignment problem is discussed and reviewed. At

last, the resource allocation and optimisation problem based on GN nonlinear impairments

model are introduced.
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3.2 Wavelength Division-Multiplexing Optical System

Due to the increasing Internet traffic, the desire for high bandwidth service and to reduce

the expenditure of deploying new MPLS or SONET/SDH networks, the WDM optical

networks are introduced by network infrastructure providers during mid-1990s [76]. WDM

is a multiplexing technique which allows a large number of optical signal with different

wavelengths multiplexed into the same optical fibre [6] [77] [78] , as shown in figure 3.1.

Therefore, less amount of fibre is needed due to multiplexing multiple channels into a single

fibre. This technique can significantly improve communication throughput and efficiency.

Optical fibre links and optical switching elements form the basis of the WDM optical

networks. The optical signal is launched into optical fibre through the transmitters and then

routed to the receivers at desired destinations through optical switching elements.

Fig. 3.1 Basic WDM system diagram

ROADMs are the main switching elements in WDM networks, which usually consist of

wavelength selective switches, multiplexers, demultiplexers and couplers [64]. Apart from

switching functionality, it also supports add/drop function which routes the locally added

optical signal to other ROADMs or routes the optical signal from other optical nodes to the

local receivers. Optical nodes or ROADMs are connected by optical fibre links. Each fibre

link consists of a pair of fibre to enable bi-direction transmission and contains multiple fibre

spans with optical amplifiers in between to compensate any signal power loss during the

transmission.
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DWDM system refers to the multiplexing technique within C-band (1530 nm - 1565 nm)

and L-band (1565 nm - 1625 nm) defined as per ITU-T G.694.1 v2.0 [79]. Currently, it

mainly operates within C-band transmitting and switching the optical signal wavelength at

100 GHz spacing for 40 channels or with 80 channels at 50 GHz spacing according to ITU-T

G.694.1 standard. Traditionally, there are three types of DWDM networks, known as the

transparent optical network where all the signal are routed optically, opaque optical network

wherein the signal experiences O-E-O in the all the switching nodes and translucent optical

network which contains the mixture of fully optical nodes and O-E-O nodes [80] [81]. In

both opaque and translucent optical network, the signal in all or some intermediate nodes is

received and converted into electronic domain first and then is modulated into the optical

domain. Those O-E-O enabled nodes are named as repeater or regenerator, with the capability

of wavelength conversion, modulation format adaptation or re-amplification, reshaping and

re-timing as the functions of 3R regenerator [82] [83]. We consider the transparent optical

network in this work without O-E-O conversion at the intermediate switching elements.

DWDM system operates and switches the optical signal according to their allocated

channel. Due to fixed channel spacing, each channel tends to unlikely support traffic over

100 Gbps or 400 Gbps within fixed 50 GHz ITU grid [32]. Apart from this, the signal in

the traditional DWDM system does not occupy the whole channel bandwidth, which in

turn leaves unused spectrum [84]. This not only leads to spectrum waste but also limit

the maximum capacity of each wavelength. Driven by the exponential growth of new

applications and services such as cloud computing, high-definition video streaming, inter

data centre communication, the conventional WDM or DWDM system currently deployed in

the operator networks are unable to accommodate these high-bandwidth dynamic demands

over the existing infrastructures. Also, the conventional DWDM system lacks adequate

scalability to meet to highly increasing network traffic demand and the capability to adjust
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rapid changing traffic profile. Therefore, we focus on the elastic optical networks in this

work which can provide better efficiency, scalability and the flexibility [32] [85] [86].

3.3 Elastic Optical Networks

To overcome the problem of DWDM optical networks, elastic optical networks is proposed

to support high-bandwidth, dynamic traffic requests and facilitate better network resources

utilisation by employing flexible bandwidth allocation [32] [85] [87]. Compared to con-

ventional WDM optical networks, EON can achieve flexible optical spectrum assignment.

In EON, a certain amount of continuous and contiguous small bandwidth grids form the

optical channels, which provide the possibility of carrying low bit rate data stream or offer

the capability of transmitting over 400 Gbps per channel. In this case, the spectrum resources

can be utilized efficiently and dynamically according to the corresponding service traffic

request rate. It is reported in [32] that 5% - 150% spectrum efficiency improvement can be

achieved in EON using flexible spectrum assignment compared to using fixed 50 GHz grid

WDM channels with 10 GHz bandwidth as the guard band.

3.3.1 Bandwidth Variable Transceivers

The benefit of EON that delivers better spectrum efficiency compared to the DWDM system

relies on the bandwidth variable transponders and bandwidth variable spectrum selective

switches based ROADM deployed in the elastic optical networks [85]. BVT is a class of

transponders which can dynamically tune certain attributes, such as: optical spectrum central

frequency, the spectrum bandwidth, spectral shape, the signal launch power, the modulation

format and its forward error correction coding rate [88], where its diagram is shown in figure

3.2. Recent research work focuses on sliceable BVT with the capability of allocating sub-

carriers to different connection requests [88–91]. It allows the data streams from the same
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client interface to be mapped into several optical data paths, each with different modulation

formats, FEC coding schemes and coding rates, or several data streams are aggregated to a

large single optical super-channel according to traffic requests and network applications.
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Fig. 3.2 The building diagram of the S-BVT architecture supporting O-OFDM [90].

3.3.2 Flex-Grid Reconfigurable Optical Add-Drop Multiplexer

To support the switching functionality in EON, ROADM supporting flex-grid signal rout-

ing/switching is needed. Traditionally, several wavelength selective switches are intercon-

nected to form the ROADM in DWDM system. With the development of techniques of

manufacturing flexible WSS or SSS, the new WSS/SSS allows near arbitrary spectrum

switching of 6.25 GHz filtering bandwidth and 1 GHz incremental resolution step [92] [93].

A typical 2 degrees ROADM architecture is illustrated in figure 3.3.
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Fig. 3.3 Classic ROADM architecture design

The MUX and DEMUX are connected to WSS to add local lightpaths to the optical

network or drop the lightpaths to the local IP edge router. In some cases, the MUX can

be simple couplers to reduce the overall cost of ROADM. However, coupler suffers a high

loss when too many lightpaths or sub-carriers are supported locally, which leads to a great

challenge to the optical system design. In this case, the coupler can be replaced by a low

loss reconfigurable arrayed waveguide grating or a flexible WSS to allow sufficient signal

power launching into the network. The DEMUX can be an active device like WSS or a

passive device as AWG, which can separate the wavelengths or channel spectrum bandwidths.

WSS or SSS inside the flexible ROADM architecture can provide the colourless switching,

which is able to support arbitrary spectrum routing into the specific port. The ROADM is

classified as colourless in this case [64]. The amplifiers in the southbound compensate the

signal power loss of the fibre span connected to the ROADM while the amplifiers in the

northbound recover the signal power due to the ROADM insertion loss, such as coupler loss,

fibre connector loss, WSS insertion loss and power equalization loss.
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Apart from colorless ROADM, the ROADM can be classified according to their functions

and constraints such as colorless, directionless ROADM and colorless, directionless and

contentionless (known as CDC) ROADM [64, 94–96]. The directionless ROADM is able to

provide the freedom to switch the optical spectrum to any output ports. The contentionless

ROADM further removes the wavelength or spectrum constraint where any spectrum band-

width resource can be allocated to any ports as long as spectrum non-overlapping restriction

is satisfied at the output port. The CDC bandwidth flexible ROADM not only reduces the

operational cost of the ROADMs as well as the overall network but also simplifies network

resource management and eases the operational constraint.

3.4 Brief review of resource allocation in optical networks

The resource allocation problem in elastic optical networks often refers to the routing and

spectrum allocation (RSA) problem. Similarly, it is equivalent to the routing and wavelength

allocation (RWA) in DWDM optical networks. The difference is that elastic optical networks

offer the flexible spectrum slots allocation to meet the various demands of bandwidth

compared to assigning single wavelength in DWDM optical system. The allocated spectrum

resources need to be assigned to be near each other as a whole spectrum block. This is known

as the spectrum contiguity constraint in the optical networks [85] [97] [98]. In transparent

elastic optical networks, where optical-electronic-optical conversion is not permitted, the

same spectrum slots must be allocated to all the optical links along the selected end-to-end

lightpath. Similar to spectrum contiguity constraint, this is called the spectrum continuity

constraint in transparent optical networks.

Figure 3.4 shows an example of spectrum slots allocation in elastic optical network. We

assume a connection request from node 1 to node 5 requires 4 spectrum slots. The path is

calculated of utilizing the link 1 between node 1 and node 2, link 2 between node 2 and node

4 and link 3 between node 4 and node 5 and spectrum slot 1 - 4 is assigned in the example.
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The route of node 1 - 3 - 4 - 5 is not selected as it does not meet the requirement to provide

both continuous and contiguous slots. However, the requirement of two constraints can be

met when the lightpath travels the node 1-2-4-5 and spectrum is assigned as index 1 - 4 slot.

RWA problem in conventional DWDM system has proven to be an NP-hard problem,

which has been studied for years [97, 99–101]. The RSA problem in the elastic optical

network can be regarded as the RWA problem when the number of spectrum slots is equivalent

to the number of wavelengths. Therefore, the routing and spectrum allocation problem is also

an NP-hard problem [98] [102]. Many generic heuristic algorithms have been proposed to

solve the RSA problem. These generic RSA algorithms usually treat the problem by splitting

it into two independent small topics: 1) the routing problem and 2) spectrum assignment

problem.

3.4.1 Routing and Spectrum Assignment

There are several routing techniques in optical networks: 1) fixed path routing, 2) fixed

alternative path routing, 3) least congested path routing and 4) dynamic adaptive path routing

[97] [103] [104]. These routing techniques rely on the output of graph theory: Dijkstra’s

algorithm [105] [106]. In fixed path routing, usually, the physically shortest path is pre-

calculated for each pair of the source node and destination node in the network. This technique

maintains a single routing table for each pair of source and destination and the spectrum

allocation scheme searches the available spectrum resources to establish the connection. In

case that no spectrum is available to host the connection requirement, the connection request

is rejected and regarded as blocked. The fixed alternative path routing is a direct extension

of the fixed path routing algorithm. For each pair of source and destination, the routing

table contains a list of routing paths. In case one path cannot provide enough spectrum

resources, the algorithm continues searches the spectrum resource of the next candidate path

in the routing table. Unlike fixed path routing and the fixed alternative path routing usually
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calculate the physically shortest path or the physically K-shortest paths, least congested path

routing [103] [107] determines the routing path according to the link congestion condition

by the time the connection request arrives. Dynamic adaptive path routing calculates the path

based on real-time link state information or certain policy [108].

Fig. 3.4 An example of spectrum slots allocation in elastic optical networks

In elastic optical networks, the number of spectrum slots can be adapted flexibly according

to the bandwidth requirement of the connection requests, thus to achieve higher spectral

efficiency. The spectrum allocation can be performed either jointly with the routing process

or independent of the routing path. First-fit spectrum slot allocation [109] [110] assigns the
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first available spectrum slots block to the connection, which meets the spectrum continuity

and contiguity constraint requirement for the selected path. Random-fit policy randomly

chooses the available slots, to avoid multiple connection requests selecting the same slot [97]

[109]. In contrast to the first-fit spectrum allocation, last-fit allocation allocates the highest

possible index spectrum slots from the available slots pool. First-last fit spectrum assignment

combines the feature of both first-fit and last-fit. The connection requests are divided into odd

and even subset. When the odd indexed number of request arrives, the algorithm attempts to

assign the spectrum slots in a first-fit way. The last-fit spectrum assignment is performed

for the even indexed number of connection requests [110]. Exact-fit spectrum allocation

searches the slots block from the lowest index and allocates the block to the connection if the

available spectrum block exactly matches the bandwidth requirement of the request. Exact-fit

spectrum allocation can improve network efficiency by reducing the spectrum fragmentation

issue [111].

3.4.2 Routing, Modulation Format and Spectrum Assignment

RSA problem often refers to spectrum slots assignment with the connection requests being

the number of spectrum slots. However, the generic traffic requests are the bandwidth

requirement in the form of providing a certain bit rate lightpaths. This relates to assigning

certain modulation format to the connection in addition to routing and spectrum allocation.

This type of problem is called routing, modulation format and spectrum assignment (RMSA)

problem. Similar to RSA, RMSA is also an NP-hard problem which jointly considers the

three-dimensional resource allocation (path, modulation and spectrum).

In [98], an integer linear programming (ILP) has been proposed to minimize the network

spectrum usage in elastic optical networks given the traffic matrix in advanced. It also presents

the decomposition of the RMSA ILP formulation into two sub-problems: 1) routing and

spectrum level ILP problem and 2) ILP based spectrum assignment problem. Considering the
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computational complexity of solving the ILP and two sub-ILP problems, complete heuristic

algorithms are introduced in [98] which serve a list of traffic requests one after the other, in a

sequential manner. Further, several traffic requests reordering policies have been proposed to

improve network remaining capacity. However, this method assumes a particular modulation

format is permitted for certain transmission distance while does not consider other impact

factors. Therefore, it may underutilise the network resources. In [112], detail analysis of ILP

formulation to solve the RMSA problem in WDM based optical networks and elastic optical

networks has been proposed. Similar to [98] and [112], ILP formulations and heuristic

algorithms have been presented in [113–115] to allocate optical path, spectrum resource and

modulation level resource to the connection requests. In these work, the traffic matrix is static

while the corresponding ILP based formulation and heuristic algorithms can be regarded as

the off-line algorithm. In this case, their algorithm is designed for the off-line requests which

may fail to meet the demand of dynamic requests in future elastic optical networks.

In contrast to the off-line algorithm for the static traffic request scenarios, there are

many works studying the RMSA problem for the dynamic traffic request [116–121]. These

works aim at optimizing different targets during the resource allocation process. In [116],

the open capacity of elastic optical networks is maximized with the proposed RMSA ILP

formulation and the heuristic algorithm. Traffic lightpath restoration/re-routing is considered

in [117, 119, 121] taking energy efficiency and spectrum fragmentation into account, to

improve the number of provisioned service requests and service acceptance ratio.

3.4.3 Traffic Grooming and Spectrum Defragmentation in Elastic Op-

tical Networks

To make the efficient use of the optical bandwidth-variable transponders, traffic grooming

is adopted in the optical networks. Although the spectrum resource can be allocated in

a just-enough manner in elastic optical networks, the bandwidth variable transponder is
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designed for the maximum line-rate with tunable modulation format. Spectrum slots or

O-OFDM sub-carriers variable with slicing capability is not maturely supported nowadays

[122]. Traffic grooming is able to combine several low-speed traffic streams to form a large-

bandwidth flow and modulate the information into high capacity lightpath through the optical

bandwidth-variable transponders. In [123–125], RMSA problem is solved considering traffic

grooming technique to improve spectral efficiency in elastic optical networks are proposed.

Optical traffic grooming in O-OFDM based elastic optical networks exploring the capability

of bandwidth variable transponders is studied in[123, 124]. The results show the significant

network spectrum and bandwidth variable transponders saving with the proposed optical layer

traffic grooming techniques compared with the non-traffic grooming scenario. Non-linear

impairments aware multi-path traffic grooming is presented in [125] to improve the network

spectral efficiency using the Gaussian noise non-linear impairments model. They presented

a mixed integer linear programming formulation, a generic heuristic algorithm and show

an improved network capacity with the proposed strategies. However, they assume single

request can be divided into two halves if a single lightpath cannot support the its bit rate

request. This requires significantly higher complexity at a higher network layer to reconstruct

the information frames.

The spectrum slots are assigned in continuity and contiguity manner in transparent elastic

optical networks. As the traffic demands and assigned modulation level vary, dynamically

setting up and tearing down lightpath causes the spectrum fragmentation problem in the

EON [98] [126]. In this case, there are some slots isolated from others in the spectrum

domain and space domain (optical link). For example, it is difficult to utilize the slot 3 of

link 5 as shown in figure 3.4 unless there is a traffic demand for 1 slot bandwidth between

node 1 and node 3 and the spectrum allocation algorithm happens to assign slot 3 to the

request. This is known as the spectrum fragmentation problem. If no available slots can

satisfy the traffic demand, the request is regarded as rejected and network blocking occurs
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because of the fragmented spectrum slots. To reduce the service request blocking probability

due to the spectrum fragmentation, spectrum-aware RMSA has been studied in [127–129].

The service reconfiguration will be operated to tear down and re-establish the lightpaths

to eliminate the impact of the spectrum fragmentation issue to the network acceptance

probability in [127] [128], once the algorithms detect serious spectrum fragmentation in

the optical networks. Although lightpaths tearing-down and re-establishment behaviour can

improve the network capacity, this requires the disruption of existing service and additional

network resources, such as spare transponders and spectrum slots resource. In [129], an

entropy-based fragmentation metric calculation is performed during the RMSA process.

The minimum entropy spectrum assignment algorithm expects to reduce the number of

lightpath tearing down and re-establishment because of the spectrum defragmentation. At the

reconfiguration level, pull and push defragmentation technique has been introduced in [130]

to dynamically retune the frequency of allocated spectrum without disrupting the embedded

service. In this case, the spectrum can be quickly tuned together with the spectrum switching

elements along the lightpath to avoid the service disruption shown in [127] [128].

3.4.4 Impairments-Aware Resource Allocation in Optical Networks

For the modulation level assignment in the optical networks, the choice of the modulation

format requires the optical signal satisfying the corresponding quality of transmission. In

the work of solving the RMSA problem described earlier, the transmission distance or the

number of fibre spans is the single factor affecting the signal quality. The highest modulation

format is selected given the transmission distance of the routing decision, as shown in figure

3.5. This is also known as the distance adaptive routing, modulation format and spectrum

allocation [86].

However, the maximum permitted transmission distance for each modulation format

depends on a number of factors, such as: signal launch power, fibre span length, the number
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Fig. 3.5 Modulation format against maximum transmission distance

of ROADMs on the lightpath, fibre ageing condition, the noise figure of EDFA, linear

impairments, non-linear impairments, the sensitivity of transponders and etc. Given a single

transmission distance as the signal QoT factor while regarding these factors mentioned above

cannot make the efficient use of the optical network resources.

The reality that the actual performance of the lightpaths is not solely dependent on

the transmission distance may also lead to unacceptable QoT of some lightpaths in the

optical network. The knowledge of physical layer impairments such as chromatic dispersion,

polarisation dependent dispersion, self-phase modulation, cross-phase modulation and four-

wave mixing is essential for the optical signal quality of transmission validation when

establishing the new lightpath.

Routing, modulation format and spectrum assignment considering these real physical

layer impairments have been studied in a variety of works. In [131], linear impairments ASE

noise, non-linear interference cross-phase modulation and four-wave mixing are considered

as the main physical layer impairments. The quality of transmission in terms of Q-factor

is calculated of each request according to channel allocation and routing decision for both
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single line rate requests and mixed line rate requests. The physical layer impairments are

included in the proposed resource allocation mechanisms. Similarly, the ASE noise, fibre

non-linear impairments and the impairments from the bandwidth variable ROADMs in

elastic optical networks are mathematically modelled and have been applied to QoT-aware

modulation format allocation with the computed routing path in [132]. The path with the

best signal-to-noise metric is selected and the spectrum assignment considering distributing

the traffic evenly is deployed. The network kriging technique [133] and Euclidean norm

minimization is used in [134] [135] to model and account for the impairments of newly

established lightpaths and the QoT degradation of existing lightpaths in the network due to

new lightpath establishment. The proposed impairments estimation framework shows that

4×10−2 lower pre-FEC bit error rate can be achieved compared with the case of assuming

the fully loaded links with the worst non-linear interference.

As coherent optical communication has drawn significant attention to support robust and

high capacity long distance transmission [136] [137], impairments-aware RMSA problems

proposed in recent years assume the quality of transmission is dominated by the ASE noise

and non-linear impairments while other impairments can be compensated by the digital

signal processors at the receivers. With the development of new non-linear impairments

modelling tool, Gaussian noise model [41–43], the modelling of non-linear interference

becomes accurate and faster than previous models or using nonlinear Schrödinger equation.

GN model based non-linear impairments aware resource allocation has also been studied.

Quality of transmission aware adaptive elastic optical networks has been proposed in [138]

using the GN model for modelling the nonlinear impairments. Authors mainly focus on

the network survivability and perform the network reconfiguration when the requirement

of quality of the transmission of the existing lightpaths is no longer meet. Three strategies

have been proposed to overcome the QoT degradation problem due to nonlinear impairments

introduced by the newly established lightpaths: 1) adaptive modulation format, 2) shifting
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spectrum by adding guardband and 3) adaptive FEC overhead. The proposed strategies can

affect the existing service as none of them promises hit-less service re-planing. Non-linear

impairments and congestion-aware routing are proposed and analysed in [107] to examine the

3 types of routing algorithms in the non-linear regime. The network blocking probability is

evaluated with the 50 GHz, 25 GHz, 12.5 GHz and 6.25 GHz grid elastic optical network. The

proposed weighted congestion-aware routing achieves the lowest blocking ratio compared to

other routing algorithms.

Mixed integer linear programming based routing, modulation format and spectrum

allocation is performed in [139] [140] by taking actual non-linear impairments into account.

The actual non-linear impairments model in [140] refers to the work [44], which requires the

channel spacing between connections more than 28 GHz. The proposed MILP minimizes the

maximum allocated spectrum slot index in the network with different signal power spectral

density. Their model requires the requests bandwidth over 300 Gbps, which is not feasible

for all the lightpath demand.

Similarly, joint power. routing, modulation format and spectrum allocation is presented

to achieve the maximum network capacity in [51] to collaborative minimize the number

of allocated bandwidth variable transponders and the total physical layer impairments for

static elastic optical networks in [54] [55] and to minimize maximum bandwidth usage, to

minimize total launch power and maximize the SNR margins in [53].

To reduce the transmission errors due to the noisy optical links, the forward error coding

is applied to the original information stream. The optical transmission system with the FEC

encoder and decoder is shown in figure 3.6. The FEC encoder placed before the modulator

adds redundancy to the original information stream. At the receiver, the message is decoded

after the demodulation process. The impact of FEC overhead on the optical network in the

non-linear regime is shown in [141]. In [141], authors present an ILP model to select the

optimal combination of the routing path, modulation format and FEC overhead assuming the
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self-channel interference can be fully compensated by the digital backpropagation technique

[142]. The paper shows the soft decision-FEC is able to achieve 12%, 15% and 20% more

network capacity compared to adopting hard decision-FEC for a national, continental and

global network respectively.

Fig. 3.6 The optical transmission system with with FEC encoder and HD/SD-FEC decoder
[141].

Apart from the resource allocation strategy for the static traffic scenario, optical regener-

ator placement algorithms considering the effect of growing non-linear interference noise

due to increasing link loading condition have been proposed in [143–145]. A load-aware

maximum reach distance approach has been proposed based on Gaussian noise model in

[143] and the O-E-O regenerators placement has been deployed when the QoT of certain

lightpaths can no longer support the selected modulation level. Similarly, the regenerators

allocation algorithms have been studied in [144] [145] with dynamic traffic in the elastic

optical networks. An ILP based algorithm in [145] aims at allocating the minimum number

of regenerators and demonstrates around 30% more traffic demands can be accepted. A

heuristic algorithm is raised in [144] for non-linear flex-grid optical networks with the traffic

demand of variable line rates requirements. The proposed optimisation framework is verified

with the Monte-Carlo method to achieve lower network blocking probability and fewer

number of regenerators required.
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3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we describe the fundamental background of the optical networks. The

concept WDM optical network and the elastic optical network are introduced. The flex-grid

ROADM and bandwidth variable transponders in EON is discussed in detail as relating to the

proposed network optimisation strategy and corresponding simulation work in the next few

chapters. The state-of-art research work regarding the resource allocation and optimisation in

DWDM or elastic optical networks have been studied. However, these works do not consider

the actual physical layer impairments along the lightpath, causing the network resources

underutilised. Finally, the nonlinear impairments-aware routing, modulation format and

spectrum assignment problem are also reviewed and discussed. They either do not consider

the dynamic traffic cases or require high bit rate requests, which violates the purpose of

the elastic optical network. Therefore, in the next few chapters, the novel physical layer

impairments aware resource allocation algorithms and optimisation schemes are proposed to

overcome the above problems.



Chapter 4

Load-Aware Nonlinear Impairments

Model

4.1 Introduction

To improve the optical network resource utilisation and to increase the optical network

capacity, the knowledge of the physical layer impairments is essential. These impairments

generated during the transmission affect the SNR of the lightpaths, the reach distance of

the system and the overall network capacity. In the era of using coherent transmission and

detection techniques, chromatic dispersion and polarisation mode dispersion can be mitigated

by placing digital signal processor at the coherent receivers. In this sense, the stochastic noise

like ASE noise and non-linear impairments become the major impairments. While ASE noise

has a simple mathematical model, the model of non-linear impairments is often associated

with solving complex equations. The traditional way of modelling and solving the nonlinear

Schrodinger equation is computationally complex, making it impossible as the physical layer

impairments evaluation tool for optical network optimisation. The recent proposed non-linear

GN model is a sufficient tool with relatively low complexity. However, to solve the GN model

in real-time for the optical networks with dynamic traffic is still challenging. Therefore,
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this chapter presents a low complex non-linear impairments model for accurate non-linear

impairments. The accuracy of the proposed model is verified compared to the original GN

model and a LARA resource allocation using the proposed non-linear impairments model

is evaluated. The idea of this chapter is presented in 2017, The Optical Networking and

Communication Conference and Exhibition in Los Angelas [146].

4.2 Physical Layer Quality of Transmission Model

In this section, we explain the physical layer impairments model for the signal quality of

transmission evaluation and various assumptions made for this work. The assumptions made

are listed as:

• A transparent dual-polarization (DP) optical system using coherent detection without

in-line compensation.

• Polarisation dependent loss is not considered.

• Polarisation mode dispersion and chromatic dispersion are fully compensated using

digital signal processing technique at the receivers.

• All-optical routing nodes consist of bandwidth-variable spectrum selective switches

with the colourless directionless and contentionless capability and they can isolate

channels without creating crosstalk.

• Signal spectrum close to rectangular, without guard band between different channels.

• Nonlinearity accumulates incoherently along multiple spans.

• Equal signal transmission power spectral density among channels within the same fibre

span.
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• Power loss is completely compensated by the erbium doped fibre amplifiers placed at

the end of each fibre span.

• The optical system is deployed with completely tunable, bandwidth variable and

modulation level adaptable transponders.

• The bandwidth request includes the capacity for forward error correction (FEC) over-

head.

Due to assuming polarization mode dispersion and chromatic dispersion being fully

compensated by DSP, polarization dependent loss not considered, the bandwidth-variable

spectrum selective switches can completely isolate different channels without crosstalk, the

dominant impairments in such dual-polarization uncompensated optical network are the

amplified spontaneous emission noise and the non-linear impairments. Therefore, the SNR

at the receiver is calculated as:

SNRRx = (∑
l

1
SNRl

)−1 (4.1)

where the 1
SNRl

is the linear SNR degradation of link l. The end-to-end linear SNRRx depends

on the linear SNR degradation of each link along the path. The linear SNR degradation of a

link is calculated as:

1
SNRl

=
Gl

ASE +Gl
NLI

Gl
sig

(4.2)

where Gl
ASE , Gl

NLI and Gl
sig are the PSD for the ASE noise, the non-linear impairments and

the optical signal of link l within the channel bandwidth respectively. Since we assume the

signal power loss can be fully compensated by EDFA placed between fibre spans, the single
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sided PSD of ASE noise of link l is expressed as [25] [26]:

Gl
ASE = ∑

e
10

NFe
10 ·hν(10

Ae
10 −1) (4.3)

where NFe is the noise noise figure of EDFA e of link l, h is Planck’s constant, ν is signal

carrier frequency and Ae stands for signal power loss over fibre span e of link l in dB.

While the ASE noise has a simple mathematical model, the non-linear impairments are

difficult to fast and accurate formulate as a tool for impairments-aware resource allocation in

the optical network. In the next section, the state-of-art NLI modelling and their impact on

resource allocation will be discussed.

4.3 Exact Nonlinear Impairments and Worst-Case Nonlin-

ear Impairments for Resource Allocation in Elastic Op-

tical Networks

The original GN model [42] [41] is described in equation 2.13 in chapter 2 to derive the power

spectral density of the non-linear interference. This model has been proven to effectively

approximate the real NLI during the transmission via multiple work [147] [148] [149] [150]

[151]. However, forming the non-linear impairments power within channel bandwidth

requires the triple integration of the equation 2.13. For the optical network with already

established connections, the QoT or SNR of newly embedded lightpath needs to be evaluated

using the original GN model. Furthermore, the QoT or SNR of existing lightpaths utilizing

the common optical links as the new lightpaths requires re-evaluation due to the changing

signal power spectral density in the view of the GN model. Those multiple QoT calculations

cannot be performed in real time as they require a significant amount for computation.
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A simplified version of GN model has been proposed in [44] to model the NLI power

of the channels with various spectrum bandwidth. In [47], the NLI model is applied to the

signal of 50 GHz bandwidth spacing. These simplified versions of GN model enable the

fast NLI calculation. However, only self-channel interference and cross-channel interference

are considered while multi-channel interference (MCI) shown in figure 2.2 (c) are ignored

in these works. As a result, they require the channel spacing more than 28 GHz to obtain

the accurate NLI information. For the channel spacing less than 28 GHz, they lead to

considerable NLI underestimation. Therefore, these models cannot provide accurate NLI

estimation for flex-grid optical networks with 12.5 GHz per incremental spectrum grid.

Fig. 4.1 An example of network with NLI underestimation using model in [44] and [47]. (a):
Simple network topology; (b): Spectrum slot assignment in the network; (c): Actual SNR
versus estimated SNR without MCI using model [44] and [47]

.

An example is shown in figure 4.1 to demonstrate the negative impact due to NLI

underestimation. The channel spacing between lightpath 1 and lightpath 2 is less than 28

GHz as per slot width is 12.5 GHz according to ITU-T standard [79]. When adopting the

NLI model not considering MCI, both lightpath 1 and 2 are regarded with the capability to

utilize 16QAM as modulation format for transmission through calculation. However, NLI
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overestimation due to neglecting multi-channel interference causes the actual SNR smaller

than the estimated value. Therefore, the actual SNR of lightpath 2 does not permit it using

16QAM. As a result, the connection is blocked at the initial lightpath provisioning stage as

error-free transmission cannot be guaranteed.

Apart from the inaccuracy of the simplified GN model or the huge amount of computation

complexity using original GN model, deriving the accurate SNR for resource allocation in

the optical network is not always a good option. For a dynamic network with lightpaths

setting up and tearing down, the accurate SNR always changes with the varying real-time

network status. Therefore, some previous lightpaths setting up with ’old’ NLI information

may no longer support the assigned modulation format due to additional NLI from new

lightpaths established in the optical network. As a result, serious service blocking may occur

when allocating routing, spectrum and modulation format to the connections with greedy

accurate NLI. This phenomenon is shown in [152] [153] as the inter-channel interference.

The capacity of such optical network operating only according to current status but neglecting

future requests is significantly reduced. The virtual optical network embedding blocking

ratio is shown in figure 4.2 for using the accurate NLI and the worst-case NLI. It is observed

that the blocking ratio for allocating network resource using accurate NLI is approximate

60 % while it is 24% for using worst-case NLI. The higher network blocking ratio of using

accurate NLI is due to the aforementioned inter-channel blocking problem.

Compared to using the exact NLI for routing, modulation format and spectrum assignment

in optical networks, current network operators assign certain margins to model the impact of

non-linear impairments [6] [7]. From [6], 0.5 dB margin is assigned to SPM, XPM, FWM

and SBS/SRS respectively. Hence, the SNR is reduced by 2dB - 2.5 dB by combining all

types the NLI. Similarly, it is reported in [7] that 1.5 dB - 3 dB margin should be assigned

to NLI. These margins are usually calculated according to the worst-case impact of NLI,

which guarantee optical network surviving at any NLI conditions. However, NLI margins
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Fig. 4.2 Virtual optical network service requests blocking ratio with worst-case NLI analysis
and the accurate NLI according to network status

.

or the worst-case NLI does not consider the signal power launch into the fibre, routing and

spectrum allocation decision of lightpaths. Using these methods, the NLI is significantly

overestimated in most cases. Therefore, some lightpath may adopt conservative modulation

formats which reduces the overall spectral efficiency and hence underutilizing the optical

network resources. Also, assuming a high margin for NLI often requires more powerful

transceivers and more regenerators to be deployed in the network which further leads to an

increase in the capital expenditure.

To unlock the potential capacity of the optical networks, we assume the existing service

connections can adjust their assigned modulation formats dynamically according to the

network status without considering the service-level agreement (SLA). In this case, the

inter-channel blocking is not considered as the high-speed lightpaths can adjust to low-

speed streams when suffering more NLI from newly established channels. Considering

above assumption, we show the network throughput difference when adopting the exact NLI
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Fig. 4.3 Network capacity difference when adopting the actual NLI and 2 dB margin for NLI
.

according to network status and adopting 2 dB margin to model the impact of NLI against

the network loading in figure 4.3. The results are obtained by sequentially loaded the NSF

network. It is observed the maximum 9.3 Tbps more network capacity is achieved by using

accurate physical layer NLI without considering SLA. The accurate NLI can indeed help

improve the network capacity in this case.

4.4 Proposed Hybrid Nonlinearity Model

The problem of high computation complexity, the accuracy lacking for small traffic flows,

the inter-channel blocking of using accurate original GN model or simplified GN models as

well as the conservative modulation formats with worst-case NLI or margin methods make

them not a good candidate for NLI evaluation to enable physical layer impairments aware

resource allocation in elastic optical networks.
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To overcome the limitation of the aforementioned models in section 4.3, we propose a hy-

brid NLI model based on GN model for routing, modulation format and spectrum assignment

problem in elastic optical networks. The proposed NLI model combines the features of both

greedy accurate NLI estimation strategy and as it considers the channel loading conditions

and the worst-case NLI method due to considering future service connections.

In hybrid NLI model, few concepts are introduced first. C continuous frequency slots

are defined as a spectral window. Therefore, each window size is C · b where b is the per

frequency slot bandwidth. For an optical network with F frequency slots in each link, there

exist F/C windows. We set LS = F/C representing the number of the windows, also known

as the link loading states number. Then we define the loading state of a link as:

ls =


⌈

MF
F ·LS+ 1

µ

⌉
, MF < F

LS, MF = F
(4.4)

where MF is the maximum slot index among the allocated frequency slots of the link, µ

is a very large number and ⌈⌉ is a ceiling function giving the smallest integer greater than

the input as the output. Factor µ is to make sure the link loading states to be 1 (minimum)

when no spectrum slot of the link is assigned. By defining LS loading states, the spectrum

occupation of the link can be divided into LS states. As the defined in equation 4.4, the link

is of ls loading state when its maximum allocated frequency slot index MF is within range

from C · (ls−1) to C · ls – 1 (except MF = F).

Figure 4.4 shows an example of two link loading states. In this example, we consider the

network operates in 1 THz bandwidth, each slot width being 12.5 GHz and spectra window

size is 100 GHz. As a result, there exist 10 loading states for a link (LS = 10). The red block

stands for the actual spectrum allocation in the link. The maximum index of the actually

allocated slot in figure 4.4 (a) is 7, thus the loading state of this link is 1 according to equation
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Fig. 4.4 An example of link loading states. (a) link of loading state 1; (b) link of loading state
2

.

4.4. Figure 4.4 (b) shows that the link loading state is 2 as the maximum actual occupied slot

index is 13.

As the NLI is related to the spectrum assignment, the proposed hybrid NLI model is

limited to using the first-fit assignment. Due to the definition of loading state in this work,

first-fit spectrum allocation is adopted as it is shown as one of the best spectrum allocation

schemes to achieve minimum blocking probability [109]. Considering the first-fit spectrum

assignment, the loading state of a link reflects its loading condition. With higher loading

states of a link, the higher indexed slots are allocated to the lightpaths. Hence, the link

becomes more congested, resulting in higher NLI noise of all the channels propagating

through that link. Therefore, ls is a key factor determining the NLI of the channels. As the

NLI power spectral density does not fluctuate significantly within small bandwidth [42] [44],

we choose the NLI PSD of the central frequency of a frequency slot as the NLI PSD for the

slot. The single-span NLI PSD of each slot is calculated in advance for all link loading states

(ls∗ = 1 . . . LS) assuming the full occupation of ls∗ spectra windows from first frequency

slot index to the last index F
LS · ls

∗ - 1 (except when the MF = F , ls = LS), as shown:
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GNLI(i ·b, ls∗) =
16
27

· ·γ2 ·L2
e f f ·

∫ (F ·ls∗
LS −1)·b

0

∫ (F ·ls∗
LS −1)·b

0
Gsig( f1) ·Gsig( f2)·

Gsig( f1 + f2 − i ·b) ·ρ( f1, f2, i ·b) ·d f1d f2, if MF < F

(4.5)

GNLI(i ·b, ls∗) =
16
27

· ·γ2 ·L2
e f f ·

∫ B

0

∫ B

0
Gsig( f1) ·Gsig( f2)·

Gsig( f1 + f2 − i ·b) ·ρ( f1, f2, i ·b) ·d f1d f2, if MF = F
(4.6)

where Gsig is the power spectra density of signal, i is the frequency slot index ∈ (1... F
LS · ls

∗ -

1) if MF < F , otherwise i ∈ (1...F), B is the total transmission bandwidth which equals to

F ·b and ρ is the ’four wave mixing’ factor in original GN model.

In figure 4.4 (a) and (b), the blue blocks represent how the NLI PSD is calculated using

the proposed hybrid nonlinearity model assuming slot 1 to F
LS · ls∗ - 1 fully occupied as

depicted in equation 4.5 and 4.6. For the case that a link is within loading state 1, the NLI

of assuming all the spectrum slot from 1 to 7 being allocated is calculated in advanced.

Similarly, NLI PSD for all the spectrum slot from 1 to 15 is calculated for link loading

state 2. When executing the first-fit spectrum assignment, for example: slot 10 – 13 are

assigned where 13 is the maximum slot index allocated in the link, the link is within loading

state 2, shown in above figure 4.4 (b). Thus, the NLI of those slots is decided according

to the pre-calculated lookup table (GHNM
NLI (10,2),GHNM

NLI (11,2),GHNM
NLI (12,2),GHNM

NLI (13,2))

of slot 10 – 13 for link loading state 2. We still take these values from the lookup ta-

ble to present their NLI even if slot 3, 5, 6, 9 are not allocated. By calculating and

assign NLI (GHNM
NLI (10,2),GHNM

NLI (11,2),GHNM
NLI (12,2),GHNM

NLI (13,2)) of continuous occu-

pied slot from 1 to 15 to the connection using slot 10 – 13 instead of their actual value

(GActual
NLI (10),GActual

NLI (11),GActual
NLI (12),GActual

NLI (13)), the NLI is slightly overestimated com-

pared to the exact NLI when slot 3, 5, 6, 9 are not assigned.
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Above process can be seen that the NLI PSD value calculated from the hybrid NLI model

(blue blocks) instead of the actual NLI (red blocks) in the link according to their index i and

the link loading state ls∗ are used for QoT evaluation. The assigned hybrid NLI value is

always larger than or equal to the exact NLI value as the hybrid NLI model is the worst-case

NLI for each link loading state.

The hybrid NLI model combines the features of worst-case NLI method due to full slots

occupation within spectra windows of each loading state and the greedy exact NLI estimation

strategy as it considers the channel loading conditions. The NLI PSD of each frequency

slot not only depends on signal PSD Gsig but also relies on the loading state of the link and

assigned frequency slot index. Due to the assumption that NLI adds incoherently, phase

factor χ in original GN model is 1. This approach creates a lookup table for NLI according

to the link loading state ls∗ and the frequency slots indexes assigned to the lightpath. Due to

rectangular spectra shape, the signal PSD Gsig( f ) is independent of f . Therefore, we can

formulate the hybrid NLI lookup table by combining equation 4.5 and 4.6 to form a new

equation written as:

GNLI(i, ls∗) = G3
sig ·ξi,ls∗ (4.7)

where ξi,ls∗ is the NLI PSD coefficient (unit: T Hz2/mW 2) of frequency slot index i when the

link is of ls∗ loading state. ls∗ present the particular loading state the link remains in while

the ls is a variable ranging from 1 to LS. The factor ξi,ls∗ is the integral results from equation

4.5 and 4.6 without the considering signal PSD Gsig, which is similar to nonlinear coefficient

in [42].
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By taking equation 4.7 into 4.2, the optimal signal PSD of a link within ls∗ loading state

can be expressed as:

Gsig = 3

√
GASE

2 ·max(ξi,ls∗)
(4.8)

where the function max takes the maximum value of the NLI PSD coefficients of the slot

being ls∗ loading state. The optimum signal PSD in equation 4.8 is the differential results

of combing equation 4.2 and 4.7, aiming to minimize the linear SNR degradation of central

frequency slot of link within ls∗ loading state.

As the NLI PSD of each slot for different loading states is calculated based on given

fibre parameters and signal transmission PSD, the model in equation 4.5 and 4.6 is more

accurate than assigning SNR margins for NLI or the worst-case NLI analysis, especially for

less congested links. As the proposed hybrid nonlinearity model is a step-wise model with

links are associated with loading states, the nonlinearity is always slightly overestimated

when the link remains in the same loading state. Thus, it also avoids inter-channel blocking

problem and complex computation compared to using exact NLI information when the fibre

links remain in the same loading state. The hybrid NLI model takes advantage of both the

worse-case NLI method and calculating exact NLI to avoid their respective drawbacks. Since

we use the original GN model, NLI estimation can be applied to a channel with less than

28 GHz bandwidth. In EON, the NLI PSD is frequency dependent and channel spacing is

flexible. Therefore, for a channel occupying multiple frequency slots, we compute the NLI

PSD by averaging the NLI PSD of all the frequency slots within the channel as:

Gspan,l
NLI =

FSmax

∑
i=FSmin

GNLI(i, ls∗)
FSmax −FSmin +1

(4.9)

where Gspan,l
NLI is the single-span NLI PSD for the channel of link l in loading state ls∗, the

FSmin is the minimum frequency slot index of the lightpath and FSmax denotes the maximum
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frequency slot index. Combining the nonlinearity incoherently from each span, the NLI PSD

of the link l is expressed as:

Gl
NLI =

SPl

∑
span=1

Gspan,l
NLI (4.10)

where SPl stands for spans number of the link l. By combining equation 4.1 – 4.3 and 4.4 –

4.10, we can calculate the end-to-end SNR to form the QoT evaluation of the lightpath in the

elastic optical network, which is used in the following sections and chapters for the RMSA

problem.

4.5 Accuracy Analysis of the Proposed Hybrid Nonlinear-

ity Model

In this section, we analyse the accuracy of the proposed hybrid NLI model by comparing it

with exact NLI using original GN model in [42]. The spectra window size is set to be 100

GHz with 12.5 GHz per slot width, thus the number of loading states LS being 10 for the link

sequentially loaded from 0 to 1 THz bandwidth, which is evaluated in this section. Therefore,

there are 8 · i slots evaluated for link loading state i. Single mode fibre with loss coefficient

of 0.22 dB/km, fibre nonlinearity coefficient γ = 1.3 W−1 · km−1 and chromatic dispersion

coefficient D of 16.7 ps ·nm−1 · km−1 is considered. Fibre span length are set to 80 km and

50 km which yields 17.6 dB and 11 dB loss per span respectively. Noise figure for all EDFAs

is assumed to be 5 dB. A point-to-point transmission with 23 spans is assumed. The standard

single mode fibre parameters used for the simulation are the same as shown in table 2.1 in

chapter 2, as suggested by ITU-T G.652 and ITU-T G.650.2, while the EDFA noise figure is

the typical noise figure which can also be found in [47] [107]. Throughout the thesis, the
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calculation of the proposed hybrid nonlinearity model is based on the Matlab through Monte

Carlo method instead of direct triple integration.

Fig. 4.5 SNR estimation of using the proposed NLI model and original GN model with PSD
= 21.2 mW/T Hz, span length 80 km. (a) central frequency slot; (b) edge frequency slot.

We first fix the signal transmission PSD to be 21.2 mW/T Hz and span length to be 80 km.

The SNR performance of central frequency slot which suffers the most nonlinear interference

and edge frequency slot with the least nonlinear interference is evaluated and shown in figure

4.5 (a) and (b). It can be observed that the predicted SNR of using the proposed hybrid NLI

estimation scheme has a very good approximation to the accurate SNR for this case.

Then the signal PSD is varied from 21.2 mW/THz to 15 mW/THz, the SNR results of

using the proposed hybrid NLI model comparing with exact NLI for both central slot and

edge slot are depicted in figure 4.6 (a) and (b) respectively.

We further vary the span length to 50 km instead of 80 km as mentioned above. Figure

4.7 (a) and (b) present the SNR of two slots using the proposed method and the exact NLI

under this case.

From figures above, it can be observed that the proposed hybrid NLI model with a

spectral window size of 100 GHz, can effectively approximate the real lightpath performance

when the over 100 GHz spectrum is allocated for various signal PSDs and fibre span lengths.
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Fig. 4.6 SNR estimation of using the proposed NLI model and original GN model with PSD
= 15 mW/T Hz, span length 80 km. (a) central frequency slot; (b) edge frequency slot.

Fig. 4.7 SNR estimation of using the proposed NLI model and original GN model with PSD
= 15 mW/T Hz, span length 50 km. (a) central frequency slot; (b) edge frequency slot.
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Table 4.1 Optimal signal PSDs for central slot versus link loading states

ls∗ 1 2 3 4 5

Signal PSD (mW/T Hz) 28.99 24.97 23.77 23.05 22.55

ls∗ 6 7 8 9 10

Signal PSD (mW/T Hz) 22.18 21.88 21.63 21.42 21.24

Therefore, the proposed hybrid nonlinear impairments model proves to be useful and can be

applied to different optical networks with different span lengths and signal PSDs. Despite

the fact that proposed hybrid NLI cause slightly overestimation of the SNR, it is able to serve

as an efficient and accurate tool for NLI evaluation as the NLI value of each slot for each

link loading state is pre-stored.

Apart from fixed signal transmission PSD, we also investigate allocating dynamic signal

PSD for each link based on its link loading state. The optimal signal PSD calculated according

to equation 4.8 for different link loading states is shown in table 4.1. From the table, it can

be seen that the optimal PSD decreases as the link loading state increases.

Figure 4.8 demonstrates the SNR performance of the proposed hybrid NLI model with

span length = 80 km using the fixed optimal signal PSD = 21.24 mW/THz which is calculated

as full 1 THz occupied, compared with flexible signal PSD according to table 4.1. Both the

central frequency slot and edge frequency slot is evaluated. From the figure, we can observe

the SNR improvement using flexible optimal signal PSD over using the fixed optimal signal

PSD. The edge frequency slot benefits more SNR improvement with flexible signal PSD

assignment according to its loading states compared to the central frequency slot due to

the smaller NLI PSD coefficient. In the next section, a small simulation scenario is tested

comparing the performance of the NSF networks using the proposed hybrid model with the

NLI margin method.
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Fig. 4.8 SNR estimation performance comparison of the proposed hybrid NLI model using
fixed PSD = 21.24 mW/T Hz with using flexible optimum signal PSD as shown in table 4.1.
(a) central frequency slot; (b) edge frequency slot.

4.6 Hybrid Nonlinearity Model and LARA Algorithm

In order to preserve the existing services and allow future requests while improving the

spectrum utilization, we integrate the proposed hybrid nonlinearity model into an RMSA

scheme, which is named as Load and nonlinearity Aware Resources Allocation (LARA)

algorithm. The flowchart of the algorithm is shown in figure 4.9.

LARA algorithm is able to find a proper path according to the routing algorithm for each

connection request. After the path is selected, the algorithm will check if there is enough

spectrum resource along the path to support the demanding traffic. When spectrum slots are

available, the highest feasible modulation format is assigned to the lightpath based on the

ASE noise and NLI noise of the hybrid nonlinearity model according to the links’ loading

states along the path and the assigned slots’ index.

LARA algorithm also considers the case as the loading state of the link changes, NLI of the

link changes and services provisioned based on previous loading state may be affected. The

algorithm checks if any services blocked (SNR of lightpath drops below the threshold of the
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Fig. 4.9 The LARA algorithm
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assigned modulation). In case inter-channel blocking occurs, LARA is able to make another

routing, modulation format and spectrum decision for the affected services. LARA is also able

to mitigate verify-reconfigure loop by blocking the request that triggers reconfiguration of

multiple existing services that may be affected. Since our solution considers only 5 states, it

requires a few numbers of service reconfigurations which does not add too much complexity

to the optical network control plane.

To make the comparison of the proposed hybrid nonlinearity model, the NLI is assigned

with the fixed reference margin of 0.5 dB for each of self-phase modulation, cross-phase

modulation, four-wave mixing and stimulated Brillouin scattering/stimulated Raman scatter-

ing [6]. Similar to the fixed reference margin method, LOGON strategy in [50] calculates the

NLI in the worst case, which also corresponds to approximate 2 dB due to NLI penalty.

For the proposed solution, 5 loading states are evaluated in this section over a total 5 THz

bandwidth of C-band from 190.6 THz to 195.6 THz. As a result, 5 loading states correspond

to 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% continuous occupied optical link. The whole 5 THz is

divided into 400 frequency slots with 12.5 GHz width for each slot. For a channel occupying

multiple slots, the NLI PSD of the channel of a single span is calculated using the equation

4.9 according to its loading states and the assigned slot indexes.

The signal launch power spectral density is chosen as 19 mW/T Hz, optimized according

to equation 4.8 with each span length to be 80 km. We follow the symbol SNR threshold

for different modulation formats to achieve 3.8 ×10−3 pre-FEC BER shown in 2.2. All

nodes are transparent CDC BV-ROADMS with 7.25 dB insertion loss and all links in the

network are assumed to be of identical span length of 80 km using single mode fibre. The

NSFNET topology with 14 nodes, 21 links are used for evaluation with the same parameters

as described in [47].

The traffic model is made up of symmetric bi-directional requests between randomly

selected pairs of source and destination in the NSFNET topology. In this section, two types
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of traffic scenarios are considered: 1) single line-rate 100 Gbps traffic requests and 2) mixed

line-rate requests with the same portion of 400Gbps, 100Gbps, 40Gbps and 10Gbps requests.

The mixed line-rate requests are to model the different data rate requests for various network

services in the elastic optical network. In each traffic scenario, 5000 requests are randomly

generated and sequentially provisioned into the network. 10000 instances of each scenario

are examined and the results obtained are averaged over these 10000 instances. We compare

the proposed LARA solution of using the proposed hybrid NLI model against using reference

margin (RM) of 2 dB to model the impact of NLI and the exact NLI information. The

evaluation is based on two routing algorithms: 1) Dijkstra physically shortest path routing

and 2) congestion-aware routing in [107] and first-fit spectrum assignment as suggested in

the above section. Matlab is used as the simulation tool for the routing computation, signal

quality assessment, spectrum allocation and the modulation format assignment.

Fig. 4.10 Blocking probability for 100 Gbps request

Figure 4.10 shows the average blocking ratio of LARA solution using the hybrid nonlin-

earity model, the reference margin method and the exact NLI information for the number of

requests for the single 100 Gbps requests. It indicates LARA is able to achieve higher service

acceptance ratio than reference margin and exact NLI method. In the case of congestion-
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aware routing strategy, LARA accepts approximately 130 and 100 more 100G requests than

RM solution and using exact NLI information at 1% blocking ratio respectively. This yields

13 Tbps and 10 Tbps network capacity for the proposed solution. Similarly, as shown in

figure 4.11, LARA accepts approximately 100 more requests in case of mixed line-rate traffic

demands compared to using reference margin and around 30 more requests than using the

exact NLI. The network capacity can be increased by 11.3 Tbps and 6.5 Tbps respectively.

When adopting the shortest path routing algorithm, the LARA solution can still achieve

lower service blocking probability compared to using the reference margin NLI modelling

method and using exact NLI information for both two traffic scenarios. The comparison

between different solutions from figure 4.10 and 4.11 clearly shows that LARA solution with

congestion-aware routing is optimal for both fixed line-rate and mixed line-rate demands.

Fig. 4.11 Blocking probability for mixed traffic request

In figure 4.12 and 4.13, we showcase the average number of requests provisioned at

different modulation formats for the LARA algorithm (using hybrid nonlinearity model), the

2 dB reference margin method, and the algorithm using the exact NLI knowledge at 1%

network blocking ratio. It can be seen that LARA with hybrid nonlinearity model assigns

higher modulation formats for more number of requests compared to RM method and using
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Fig. 4.12 Average number of modulation formats under 1% network blocking probability for
100 Gbps traffic

the exact NLI knowledge under all traffic scenarios and routing algorithms, thus achieving

greater spectral efficiency. This is because the proposed hybrid nonlinearity model provides

as an efficient tool with less conservative NLI estimation compared to assigning the impact

of NLI a fixed reference margin. While for the algorithm using the exact NLI, it requires

a significantly higher number of service replanning which reduces the network efficiency.

In case of 100G requests, our solutions do not assign 8QAM as the modulation format to

any requests as 8QAM is not a suitable modulation format for 100 Gbps requests compared

to QPSK. As 8QAM consumes the same amount of spectrum slots as QPSK to deliver 100

Gbps traffic stream but QPSK can is more tolerant to NLI thus can achieve longer system

reach distance. For the mixed line-rate traffic requests, the proposed LARA solution is able to

utilize 8QAm as modulation format for the established lightpaths.

At 1% network blocking ratio, LARA only requires average 27.6 and 7.5 number of re-

configurations for congestion-aware routing and shortest-path routing respectively. Similarly,

15.6 and 5.7 reconfigurations are needed in case of mixed traffic demands. The additional
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Fig. 4.13 Average number of modulation formats under 1% network blocking probability for
mixed line-rate traffic

control plane complexity due to requests reconfiguration of using the LARA solution is

affordable with over 100 lightpaths can be provisioned into the network. As a result, the

LARA with the proposed hybrid nonlinearity model can achieve lower network blocking

probability, higher spectrum efficiency.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed the signal quality of transmission model in this work, which

considers the ASE noise and the nonlinear impairments. State-of-art nonlinear impairments

estimation methods: worst-case NLI or fixed reference margin method to model NLI and

the accurate NLI using original GN model or simplified GN model is reviewed. The impact

and of these state-of-art NLI models to the resource allocation and optimization in the

optical network are discussed and quantified. Based on GN model, a novel load-aware

NLI model is proposed for the RMSA problem. We first analyse and compare the accuracy
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of the proposed hybrid nonlinearity model with accurate NLI model for a point-to-point

transmission with various signal PSDs and fibre span lengths. The proposed NLI model shows

a very good approximation to the original GN model. Further, we evaluate the performance

of the proposed NLI model integrated with a simple RMSA solution. Comparing with the

benchmark solution of using fixed reference margin for NLI, the RMSA with the proposed

NLI model is able to provision significantly more service requests than traditional reference

margin method while also achieving higher spectral efficiency. The proposed solution

reduces the computational complexity of NLI estimation and also simplifies optical service

provisioning with few numbers of re-planning. The proposed hybrid nonlinearity model is

evaluated through extensive simulation studies under different traffic models and routing

algorithms and the results verify the benefits of the solution.





Chapter 5

Sequentially Loaded Optical Network

Optimisation

5.1 Introduction

Elastic optical networks have emerged as a promising technology to accommodate high-

capacity and dynamic bandwidth demands of next-generation wireless networks. Resource

allocation and optimisation in elastic optical networks are also considered as the main target

in the view of network operators. It allocates the proper network resources to different

traffic requests according to their demands and network status. In this chapter, we present a

resource allocation algorithm for the sequentially loaded elastic optical networks using the

proposed nonlinearity estimation scheme described in chapter 4. In case the newly embedded

lightpath brings more nonlinearity, which blocks the existing connections, we propose a

mixed integer linear programming model, and two heuristic algorithms using the proposed

nonlinearity model as the service reconfiguration scheme for efficient resource allocation and

traffic provisioning in elastic optical networks. The objective of the solution is to minimize

the spectrum resource usage while satisfying the bandwidth demands of the connection

requests and ensuring the quality of transmission. The proposed solutions are evaluated
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using an extensive simulation model with off-line traffic requests and dynamic sequentially

loaded requests against the benchmark solutions for two types of traffic profiles in the N6S9

network and the NSF network. The results presented in this chapter validate the benefits of

the proposed nonlinearity estimation model and the corresponding algorithms to minimize

the number of allocated frequency slots and service request blocking ratio while improving

spectrum efficiency and overall network capacity. The idea of this chapter is submitted to

Journal of Optical Communications and Networking for reviewing.

5.2 Hybrid Nonlinearity Model-based Resource Allocation

Algorithm

In this section, we present several RMSA schemes in elastic optical networks taking nonlinear

impairments effects into account. The hybrid nonlinearity model described in chapter 4

is integrated into the proposed resource allocation strategies to model the impact of NLI.

The network is modelled as a directed graph G = (V,E) where V is the set of optical nodes

which in this case are bandwidth variable-reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexers in

the network while E presents the set of optical links. In this work, we set L = |E| denoting

the number of optical links. The available modulation format set in this chapter consists of

DP-BPSK, DP-QPSK, DP-8QAM and DP-16QAM. We do not consider the insertion loss

due to ROADMs in this chapter and the fibre span is assumed to be of equal length.

The set of traffic requests is denoted by RRR, where each request rrrnnn ∈ RRR is modelled as a

triplet (sn, dn, Tn). sn and dn present the source and destination of the connection request

respectively while Tn is the bit rate demand between the source and destination. Since we

consider the dual-polarization optical system with Nyquist rectangle spectral shaping [154]

[155] in this work, each polarization mode carries the same amount of traffic. In this case,

the number of frequency slots required to support request with data rate Tn with modulation
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scheme m is calculated as:

BFS
n,m =

⌈
Tn

2 ·m ·b

⌉
(5.1)

where BFS
n,m is the number of frequency slots for request n using modulation format m while

m = 1 denotes DP-BPSK, 2 denotes DP-QPSK, 3 for DP-8QAM and 4 for 16QAM. b is the

per frequency slot bandwidth as suggested in equation 4.5. We consider the case where the

traffic requests are sequentially loaded into the elastic optical networks. The pseudo code of

the proposed algorithm is shown below in algorithm 1 as HM.

For each request, rrrnnn, K least congested paths are calculated between the source and

the destination of the request according to link congestion condition in the network. The

congestion weight of each link is calculated as:

Wl = ∑
n, f

PRn
l, f

F
(5.2)

where PRn
l, f = 1 if connection n use link l and the frequency slot f of link l, 0 otherwise. The

F is the same as defined in chapter 4, denoting as the total number of frequency slot of a

link. For each candidate path, we first assume the connection travelling through that path

can utilize the highest modulation format M by setting m = M, as shown in line 5. Then we

search for the first-fit continuous and contiguous BFS
n,m frequency slots along the candidate

path. In this case, the loading states of the links are updated temporarily given that BFS
n,m

frequency slots are temporarily assigned to the request, shown in line 8. Then we determine

NLI by searching the NLI lookup table using the updated loading states of the links and the

indexes of BFS
n,m slots. The SNR of the request is computed according to equation 4.1 with

corresponding ASE and NLI of the links along the candidate path. If the calculated SNR

meets the SNR requirement for the selected modulation format m, we calculate the cost of
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Algorithm 1 HM: Heuristic Algorithm Main
1: Set all the links loading states to 1;
2: for each traffic request rrrnnn, do
3: Find K least congested paths Pathn,k from source to destination according to equation

5.2;
4: for each candidate path do
5: Set m = M;
6: do
7: Find first-fit continuous and contiguous BFS

n,m slots along the candidate path;
8: Temporally update link loading states assuming BFS

n,m slots has been allocated;
9: Determine the NLI of the connection according to NLI lookup table with the

10: corresponding loading states of the links along the path and temporally
11: assigned slots’ index;
12: Calculate the SNR of the request rn according to equation 4.1;
13: if Calculated SNR ≥ SNRm then
14: Calculate the cost of the candidate path according to equation 5.3;
15: else
16: m = m - 1; Costn,k = ∞;
17: end if
18: while Costn,k is ∞ & m ̸= 0
19: end for
20: if Costn,k is ∞ & m == 0 then
21: Block the request rrrnnn;
22: else
23: Choose the candidate path with the minimum cost;
24: if any loading state changes? then
25: Invoke SNR Checking Function;
26: if no request blocked then
27: Accept the request rrrnnn;
28: else
29: Invoke service reconfiguration function
30: if reconfiguration successful then
31: Accept the request rrrnnn;
32: else
33: Block the request rrrnnn;
34: end if
35: end if
36: else
37: Accept the request rrrnnn;
38: end if
39: end if
40: end for
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the candidate path using equation 5.3, which is calculated as:

Costn,k = NLn,k ·NSSn,k (5.3)

where NLn,k and NSSn,k is the number of links and number of required frequency slots of

using candidate path k for connection request n respectively. Equation 5.3 captures the total

number of allocated frequency slots along the path hence selecting the minimum cost path

leads to better utilization of the network.

It is demonstrated in line 16 if the SNR requirement cannot be satisfied, we set m = m

– 1, Costn,k = ∞ and repeat above process for a candidate path until one of the following

three criteria is satisfied: 1) RMSA solution feasible for the candidate path k ( Costn,k ̸= ∞

in this case); 2) no frequency slots available for all applicable modulation formats (m == 0

and Costn,k == ∞); 3) candidate path is too long to support any modulation scheme (m ==

0 and Costn,k == ∞). After searching for all the candidate paths, the algorithm selects one

candidate path with minimum cost (utilize the least network spectrum resources).

The algorithm considers the NLI effects of new requests on established lightpaths. If the

loading states of the links increase due to the provisioning of a new lightpath, we use the

updated NLI information with increased loading states of the link for SNR calculation of the

new lightpath. Similarly, we re-evaluate the QoT of the established lightpaths sharing the

same fibre links using an QoT Checking Function with updated loading states of the links.

The function is depicted below as algorithm 2.

The QoT Checking Function returns ’request blocked’ if the SNR of any established

lightpaths drops below the SNR threshold for assigned modulation format which is regarded

as blocked. In this case, the Heuristic Algorithm Main invokes the Service Reconfigu-

ration Function to reconfigure all blocked requests. In this paper, we proposed 3 service

reconfiguration schemes: 1) a MILP based service reconfiguration; 2) a MILP based heuristic

service reconfiguration method; 3) a complete heuristic service reconfiguration scheme.
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Algorithm 2 QoT Checking Function
1: for all existing traffic requests sharing the links with new established lightpath do
2: Calculate the new SNR according to newly updated link loading states;
3: if new calculated SNR is less than SNR threshold for assigned modulation format

then
4: return(request blocked);
5: end if
6: end for
7: return(no request blocked);

Table 5.1 Constants of MILP model

Symbol Meaning

N Number of the requests

L Number of the links

F Number of the frequency slots

M Number of the modulation formats

LS Number of the loading states

K Number of the shortest path

5.2.1 MILP based Service Reconfiguration

In case of existing connection blocked due to newly established lightpath bringing additional

NLI, the MILP based service reconfiguration method reconfigures all the existing connections

and new connection request. To limit the size of the MILP problem, we calculate K-shortest

paths [156] for each request in advance. In table 5.1, it lists the size of the MILP considering

the size of the network and the number of traffic requests.

Table 5.2 lists the input parameters of the MILP model. These parameters present such as

the signal PSD, the NLI lookup table from the hybrid nonlinearity model, the ASE noise PSD
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Table 5.2 MILP model input parameters

Symbol Meaning

GASE ∈ R> 0 Per span power spectrum density of ASE noise.

Gsig ∈ R> 0 Signal PSD launched into the fibre.

b ∈ R> 0 Bandwidth of each frequency slot.

µ ∈ N> 0 A very large number (10000 in this work).

Pn,k,l ∈ B= {0,1} Pre-calculated K paths, Pn,k,l = 1 if k− th path of connection n uses link l.

SPl ∈ N> 0 The number of fibre spans of link l.

SNRm ∈ R> 0 SNR threshold for modulation scheme m.

Tn ∈ R> 0 Bit rate request of connection n.

BFS
n,m ∈ N Number of frequency slots required for connection n when assigned modula-

tion scheme is m.

Gls, f
NLI ∈ R> 0 Per span NLI PSD of frequency slot f for a link of loading state ls (NLI

lookup table).

due to EDFA in-line amplification, the pre-calculated K shortest paths, the SNR threshold for

different modulation format, the traffic requests and etc.

Table 5.3 explains the decision variables of the MILP model. The proposed MILP is

solved by giving the results of the decision variables with the given the size of the networks,

input parameters and constraints. The details of the MILP model are described as follows.

The objective function 5.4 of the MILP problem aims at minimizing the highest allocated

frequency slot index of the whole network. In this case, the highest link loading state is also

minimized, which leads to reduced NLI estimation as well as better load balancing of the

traffic. Furthermore, it also leaves more available capacity for the future requests with more
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Table 5.3 MILP model decision variables

Symbol Meaning

xn
k,m, f ∈ B xn

k,m, f = 1 if frequency slot f , modulation format m and k− th path is assigned to
connection n, 0 otherwise.

zn
k,m ∈ B zn

k,m = 1 if modulation format m and k− th path is assigned to connection n, 0
otherwise.

Modn,m ∈ B Modn,m = 1 if connection n utilizes modulation format m, 0 otherwise.

yls,l ∈ B yls,l = 1 if link l is within ls loading state, 0 otherwise.

PRn
l, f ∈ B} PRn

l, f = 1 if connection n use link l and frequency slot f , 0 otherwise.

dl, f ∈ B dl, f = 1 if frequency slot f is the maximum frequency slot index allocated in link
l, 0 otherwise.

Hl, f ∈ N Hl, f = f if f is occupied for link l, 0 otherwise.

FSn
min ∈ N The minimum assigned frequency slot index of connection n.

FSn
max ∈ N The maximum assigned frequency slot index of connection n.

MFl ∈ N The maximum frequency slot index of link l.

En,l
NLI ∈ R≥ 0 Nonlinearity PSD per span in link l of connection n.

MFmax ∈ N The maximum frequency slot index of all the link.
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availability of continuous and contiguous frequency slots in the network.

Objective: Minimize MFmax (5.4)

The objective function subjects to following constraints. Constraint 5.5 ensures the

maximum frequency slot index of each link does not exceed the maximum frequency slot

index of the network.

MFmax ≥ MFl, ∀ l (5.5)

Constraint 5.6 ensures that all the connection requests will be embedded.

∑
k,m, f

xn
k,m, f ≥ 1, ∀n (5.6)

Due to constraint 5.7 - 5.10, only one path, one modulation level is permitted for each

connection request.

∑
k,m

zn
k,m = 1, ∀n (5.7)

zn
k,m ≥ ∑

f
xk,m, f /µ, ∀n, k, m (5.8)

∑
m

Modn,m = 1, ∀n (5.9)

Modn,m = ∑
k

zn
k,m, ∀n, m (5.10)

Constraint 5.11 ensures that non-overlapping of the spectrum for all the connection

requests that share the same optical links.

∑
k,m,n

xn
k,m, f ·Pn,k,l ≤ 1, ∀ l, f (5.11)

Constraint 5.12 makes sure that the number of frequency slots required allocated to the

connection satisfies its bit-rate request according to the assigned path and modulation format.

∑
k,m, f

xn
k,m, f = ∑

m
Modn,m ·BFS

n,m, ∀n (5.12)
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Constraint 5.13 and 5.14 determine the lowest and highest frequency slot index allocated

to each connection request respectively.

FSn
min ≤ µ ·

(
1−∑

k,m
xn

k,m, f

)
+ f , ∀n, f (5.13)

FSn
max ≥ f ·∑

k,m
xn

k,m, f , ∀n, f (5.14)

Constraint 5.15 is required to satisfy the spectrum contiguity constraint in the transparent

elastic optical network for each connection request.

FSn
max −FSn

min +1 = ∑
m

Modn,m ·BFS
n,m, ∀n (5.15)

Constraint 5.16 determines the spectrum resource pool of each fibre link, PRn
l, f == 1 if

the request n utilizes the frequency slot f of link l.

PRn
l, f = ∑

k,m

(
xn

k,m, f ·Pn,k,l
)
, ∀n, l, f (5.16)

Constraint 5.17 determines the frequency slot index allocated to each link.

Hl, f = ∑
n

PRn
l, f · f , ∀ l, f (5.17)

Constraint 5.18 – 5.22 determine the maximum frequency slot index MFl of the link l

when ∑ f dl, f = 1. MFl equals to zero if no frequency slot is allocated for the link l.

MFl ≥ Hl f , ∀ l, f (5.18)

MFl ≤ Hl f +µ · (1−dl, f ), ∀ l, f (5.19)

∑
f

dl, f ≤ 1, ∀ l (5.20)

MFl ≥ 0, ∀ l (5.21)

MFl ≤ µ ·∑
f

dl, f , ∀ l (5.22)

Constraint 5.23 ensures that each link can only be within one loading state.

∑
ls

yls,l = 1, ∀ l (5.23)
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Constraints 15.24 and 5.25 determine the loading states of the links according to their

highest allocated frequency slot indexes. For unused links, the loading states of the links

remain to be 1 as the minimum loading states according to equation 4.4.

∑
ls

(
yls,l · ls

)
≥ MFl ·

LS
F

+
1
µ
, ∀ l (5.24)

∑
ls

(
yls,l · ls

)
≤ MFl ·

LS
F

+1+
1
µ
, ∀ l (5.25)

Constraint 5.26 ensures SNR requirement is satisfied for assigned modulation format

taking ASE and NLI into account.

Gsig ·∑
m

Modn,m

SNRm
≥ GASE ·∑

l

(
PRn

l. f ·SPl
)
+∑

l

(
En,l

NLI ·SPl
)
, ∀n, f (5.26)

Constraint 5.27 determines the NLI PSD of each connection using the hybrid nonlinearity

model. The NLI of a request, in this case, depends on the allocated path, loading states of the

links along the path and the index of assigned frequency slot.

EN,L
NLI ≥ µ ·

(
PRn

l. f −1
)
+∑

ls

(
yls,l ·Gls, f

NLI
)
, ∀n, f , l (5.27)

The size of above MILP formulation depends on the number of fibre links L, the number

of connection requests N, the number of pre-calculated shortest paths K, the total number of

modulation format schemes M, the number of frequency slots F and the number of loading

states of a link LS. In our MILP formulation, there are N ·L real (positive) variables, L ·F

+ L + 2N + 1 integer variables and N ·K ·M ·F + N ·K ·M + N ·M + LS ·L + N ·L ·F +

L ·F Boolean variables. As a result, there is N + N ·K ·M + L ·F + L Boolean inequality

constraints of the order of from constraint 5.6, 5.8, 5.11 and 5.20, N + N + N ·M + N +

N ·L ·F + L Boolean equality constraints with order of from 5.7, 5.9, 5.10, 5.12 , 5.16 and

5.23, L + N ·F + N ·F + L ·F + L ·F + L + L ·F number of integer inequality constraint for

5.5, 5.13, 5.16, 5.18, 5.19, 5.21 and 5.22, N + L ·F number of integer equality constraints for

5.15 and 5.17 and L + L + N ·F + N ·F ·L number of real number inequality constraints for

5.24 – 5.27.
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The above MILP problem is solved first to minimize the highest allocated frequency

slot index in the network. Given the minimum MFmax value α obtained from solving the

objective function of 5.4, the MILP model is again solved for the secondary objective as

shown in 5.28:

Objective: Minimize ∑
n,l, f

PRn
l, f (5.28)

The new objective function subjects with previous constraints 5.5 – 5.27 and a new

constraint 5.30 to ensure the minimum MFmax. In this case, the new objective is to minimize

the total number of allocated frequency slots in the network by keeping the highest frequency

slot index allocated on any link in the network to the minimum. As a result, the number of

available frequency slots is maximized.

Subject to: Constraint 5.5 - 5.27 (5.29)

MFmax = α (5.30)

5.2.2 MILP based Heuristic Service Reconfiguration

The MILP formulation proposed previously is an NP-complete problem according to [98]

[157]. Hence, it is challenging to solve the MILP model in real time for reasonably large

networks and a large number of traffic requests. Therefore, to provide the RMSA reconfigu-

ration solution for a large number of requests in large-scale networks, we propose a MILP

based heuristic algorithms to reconfigure connections in a series of groups of requests. The

order in which the requests are served first has a significant impact on the loading state of the

links, NLI analysis of each request as well as the network spectrum utilization. Therefore,

we apply the request reordering policy, described as most spans number and most traffic

demand first. The traffic requests are reordered in the descending order of the number of

spans in their shortest paths. For the requests with the same number of spans, we reorder
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them in the descending order of the bit rate demands. The traffic demand with the greatest

number of spans in its shortest path with maximum bit rate demand is served first.

For the MILP based heuristic service reconfiguration algorithm, we divide the traffic

requests into several small subsets, with each subset A consisting of S traffic requests, except

the last subset with size (N mod S) according to the request reordering policy mentioned

above. To provision traffic request subset Ac, we denote Apre as the collection of previous

subsets A1 ... Ac−1) that are already provisioned in the network. The proposed heuristic is a

MILP based heuristic algorithm which provisions each connection request subset one by one

solving the MILP formulation with the objective as follows:

Objective: Minimize β ·∑
l

MFl +
(
1−β

)
· ∑

n,l, f
PRn

l, f , n ∈ (Apre ∪Ac) (5.31)

The objective function 5.31 of subset MILP problem includes minimizing the summation

of the maximum allocated frequency slot index of each link and the total number of frequency

slots occupied in the network. Especially when the weight factor β = 0, the objective is to

minimize the overall number of allocated frequency slots. The objective aims to minimize

the summation of the maximum frequency slot index assigned to each link when β = 1. For

0 < β < 1, both features are minimized with the weight β .

The input parameters and the decision variables of modified sub MILP formulation are

the same as listed in table 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.

The objective function subjects to the following constraints.

MFmax ≥ MFl, ∀ l (5.32)

∑
k,m, f

xn
k,m, f ≥ 1, ∀n ∈ Ac (5.33)

∑
k,m

zn
k,m = 1, ∀n ∈ Ac (5.34)

zn
k,m ≥ ∑

f
xk,m, f /µ, ∀n ∈ Ac, k, m (5.35)
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∑
m

Modn,m = 1, ∀n ∈ Ac (5.36)

Modn,m = ∑
k

zn
k,m, ∀n ∈ Ac, m (5.37)

∑
k,m,n∈(Apre∪Ac)

xn
k,m, f ·Pn,k,l ≤ 1, ∀ l, f (5.38)

∑
k,m, f

xn
k,m, f = ∑

m
Modn,m ·BFS

n,m, ∀n ∈ Ac (5.39)

FSn
min ≤ µ ·

(
1−∑

k,m
xn

k,m, f

)
+ f , ∀n ∈ Ac, f (5.40)

FSn
max ≥ f ·∑

k,m
xn

k,m, f , ∀n ∈ Ac, f (5.41)

FSn
max −FSn

min +1 = ∑
m

Modn,m ·BFS
n,m, ∀n ∈ Ac (5.42)

PRn
l, f = ∑

k,m

(
xn

k,m, f ·Pn,k,l
)
, ∀n ∈ (Apre ∪Ac), l, f (5.43)

Hl, f = ∑
n∈(Apre∪Ac)

PRn
l, f · f , ∀ l, f (5.44)

MFl ≥ Hl f , ∀ l, f (5.45)

MFl ≤ Hl f +µ · (1−dl, f ), ∀ l, f (5.46)

∑
f

dl, f ≤ 1, ∀ l (5.47)

MFl ≥ 0, ∀ l (5.48)

MFl ≤ µ ·∑
f

dl, f , ∀ l (5.49)

∑
ls

yls,l = 1, ∀ l (5.50)

∑
ls

(
yls,l · ls

)
≥ MFl ·

LS
F

+
1
µ
, ∀ l (5.51)

∑
ls

(
yls,l · ls

)
≤ MFl ·

LS
F

+1+
1
µ
, ∀ l (5.52)
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Gsig ·∑
m

Modn,m

SNRm
≥GASE ·∑

l

(
PRn

l. f ·SPl
)
+∑

l

(
En,l

NLI ·SPl
)
, ∀n∈ (Apre∪Ac), f (5.53)

EN,L
NLI ≥ µ ·

(
PRn

l. f −1
)
+∑

ls

(
yls,l ·Gls, f

NLI
)
, ∀n ∈ (Apre ∪Ac), f , l (5.54)

The meaning of constraint 5.32 - 5.54 are similar to constraints 5.5 - 5.27 shown in

subsection 5.2.1. for constraint 5.33 - 5.37 and 5.39 - 5.43, we apply the range of n as

∀n ∈ Ac to replace its original range ∀n in original MILP problem. This is to ensure that only

traffic requests in the subset Ac will be provisioned. In this case, the knowledge of RMSA

results from previous subsets or the demands of future request subsets are not required. For

constraints 5.38, 5.53 and 5.54, the range of request n is replaced by ∀n ∈ (Apre∪Ac) instead

of ∀ n. The modified constraint 5.38 ensures that the allocated frequency slots of current

subset Ac do not overlap with the spectrum used by previously provisioned subset Apre. The

modified constraint 5.53 and 5.54 ensure SNR requirements are met for both current subset

Ac and previous subset Apre.

Apart from modified constraints, two more constraints 5.55 and 5.56 are added for the

subset MILP formulation. The constant XInputn
k,m, f in 5.55 is the RMSA solution from

previous request subset Apre. Constraint 5.55 guarantees that the results of solving decision

variable xn
k,m, f of the current subset is equivalent to the previous solution for the requests

from Apre.

xn
k,m, f = XInputn

k,m, f ∀n ∈ Apre, k, m, f (5.55)

∑
ls

(
yls,l · ls

)
≤ ∑

ls

(
Y Inputls,l · ls

)
, ∀ l (5.56)

Y Inputls,l in 5.56 is the pre-estimated loading state of each link in the main MILP based

heuristic algorithm. It is a Boolean parameter and it equals to 1 when link l is estimated to

be loading state ls; 0 otherwise. Y Inputls,l is an input parameter for the sub MILP while the

constraint 5.56 ensures that the actual loading states of the links of solving the sub MILP

problem do not exceed the pre-estimated loading states Y Inputls,l .
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The proposed MILP based heuristic service reconfiguration is depicted as algorithm 3

using the proposed subset MILP.

Algorithm 3 PH1: MILP based Heuristic Service Reconfiguration
1: Reorder the connection requests according to reordering policy;
2: Divide the traffic subset according to its subset size S and service reordering policy;
3: Initialize all the loading states by setting ∑ls

(
Y Inputls,l · ls

)
= 1,∀l;

4: for each request subset Ac, c = 1, 2, 3, ..., ⌈N
S ⌉ do

5: Solve the subset MILP formulation 5.28 according to constraints 5.32 - 5.56;
6: if a solution is found then
7: Accept the request subset;
8: Record the RMSA solution xn

k,m, f as XInputn
k,m, f , as the input for the next subset

9: MILP iteration;
10: if cug ̸=∅ & c == cug then
11: Recalculate Y Inputls,l according to RMSA solution xn

k,m, f ;
12: Set cug =∅;
13: end if
14: c = c+1;
15: else
16: if Y Inputls,l == 1 ∀l ∈ candidate paths in subset Ac then
17: Upgrade link loading states Y Inputls,l to next level ∀l /∈
18: candidate paths in subset Ac;
19: else
20: Upgrade link loading states Y Inputls,l to next level ∀l ∈
21: candidate paths in subset Ac;
22: Record c by assigning its value to cug, cug = c;
23: Set c = 1; Jump to step 4;
24: end if
25: end if
26: end for

As Y Inputls,l is pre-estimated loading states of all the links in the network, the actual

corresponding loading states of the links of solving the RMSA problem should not exceed

the pre-estimated values, as shown in 5.56. When the pre-estimated links loading states

Y Inputls,l are too large, the sub MILP assigns higher NLI to the lightpaths, causing severe

NLI overestimation. On the other hand, when pre-estimated links loading states Y Inputls,l

are too small, it leads to infeasible RMSA solution with links of such low loading condition

to serve all the traffic. According to this principle, the proposed MILP based heuristic
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reconfiguration scheme aims to yield a proper pre-estimated Y Inputls,l to accommodate all

the request subsets as well as to minimize the two features mentioned in the subset MILP

optimisation target.

Since there is no traffic in the network before the first request subset is provisioned, we

set pre-estimated loading states of the every link ∑ls
(
Y Inputls,l · ls

)
= 1,∀l for every link

l, as shown in line 3. We then dynamically adjust the estimated Y Inputls,l according to the

traffic of request subsets. For each request subset Ac consisting of a set of bit rate demands,

the algorithm invokes the MILP solver to solve the problem in 5.32 - 5.56 to obtain the

RMSA solution. Line 5 – 9 show that when a solution is found, the RMSA result xn
k,m, f with

∀n ∈ Apre ∪Ac (the solution of the decision variable) is recorded and we set XInputn
k,m, f =

xn
k,m, f as the input parameter for the following request subsets. The input XInputn

k,m, f enables

the constraint 5.55 to ensure that the consistency of RMSA solution of previous request

subsets.

If the solution is infeasible, the allocated maximum frequency slot index of the request

subset exceeds the bounds of Y Inputls,l , resulting in violation of constraint 5.56. In this

case, the pre-estimated loading states of the links of associated paths need to be upgraded to

satisfy constraint 5.56. Since there is no knowledge about which paths to be selected from

the candidate paths for the request subset Ac, we upgrade the loading states of all the links of

all the candidate paths in the subset Ac to the next level (ls = ls + 1, for all associated links),

as shown in line 19 – 21. Line 22 shows the request subset index c is recorded as cug when

the link loading states upgrade occurs. Then we reset c = 1 to repeat the algorithm from first

request subset with updated Y Inputls,l until c == cug, as shown in line 10.

We also consider the situation where the MILP solver gives different RMSA results using

updated Y Inputls,l . In this case, the RMSA solution might be again beyond the Y Inputls,l

of the rest optical links to next level until subsets A1, ..., Acug are completely provisioned as

shown in line 16 – 18. Line 11 – 12 shows that after successfully provisioning subset A1, ...,
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Acug , we re-calculate Y Inputls,l according to the RMSA results and set cug as the empty set.

The process, as summarized in the algorithm 3, is repeated until a proper Y Inputls,l is found

to accommodate all the request subsets.

5.2.3 Complete Heuristic Service Reconfiguration

To further reduce the complexity of service reconfiguration, a complete heuristic service

reconfiguration scheme is proposed in algorithm 4. Unlike previous MILP based recon-

figurations, the heuristic service reconfiguration function only reconfigures the blocked

traffic requests. It works similar to the main algorithm by using K least congested paths. It

starts searching from the highest modulation format and assigning the corresponding first-fit

spectrum slots along each candidate path. The details of the heuristic service reconfiguration

function are shown in the pseudo-code below.

The service reconfiguration function stops searching for the modulation-spectrum combi-

nation for a candidate path when the temporally allocated spectrum leads to further blocking

of the requests. In this case, the path is discarded from the candidate set by setting a very

high-cost value (infinity in this work). This strategy prevents reconfiguration loops where the

reconfiguration function triggers further reconfigurations. This technique is able to reduce

the overall complexity of the algorithm. If all candidate paths fail, the function returns

reconfiguration failure to the main algorithm as HM. The function returns reconfiguration

success only when all blocked requests are reconfigured successfully. The new lightpath will

not be permanently established unless all blocked requests are successfully reconfigured.
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Algorithm 4 PH2: Heuristic Service Reconfiguration Algorithm
1: Reorder the connection requests according to reordering policy;
2: for all blocked traffic requests, q = 1,... do
3: Find K least congested paths;
4: for each candidate path do
5: for m = M; m > 1; m - - ; do
6: Search for the first-fit BFS

q,m for the blocked service q;
7: Temporally update corresponding loading states of the links;
8: if any loading state changes then
9: if any existing lightpath blocked then

10: Set the cost of path k to be ∞;
11: break for;
12: else
13: Calculate the SNR of the request q;
14: if SNR ≥ SNRm then
15: Calculate the cost of the path according to equation 5.3;
16: break for;
17: end if
18: end if
19: else
20: Jump to step 13 - 17;
21: end if
22: end for
23: end for
24: if any cost of K paths not equals to ∞ then
25: Choose the path with the minimum cost;
26: Temporally accept the reconfigured lightpath;
27: Temporally release the initial spectrum resources of service q;
28: else
29: return(service reconfiguration failure);
30: end if
31: end for
32: Accept service reconfiguration;
33: return(service reconfiguration success);
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5.3 Simulation Environment Setup

We evaluate the performance of our proposed approaches in two network topologies to

validate their effectiveness in both small network and large network: 1) a small network with

6 nodes and 9 links (N6S9); 2) national science foundation (NSF) network with 14 nodes 21

links, as shown in figure 5.1 and 5.2.

Fig. 5.1 N6S9 network topology (unit: km).

Fig. 5.2 NSF network topology (unit: km).
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Each optical link is of bi-directional using a pair of fibres. We consider that the network

operates in the C-band of 193.6 THz and frequency slot bandwidth b = 12.5 GHz as per ITU-T

[79]. Total bandwidth B is 4 THz, thus the number of frequency slots F equals to 320. M is 4

corresponding to four modulation levels while the number of shortest paths per connection, K

= 3 for the main RMSA algorithm and the corresponding service reconfiguration algorithms.

The spectra window size of the proposed hybrid NLI model is 100 GHz and 200 GHz, hence

the number of loading states LS corresponds to 20 and 40 for comparison.

The same parameters of fibre and EDFA described in section 4.5 of chapter 4 are used.

The fibre spans are of equal length with 80 km/span. Pre-FEC bit error rate requirement of

all the traffic requests is set to 3.8 × 10−3 for error-free transmission. The SNR threshold

for each modulation format to achieve the pre-FEC BER target is calculated according to

[71] which is 5.46 dB for DP-BPSK, 8.47 dB for DP-QPSK, 12.45 dB for DP-8QAM and

15.13 dB for DP-16QAM. For the proposed MILP based heuristic service reconfiguration,

the subset size S is set to be 2 and weight factor β is 0.5. We evaluate two types of traffic

requests for the simulation: low-to-medium bandwidth requests that are uniformly distributed

between 40 Gbps and 400 Gbps and medium-to-high bandwidth requests that are uniformly

distributed between 100 Gbps and 600 Gbps. Both traffic types are unidirectional.

To evaluate the performance of the proposed resource allocation algorithm with different

service reconfiguration schemes, we use the ILP method and the sequential RMSA heuristic

algorithm described in [98] as the benchmark. An ILP for the RMSA problem is formulated

and an RMSA heuristic scheme is presented allocating the resource for connection requests

in a sequential manner in the benchmark method.

The benchmark method adopts the maximum transmission distance method with a

guard band for the modulation level assignment to model the impact of the physical layer

impairments. The maximum permitted transmitted distance is different for each modulation

level of m. For a higher modulation level, the reach distance is shorter while the reach
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Table 5.4 Reach distance for different modulation format with different signal PSD (unit:
km)

Signal PSD (mW/THz) DP-BPSK DP-QPSK DP-8QAM DP-16QAM

10.64 9680 4800 1920 1040

13.40 11600 5760 2240 1200

16.87 13120 6560 2560 1360

21.24 13760 6880 2720 1440

26.73 13040 6480 2560 1360

33.66 10960 5440 2160 1120

42.38 8240 4080 1600 880

distance increases with lower modulation formats. The benchmark method pre-calculates

K shortest paths for each pair of source-destination for both ILP and the RMSA heuristic

algorithm, while the routing decision is chosen among the K candidate paths. However, it

only indicates transmission distance for each modulation format regardless of signal power.

If the signal PSD changes, the pre-defined reach distance may no longer support error-free

transmission for the assigned modulation format.

Therefore, in our approach, we first calculate the worst-case NLI PSD assuming full

channel occupancy of all the 4 THz bandwidth for different transmission PSDs. The maxi-

mum transmission distance of each modulation format is then calculated to achieve pre-set

pre-FEC BER for different signal PSDs using equation 4.1 and 4.2 with worst-case NLI.

Table 5.4 shows the longest transmission distance of each modulation format for error-free

transmission with fibre parameters described earlier. The guard band for the benchmark is

set to 12.5 GHz (one frequency slot) as similar to [98].
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5.4 Simulation Results

We first evaluate the performance of the proposed service reconfiguration algorithms against

benchmark methods in terms of network utilization and spectrum efficiency. Later, the

complete algorithms are also performed for sequentially loaded NSF network to measure the

network blocking probability.

5.4.1 Performance Comparison of Service Reconfiguration Approaches

Results for N6S9 Network with low-to-medium bandwidth requests

For the N6S9 network, we evaluate and compare the results of the proposed MILP recon-

figuration, referred to as PM in this chapter, the benchmark ILP (BI), the proposed MILP

based heuristic reconfiguration algorithms (PH1) and the proposed complete heuristic service

configuration (PH2) and the benchmark heuristic (BH). Service reconfiguration algorithms

have the knowledge of all the existing traffic thus they are regarded as off-line algorithms.

To make the comparison of reconfiguration algorithms, the results are averaged over 20

traffic profiles where each traffic profile consists of 20 connection requests between randomly

selected pairs of nodes. The PM and the BI are simulated on a desktop with 3.1 GHz Intel

i7-3770s CPU and 16 GB memory using IBM ILOG CPLEX version 12.7.1. The running

time for the PM is between 1 minute to 10 minutes for low-to-medium bandwidth requests

with proper upper bound and lower bound of the MFmax. The running time for LS = 40 is 1.5

- 2 times more than the case when LS = 20 due to higher MILP complexity. The BI requires

approximately 2-3 times more time to find an RMSA solution than the PM reconfiguration

scheme. For medium-to-high bandwidth requests, it takes longer to obtain the optimal results

compared to low-to-medium bandwidth requests. The time required for the PH1 is less than

the PM and the BI by calculating the RMSA results within 1 minute.
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Fig. 5.3 Average maximum allocated frequency slot index in the network versus different
signal PSDs of different reconfiguration algorithm with low-to-medium bandwidth requests.

First, we consider the case where traffic profiles are low-to-medium bandwidth requests.

In figure 5.3, the average maximum allocated slot index in the network MFmax is compared

between different algorithms for each transmission PSD when LS = 40. It can be seen that

the PM achieves the least MFmax for all transmission PSDs. Compared to the BI, it reduces

MFmax from 24 % to 46% for different PSDs. The results are as expected since we use a

more accurate hybrid nonlinearity model for PM as compared to the maximum transmission

distance method in the BI. The reduction of MFmax leads to potentially higher available

capacity by leaving more continuous and contiguous frequency slots available in the network.

In this case, the reduction of MFmax also results in less loading states of the links which may

account for less NLI estimation for the proposed NLI model. It can be observed from figure

5.3 that the 16.9 mW/THz is the best PSD among the options for PH1 while 21.2 mW/THz

is the best PSD for two benchmark methods to obtain minimum MFmax. The rest of the

strategies achieve the smallest MFmax for PSD 26.7 mW/THz.
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Fig. 5.4 Average number of allocated frequency slot in the network versus different signal
PSDs of different reconfiguration algorithm with low-to-medium bandwidth requests.

Figure 5.4 shows the average number of allocated frequency slots in the network using

different algorithms for different PSDs (LS = 40 for the proposed algorithms) under low-to-

medium bandwidth requests. Although two proposed heuristics require the similar amount

of spectrum resources, the MILP based heuristic (PH1) allocates 1.7% - 7% fewer number

of frequency slots than the complete heuristic reconfiguration function (PH2) for different

PSDs. In this case, the PM utilizes the least spectrum resources due to its secondary goal of

minimizing the number of allocated frequency slots.

The proposed MILP and two heuristics allocate approximate 40% - 45% fewer frequency

slots compared to BI and BH when PSD = 21.2 mW/THz. The benefits of the proposed

solutions are again due to the hybrid NLI model, which makes a less conservative NLI

estimation. Thus, the lightpaths can utilize more high modulation formats with accurate NLI

information, which is shown in figure 5.5 with two transmission PSDs. In this case, it leaves

more free frequency slots in the network for future connection requests.
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Fig. 5.5 Modulation format ratio versus different algorithms. (a) PSD = 21.2 mW/THz; (b)
PSD =26.7 mW/THz with low-to-medium bandwidth requests.

The ratio of different modulation formats used for provisioning low-to-medium bandwidth

requests using two proposed heuristics (both with LS = 40) and benchmark heuristic for

transmission PSD = 21.2 mW/THz and PSD = 26.7 mW/THz is illustrated in figure 5.5. It

can be observed that both proposed heuristic approaches utilize high modulation schemes for

more requests compared to the benchmark method, leading to higher spectrum efficiency. In

the case of two proposed heuristic algorithms, approximately 36% of the connection requests

use DP-QPSK when PSD = 21.2 mW/THz and approximately 26% requests utilize DP-QPSK

when PSD = 26.7 mW/THz. Rest of the connection requests use higher modulation schemes.

Again, it shows that in the N6S9 network with 20 low-to-medium bandwidth requests, PSD

= 26.7 mW/THz achieves better spectrum efficiency for proposed heuristic algorithms than

PSD = 21.2 mW/THz.

The best PSD among the options for two benchmark methods is 21.2 mW/THz which

maximizes the transmission distance assuming the worst-case NLI. However, the best PSD

for the 3 proposed service reconfiguration solutions to achieve minimum spectrum usage

is 26.7 mW/THz. This is because less congested link yields less NLI compared to the

worst-case NLI. Therefore, PSD of 26.7 mW/THz leads to better SNR performance.
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To understand the effect of granularity of spectra window size defined in the proposed

hybrid NLI model on the network, we compare the performance of the PM and the PH2

where LS = 40 (window size of 100 GHz) with the case where LS = 20 (window size of

200 GHz) for 4 THz bandwidth. Figure 5.6 illustrates the percentage saving on the number

of allocated frequency slots for the case with LS = 40 over LS = 20 with low-to-medium

bandwidth requests. It shows that the case LS = 40 requires fewer spectrum resources than LS

= 20 for both PH2 and PM. This is because with smaller spectra windows size defined (more

link loading states number LS), the more NLI estimation accuracy can be obtained. The

improved NLI accuracy results in less spectrum waste for RMSA solution. On the other hand,

the complexity of 3 proposed service reconfiguration solutions grows with the increasing

number of the defined link loading states LS.

Fig. 5.6 Allocated slots number saving for LS = 40 over LS = 20 with low-to-medium
bandwidth requests.

The parameters β and MILP subset size S defined in the MILP based heuristic service

reconfiguration (PH1) have a considerable impact on its performance. In this section, we also

vary the subset size S from 2 to 1, the β value from 0.5 to 0 and 1 respectively and compare

their performance with the proposed β = 0.5 and S = 2 shown above.
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Fig. 5.7 Allocated slots number saving for LS = 40 over LS = 20 with low-to-medium
bandwidth requests.

Figure 5.7 (a) shows the average maximum allocated slot index MFmax against the

increasing signal PSDs. As with β = 1, PH1 aims at minimizing the summation of maximum

slot index among all the links. Therefore, the combination with S = 2 and β = 1 of PH1

achieves the minimum MFmax. On the other hand, PH1 with β = 0 and S = 2 leads to the

highest MFmax among the tested combinations as its optimisation target is irrelevant to MFmax.

We also vary the S to be 1 and result depicts that S = 2 can yield slightly less MFmax compared

to the PH1 with S = 1.

Figure 5.7 (b) shows the average number of allocated slots against the signal PSDs for

different S and β combinations. Contrast to the results in figure 5.7 (a), PH1 with β = 0

requires the least spectrum slots number while β = 1 uses the most spectrum resources. This

is because β = 0 of PH1 is to minimize the number of slots assigned in the network. For the

case PH1 with subset size S = 1, the algorithm assigns slightly more slots compared to S = 2.

The larger subset size of PH1 can achieve better results than smaller subset size in terms of

the less maximum slot index and lower number of allocated slots. However, it also needs

more time to solve the sub MILP problem, with approximate 1 minute for S = 2 and 20 - 30

seconds for S = 1.
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Results for N6S9 Network with medium-to-high bandwidth requests

The important performance metrics such as the average MFmax, the number of allocated slots

and the modulation format ratio show similar characteristics and trends for medium-to-high

bandwidth requests in NSF network compared to low-to-medium bandwidth requests in the

N6S9 network. Due to the space constraints, we do not show all these results in this work.

The table presents the average number of allocated frequency slots for PH1, PH2, PM, BI

and BH. Again, the proposed off-line service reconfiguration solutions utilize 40% - 70%

fewer frequency slots compared to the benchmark methods. The PH1 approach is observed

to use fewer spectrum resources even compared to PM when PSD ̸= 26.7 mW/THz. This is

because the primary objective of PM is only to minimize MFmax while the PH1 minimizes

both features (summation of MFl and the number of allocated frequency slots) with weight

β .

Table 5.5 Average number of allocated slots in N6S9 network for medium-to-high bandwidth
requests.

Signal PSD (mW/THz) 10.6 13.4 16.9 21.2 26.7 33.7 42.4

PH1 198 194 186 180 176 183 192

PH2 206 202 196 189 180 185 198

PM 216 196 198 190 171 194 203

BI 290 286 282 281 289 290 317

BH 288 277 270 262 270 280 335
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Results for NSF Network for Both Traffic Profiles

We also apply the two traffic requests to the large NSF topology to study how the proposed

reconfiguration algorithms perform for a large network. Due to the size of the NSF network,

the number of traffic requests for each traffic profile is set to 30. The results are calculated

and averaged based on 20 traffic profiles. The PM and BI consume a significant amount

of time to provide solutions for the NSF network due to the computational complexity of

solving MILP (software aborted after 6-10 hours searching). For large complex networks, it

is infeasible to implement BI or PM approaches for practical timescale. Therefore, in this

sub-section, we compare the results of the PH1, PH2 with the BH in the NSF network.

Fig. 5.8 Average maximum frequency slot index versus transmission PSD. (a) 40 Gbps – 400
Gbps requests; (b) 100 Gbps – 600 Gbps requests.

The average MFmax of each algorithm as a function of transmission PSDs is shown in

figure 5.8. It indicates that the PH1 and PH2 achieve similar performance for two types of

traffic scenarios. Similarly, the proposed solutions can leave more continues and contiguous

spectrum resources in the NSF network compared to BH.

In figure 5.9, we present the number of allocated frequency slots as a function of PSDs

for both traffic scenarios. The curve of BH (brown triangle markers) is associated with a left

side blue vertical axis and curves of PH1 and PH2 (circle markers) are associated with the
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Fig. 5.9 Average number of allocated frequency slots versus transmission PSD. (a) 40 Gbps –
400 Gbps requests. (b) 100 Gbps – 600 Gbps requests.

right side red vertical axis. The PH1 approach saves slightly more slots compared to PH2,

due to better resource optimisation of sub-MILP formulation. The PH1 and PH2 can save up

to 80% and 70% number of slots, compared to BH, for low-to-medium and medium-to-high

bandwidth requests respectively when the PSD is between 21.2 mW/THz and 26.7 mW/THz.

It shows the number of slots saving increases when PSD increases. In the NSF network, the

best PSD among the tested options for PH1 and PH2 to achieve minimum spectrum usage is

26.7 mW/THz for both traffic scenarios.

5.4.2 Performance Evaluation of the Complete Proposed RMSA Algo-

rithm in Sequentially Loaded NSF Network

To evaluate the performance of the proposed schemes in a realistic scenario with dynamic

incremental traffic requests, we sequentially load the NSF network with low-to-medium

bandwidth requests and medium-to-high bandwidth requests. The traffic requests are ran-

domly generated respectively following the same traffic distribution described earlier. We

evaluate the request blocking ratio and spectrum efficiency of the proposed solutions. The
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service request blocking probability is expressed as:

BPi =
Blocki

i
(5.57)

where Blocki is the average number of blocked requests after provisioning ith request. To build

statistical results of the service blocking probability and network utilization, the complete

RMSA algorithm is repeated 2000 times. Apart from the previous benchmark method, we

further include the congestion-aware RMSA described in [107] as the second benchmark

(CA-BH2) in this section. The CA-BH2 utilizes the congestion-aware routing strategy and

the first-fit spectrum assignment. NLI modelling in CA-BH2 considers using the GN model

assuming full channel occupied within C band. Details of the NLI model is referred to as

equation (1) – (3) in [107].

To obtain the statistical results, the simulation needs to be performed thousands of

time. Therefore, the PM and BI approach cannot provide a feasible solution for service

reconfiguration due to their complexity (software aborted) for NSF network. As the algorithm

is repeated thousands of times, PH1 is not able to give the results in a reasonable amount of

time. Therefore, we compare the performance of the proposed heuristic algorithm main

using PH2 as the service reconfiguration (LS = 40) with the sequential RMSA of the BH and

CA-BH2.

Figure 5.10 shows the requests blocking probability against the number of requests when

PSD = 19.3 mW/THz. The results clearly show that the proposed scheme with PH2 using

hybrid NLI model accepts approximately 300 and 200 more low-to-medium bandwidth

requests at 1% blocking probability compared to the BH and CA-BH2 respectively. Average

148 and 51 more requests can be accepted at 1% blocking probability for medium-to-high

bandwidth requests compared to BH and CA-BH2 respectively.

The average network throughput when the network reaches 1% blocking ratio for two

algorithms is shown in figure 5.11. The results indicate that the proposed solution with PH2
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Fig. 5.10 Blocking probability versus the number of loaded requests when PSD = 19.3
mW/THz. (a) 40 Gbps – 400 Gbps requests; (b) 100 Gbps – 600 Gbps requests.

as service reconfiguration scheme can serve 25.5 Tbps – 55.7 Tbps more capacity than both

benchmark solutions at 1% blocking ratio for low-to-medium bandwidth requests. Similarly,

15.86 Tbps – 42.1 Tbps more network throughput can be achieved using the proposed solution

for different PSDs with medium-to-high bandwidth requests.
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Fig. 5.11 Network throughput when NSF network reaches 1% blocking probability. (a) 40
Gbps – 400 Gbps requests; (b) 100 Gbps – 600 Gbps requests.
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Figure 5.12 demonstrates the probability of service requests reconfiguration of using PH2

as the reconfiguration scheme against the increasing number of loaded traffic for both traffic

profiles. Both figure 5.12 (a) and (b) show that the network requires more reconfiguration

as the signal PSD increases. This is obvious as the network operates in high NLI regime,

making the NLI the dominant noise. Therefore, the NLI effect on the signal QoT is stronger

than the low signal PSD, which requires more reconfiguration due to more QoT degradation

with increasing link load.
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Fig. 5.12 Service requests reconfiguration probability of PH2 against the increasing number
of traffic. (a) 40 Gbps – 400 Gbps requests; (b) 100 Gbps – 600 Gbps requests.

In table 5.6, we list the number of service reconfiguration required to provision 800

service requests sequentially into the NSF network with different signal PSDs for both traffic

patterns. Similar to the results in figure 5.12, the number of service reconfiguration increases

as the signal PSD raises. However, fewer number of reconfigurations are performed with

PSD = 38.5 mW/THz compared to PSD = 30.6 mW/THz. This is understandable as the

network is in high NLI regime with PSD equals to 38.5 mW/THz, suffering from significantly

higher network blocking probability than the network with PSD = 30.6 mW/THz. As a

result, a fewer number of requests can be accepted for PSD 38.5 mW/THz compared to
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Table 5.6 Average service reconfiguration number for PH2 to provision 800 requests.

Signal PSD (mW/THz) 9.7 12.2 15.3 19.3 24.3 30.6 38.5

Low-to-medium traffic 0.07 1.3 17 21 33 53 45

Medium-to-large traffic 0.02 1 12 14 21 34 26

PSD = 30.6 mW/THz, making the overall reconfiguration number smaller. Moreover, the

successful reconfiguration rate for network operating within the high nonlinear regime due to

high signal PSD is reduced as well.
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Fig. 5.13 Modulation format number when NSF network reaches 1% blocking probability.
(a) 40 Gbps – 400 Gbps requests; (b) 100 Gbps – 600 Gbps requests.

Figure 5.13 shows the stacked bar charts of each modulation format number at 1%

blocking probability for two traffic types. It indicates the PSD = 19.3 mW/THz to be the best

PSD in sequentially loaded NSF network with 4 THz bandwidth to achieve the maximum

spectrum efficiency and network throughput for both traffic scenarios. In this case, the best

PSD option is different compared to PH2 in the N6S9 network shown earlier to achieve

maximum spectral efficiency (PSD = 26.7 mW/THz) for static low-to-medium bandwidth
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requests. This is because the NLI of the lightpaths increases as link utilization increases. As

a result, PSD = 19.3 mW/THz yields to better SNR performance than PSD = 26.7 mW/THz.

The link utilization in the sequentially loaded network is sufficiently high when block-

ing starts to occur compared to traffic reconfiguration scenarios above with relatively less

congested links. Therefore, more NLI should be assigned to new lightpaths that are using

the more congested links. As a result, the high network utilization leads to lower PSD to

maximize end-to-end SNR compared to the low network utilization. It is observed that the

network accepts more low-to-medium bandwidth requests than medium-to-high bandwidth

requests at 1% blocking probability. But the percentage of each modulation format when the

network reaches 1% blocking probability is similar for both traffic.
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Fig. 5.14 Bit-rate distribution of accepted requests for low-to-medium bandwidth traffic
requests.
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Figure 5.14 presents the average bit-rate distribution of all accepted low-to-medium band-

width requests. When PSD = 19.3 mW/THz, the proposed solution accepts approximately

40% and 16.3% more different bit-rate requests compared to BH and CA-BH2 respectively.

The graph also implies small bit-rate requests have better acceptance ratio than the large

bit-rate request. The case of the medium-to-high bandwidth traffic also shows a similar trend

regarding the bit-rate distribution of accepted request. Therefore, we do not show the results

due to the limitation of space.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we propose a complete algorithm with 3 service reconfiguration schemes to

solve the RMSA problem in EON based on the proposed hybrid NLI model. The results show

that compared to the benchmark methods, the proposed solutions are able to save a significant

amount of spectrum resource, achieve better spectrum efficiency, provide lower blocking

probability and higher network capacity with different signal PSDs in our evaluation of two

types of networks. The results also indicate that to achieve minimum spectrum usage, the

optimal PSD of the proposed solutions decreases as the amount of network traffic increases.





Chapter 6

Dynamic Resource Allocation and Traffic

Grooming in Elastic Optical Networks

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we first further analyse the effect of inter-channel blocking problem due to

nonlinear impairments to the lightpaths and the networks. Based on the effect, we further

propose the dynamic resource allocation scheme for dynamic traffic requests in the optical

networks considering the inter-blocking problem of using the proposed hybrid nonlinearity

model. The online heuristic algorithm accommodates each request according to their time of

arrival where the future requests are unknown to the algorithm. The spectrum slots resources

are dynamically allocated to different requests and the loading states defined in chapter 4

keeps fluctuating. The objective of the proposed heuristic algorithm is to accommodate more

request so as to maximise the network utilisation. Another objective in this chapter is to

improve the network capacity by utilising the excess SNR margin of the different lightpaths

in the network. We combine the capability of bandwidth-variable transponders and the

traffic grooming techniques to efficiently use the excess margin. The proposed strategy is

evaluated and the performance is compared with other baseline algorithms. The ideas of this
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chapter were presented in the 2017 International Conference on Optical Network Design and

Modeling in Budapest [153] and 2017 European Conference on Optical Communication in

Gothenburg [158].

6.2 Effect of Inter-Channel Blocking due to Nonlinear im-

pairments

The inter-channel blocking problem of SNR degradation of existing lightpaths due to new

lightpaths being established is simply analysed in chapter 4. In this section, we will have a

detailed discussion of the impact of the inter-channel blocking and how to avoid inter-channel

blocking with the proposed algorithm for dynamic traffic scenarios.

Fig. 6.1 SNR estimation of using the reference margin method and the actual SNR of 15
channels provisioned.

In figure 6.1, we showcase the effects of real NLI of using original GN model and 2 dB

reference margin (RM) method to model the impact of NLI on the SNR of the lightpaths

provisioned on the same link. Lightpaths are deployed over a link within total 18 spans
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fibre with 80 kilometres per fibre span. The single mode fibre is considered with the same

fibre parameters described in table 2.1. We assume the signal PSD to be 19 mW/THz with

rectangular Nyquist shaping. From figure 6.1, it is observed that when 15 lightpaths or

channels (shown as blue blocks with channel index 1-15) are allocated, all the lightpaths can

transmit with 16QAM as the modulation format based on their real NLI. However, using the

reference margin NLI estimation scheme does not allow 16QAM as the modulation format

as it largely overestimates the NLI.

However, when lightpaths with channel index of 16-30 are allocated, the nonlinear

impairments of the existing lightpaths 1 - 15 increases while 16QAM becomes infeasible

for those lightpaths. It is also known as the inter-channel blocking shown in the previous

chapter. The inter-channel blocking issue is shown in figure 6.2. Again, utilising reference

margin method to estimate the worst-case nonlinear impairments makes 16QAM impossible

modulation format for all the lightpaths in both cases due to overestimating the NLI impacts.

Fig. 6.2 SNR estimation of using the reference margin method and the actual SNR of 30
channels provisioned.
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6.3 Nonlinearity-Aware Resource Allocation for Dynamic

Traffic

The hybrid nonlinearity model is proposed in chapter 4 to overcome the drawback of using a

conservative reference margin scheme and to avoid inter-channel blocking problem when

adopting exact nonlinearity information for dynamic traffic in EON. In this chapter, we

propose a hybrid nonlinearity model based resource allocation scheme with dynamic traffic

with a certain interval of arriving time and holding time. In this work, we assume a link of 5

loading states (LS = 5) for 5 THz in C-band. As a result, the loading states are classified as

being 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% of frequency slots continuous occupied.

6.3.1 The proposed Algorithm

To protect existing lightpaths from inter-channel blocking problem and to allow provision

future traffic while improving the spectrum utilisation in the dynamic elastic optical network,

we present a load and nonlinear impairments aware resource allocation algorithm, known

as NARA algorithm. NARA searches for K-least congested routing paths for each traffic

demand while using the proposed hybrid nonlinearity model as the nonlinear impairments

model for the quality of service evaluation. The sub-algorithm is shown as KLC with HN.

The KLC with HN algorithm assigns the first available frequency slots to the dynamic traffic

requests. Similar to congestion-aware routing in [107], the weight Wj of the link j in the

KLC with HN is expressed as:

Wj =
Nspan, j

1− Fsoc
j

F

(6.1)

where Nspan, j is the span number of jth link, F is the number of frequency slots shown in

chapter 4 and Fsoc
j is the number of allocated frequency slots of jth optical link .

For the dynamic traffic request, we assume that each service request R consists of bit-rate

demand r bps from source node S to destination node D with a certain time of arrival interval
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and a certain amount of holding time. We define the concept of network state (NS) used for

computation in the algorithm, which includes link loading states, the weight of each optical

link and spectrum allocation condition in the optical network.

Algorithm 5 :NARA Algorithm
1: Input: Service request, network states NS.
2: Output: RMSA solution for the request.
3: for request Ri do
4: Invoke KLC with HN algorithm as shown in 6 for Ri;
5: Reconfigure blocked services using the KLC with HN algorithm according to their

provisioning order in case inter-channel blocking occurs;
6: if configuration of Ri and reconfiguration of all blocked services (if necessary) are

successful then
7: AcceptRi and the reconfiguration of blocked services;
8: Update network states;
9: else

10: Reject request Ri;
11: end if
12: Release the connections and their corresponding spectrum resources when service

expired;
13: end for

To provision each lightpath request, the proposed NARA algorithm shown as in algorithm

5 computes the RMSA solution using proposed KLC with HN algorithm shown as algorithm

6. NARA algorithm considers the increasing nonlinear impairments effects of the new

lightpaths provisioning on the existing lightpaths if the link loading states of the chosen

candidate routing path alter. When link loading states vary and the SNR of provisioned

lightpaths fall below the threshold of assigned modulation format, inter-channel blocking

occurs. NARA algorithm will then reconfigure the affected services using the KLC with HN

algorithm. However, the reconfigured lightpath may also result in inter-channel blocking

problem. In this case, the NARA algorithm will choose the one path among the K candidate

paths that do not trigger the further blocking. If all the K candidate paths are infeasible, we

reject the service request thus it can avoid complex reconfiguration loops. As 5 loading states

are defined in this chapter for each link, a few numbers of service reconfiguration are needed.
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Only when all the blocked lightpaths are reconfigured successfully, the new lightpath demand

Ri can be finally provisioned to the network.

Algorithm 6 KLC with HN Algorithm
1: Input: Request Ri, network states NS.
2: Output: RMSA solution for request Ri.
3: Find K least congested paths Pk,i for ri using graph edge weight given in equation 6.1, (k

= 1,2, ...,K);
4: for each candidate path Pk,i do
5: for MFk,i = M; MFk,i > 1; MFk,i - -; do
6: Search for first-fit spectrum resources SRk,i with modulation format MFk,i that

can satisfy traffic demand of ri;
7: Calculate estimated SNRk,i based on the proposed hybrid nonlinearity model;
8: if Calculated SNR geq SNRMFk,i then
9: Record Pk,i, MFk,i and SRk,i;

10: Calculate the cost of path Pk,i according to equation 5.3;
11: end if
12: end for
13: if no spectrum resource available for path Pk,i then
14: Set the cost of path Pk,i to be ∞;
15: end if
16: end for
17: if Minimum cost of K paths not ∞ then
18: choose the minimum cost path;
19: else
20: Reject the request Ri;
21: end if

As indicated in the KLC with HN scheme 6, K candidate paths are computed between Si

and Di based on the NS for lightpath with bit-rate demand of Ri. Further, for each calculated

path Pk,i, we start with assigning the highest modulation format level M. The algorithm

search for the first-fit spectrum resource SRk,i for modulation MFk,i to accommodate the

request with bit rate demand of ri. Then we calculate SNRk,i according to the proposed

hybrid nonlinearity model. Then the optimal modulation format MFk,i is selected to reduce

the number of allocated frequency slots as well as maximising the SNR margin for higher

NLI tolerance. The first available continuous frequency slots along the routing path SRk,i is

then temporally assigned to the lightpaths.
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Figure 6.3 shows the lightpath reconfiguration process according to the proposed NARA

scheme. As depicted in figure 6.3 (a), connection request N is provisioned on the link A-B

with 15% resource occupied. The link load state, in this case, is 1 according to the hybrid

nonlinearity model. As a result, the NLI PSD of the central channel of this link is 0.0084

mW/THz per span based on the hybrid nonlinearity model which indicates the SNR to

be 15.22dB for connection N. Service N is able to transmit a 16QAM signal from A to

B as shown in the figure. In figure 6.3 (b), when more lightpaths are established on that

link A-B, the link loading states varies which triggers the NARA algorithm to examine if

any established lightpaths using the same link are blocked due to the increasing amount of

nonlinear impairments. In this case, lightpath N cannot adopt 16QAM as modulation format

thus it needs to be reconfigured. The NARA algorithm calculates a new path A-C-B, as

shown in figure 6.3 (c) and determines the NLI for each link along the selected path according

to their respective loading state. The SNR of the lightpath is then derived as per equation 4.1

and 4.2 in chapter 4..

6.3.2 Simulation and Performance Evaluation

In this section, we discuss the evaluation approach for the NARA algorithm and the simulation

setup. We compare the performance of the NARA algorithm with the benchmark method

that uses physically shortest-path routing algorithm with 2dB reference margin accounting

for the impact of NLI (known as benchmark shown below) and the one using the exact NLI

information. The reconfiguration is not needed for the benchmark solution as nonlinear

impairments are assumed to be the worst case while for the algorithms using the exact NLI, we

do not consider the service replanning. For NARA algorithm, the K is set to 5 for selecting the

candidate paths. The cumulative blocking ratio of requests and network spectrum utilisation

are evaluated in this work. In this chapter, we use Matlab as the simulation tool to evaluate

the proposed RMSA scheme against the benchmark.
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In the simulation setup, we consider that the network operates in the 5THz bandwidth

of C-band and 12.5 GHz granularity as per ITU–T G.694.1 v2.0 [79] corresponding to 400

frequency slots. Multiple continuous frequency slots can form a wide bandwidth channel

as one of the features in EON. We use the same set of fibre parameters as presented in

chapter 5. The pre-FEC BER is set to be 3.8×10−3 while the required SNR for different

modulation formats to achieve this pre-FEC BER is the same as shown in table 2.2. The

colourless, directionless and contentionless, bandwidth-variable reconfigurable optical add-

drop multiplexer is assumed with an insertion loss of 7.25 dB.

In the simulation, the NSF topology is evaluated as shown in figure 5.2. Each lightpath

request consists of a randomly selected pair of nodes as source and destination with symmetric

bi-directional bit rate requirement, which includes the FEC overhead. 2 types of traffic

requests are evaluated: 1) single line-rate 100 Gbps request and 2) mixed line-rate requests

with 10% of them being 400 Gbps, 40% being 100 Gbps, 30% being 40 Gbps and 20% being

10 Gbps to study the effects of different bandwidth granularity requirements.

Fig. 6.4 Cumulative blocking ratio of traffic with different holding time. (a): 100 Gbps
request. (b): mixed line-rate request
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The arrival interval time between connection requests is assumed to follow the Poisson

distribution and the holding time of the request is assumed to be exponentially distributed.

We vary both average interval time of arrival and the average requests holding time to evaluate

different traffic patterns. For each traffic pattern, 10000 connection requests are randomly

generated. The dynamic traffic requests are established according to their arrival time and

the lightpaths are tear down when expiring. In this case, the cumulative blocking ratio is

evaluated and compared with each traffic pattern. The simulation is repeated 1000 times for

each traffic pattern to obtain statistically relevant results of both proposed RMSA scheme

and benchmark solution.

In figure 6.4, it shows the cumulative blocking probability for traffic requests with

different amount of holding times. We set the average request interval time to be 1 time unit

while the average holding time is varied from 2000 time units to 8000 time units with 1000

time units increments for each case. From the figure, the proposed NARA scheme achieves

5% - 15% higher connection request acceptance ratio compared to the benchmark solution

for a different amount of service holding times. It also shows the around 12% - 22% lower

service blocking ratio than the RMSA using the exact NLI information given by the original

GN model. The lower blocking probability of the proposed solution yields 15 Tbps - 45

Tbps network capacity compared to benchmark solution and 36 Tbps - 66 Tbps capacity

compared to using the exact NLI information. As the average holding time increases, the

blocking ratio increases as services with less average holding time expire earlier which leaves

more available frequency slots for other requests. It also can be observed that the proposed

NARA algorithm performs better in case of shorter average holding times compared to longer

holding time under both traffic scenarios.

To evaluate the effect of interval time, the average holding time is set to be 8000 time

units and the interval time of arrival connection requests is set from 1 time unit to 6 time

units. Figure 6.5 depicts that the proposed NARA scheme experiences 5-10% less blocking
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Fig. 6.5 Cumulative blocking ratio of traffic with different interval of arrival time. (a): mixed
line-rate request. (b): 100 Gbps request

ratio compared to the benchmark method and 10 - 18% less blocking ratio compared to

using exact NLI for single line-rate 100 Gbps request. The benefit of the algorithm in

terms of blocking ratio increases as the requests interval time increases. Similar to the case

with different service holding time, it happens because, with shorter average interval time,

more requests need to be established in the network within a fixed range of time, which

leads to more congested network. Therefore, when the network becomes highly congested,

fewer requests can successfully be provisioned even with the NARA algorithm. On the

other hand, fewer spectrum resources are required within the same amount of time when

the average interval time increases, due to fewer demands of bandwidth. It results in a

less congested network and therefore higher request acceptance ratio is achieved with the

proposed NARA RMSA scheme. When comparing to the RMSA using the exact NLI

from the original GN model, it requires fewer service replanning number, thus making the

spectrum highly fragmental. Moreover, the inter-channel blocking problem mentioned earlier

limits the number of lightpaths to be provisioned. From the figure, the blocking ratio is

approximate 0 using NARA RMSA scheme when the interval time of requests is 6 whereas
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the benchmark method suffers 10% service blocking probability. For mixed line-rate traffic

requests, the NARA algorithm achieves approximately 5% improvement over the benchmark

solution and 10% over the RMSA using the exact NLI information for all interval time.

The proposed NARA solution is able to achieve maximally 60 Tbps and 31 Tbps network

throughput compared with the reference margin benchmark and using the original GN model

respectively for 100 Gbps traffic requests. Similarly, it achieves 45 Tbps and 22 Tbps over

two baseline RMSA schemes for the mixed traffic requests.
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Fig. 6.6 Average network spectrum utilization of different holding time. (a): 100 Gbps
request. (b): mixed line-rate request

Figure 6.6 depicts the average spectrum utilisation ratio in the optical network using the

proposed NARA scheme and the benchmark method for various requests average holding

time. The maximum and minimum spectrum utilisation for each scenario is also shown with

the results of all a thousand instances of the traffic patterns. The spectrum utilisation in the

network (NU) evaluated is expressed as:

NU =
∑l Fsoc

j

F ·NL
(6.2)
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where NL is the number of links in the network. The NU in equation 6.2 is the ratio of the

number of allocated frequency slots in the network over the overall number of slots.

The NARA algorithm can yield 4.5% - 6.7% higher spectrum utilisation in the network at

the point of the 10000 requests compared to the benchmark method for single line-rate 100

Gbps requests. For the mixed line-rate traffic, 4.9% to 6.2% higher spectrum utilisation can

be achieved for the proposed algorithm achieves with different holding times. The higher

spectrum utilisation in NARA is primarily due to the use of the proposed hybrid nonlinearity

model for more accurate nonlinear impairments estimation but also the proposed K-least

congested path routing makes better path selection to yield the better traffic engineering as

well.
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Fig. 6.7 Accepted traffic improvement for NARA compared to benchmark for mixed line-rate
request.

The improvement in the number of accepted requests for the NARA scheme over the

benchmark solution for the mixed line-rate requests is depicted in figure 6.7. The graph
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demonstrates that at least 5% more requests can be achieved for all traffic patterns. In case

of smaller service holding time, the improvement in larger traffic requests (100 Gbps and

400 Gbps) is 11% - 13% higher as the NARA solution is able to serve more requests which

require more continuous frequency slots compared to the benchmark. As the average holding

time increases, the optical network becomes highly congested thus reducing the amount of

available continuous frequency slots in the network. As a result, large bandwidth requests

that require more continuous frequency slots become more difficult to provision compared

to small bandwidth requests. This effect is also evident from figure 6.7 where the NARA

solution favours the small bandwidth traffic requests (10 Gbps and 40 Gbps) over large

bandwidth requests and achieves 7% - 9% improvement in the acceptance of small traffic

requests.

6.4 Traffic Grooming Technique for Nonlinear Elastic Op-

tical Networks

The significant challenge faced by service providers is to support the exponential growth of

dynamic traffic towards access, metro as well as core networks. Traffic grooming scheme

was proposed to aggregate amount of small traffic streams into a large group unit in optical

networks The traffic grooming technique enables high capacity transmission thus results in

network throughput improvement. In this section, we propose a novel routing, modulation

format and spectrum assignment scheme combined with traffic grooming technique for the

elastic optical networks operating in the nonlinear regime.

In this chapter, we also consider the NLI noise and ASE noise are the dominant impair-

ments in the network. The modulation format level is chosen from DP-BPSK, DP-QPSK,

QP-8QAM, DP-16QAM, DP-32QAM and DP-64QAM to achieve 3.8×10−3 pre-FEC bit

error rate.
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6.4.1 RMSA algorithm with Traffic Grooming

We assume that each request R consists of bi-direction bit-rate demand r from source s to

destination d, sequentially loaded into the network. A least congested path P is calculated.

According to the path P, the average link loading condition lc is written as:

lc =
NL

∑
l=1

Wj

NL
(6.3)

where NL is the number of optical links along the selected path P and Wj is congestion

weight of link j along the path P. The concept of lc is the average value of link loading states

of selected path and it is implemented in the proposed traffic grooming algorithm, as shown

in algorithm 7.

Algorithm 7 Traffic Grooming Algorithm
1: Input: Request Ri, network states NS.
2: Output: RMSA solution for request Ri.
3: Find a least congested paths Pi for ri from source si to destination di;
4: Calculate average link loading condition lci according to equation 6.3 and the selected

path Pi;
5: if lci ≤ sthd then
6: Execute Strategy 1;
7: else
8: Execute Strategy 2;
9: end if

The algorithm begins with computing the least congested path between the source and

destination for the traffic demand. Then the average loading condition of the computed path

is calculated using equation 6.3. When the average loading condition of the path lc is smaller

than or equal to the pre-set threshold sthd, the algorithm will invoke Strategy 1 to allocate

resource to the connection request. In case that the average loading condition lc > sthd, the

Strategy 2 is executed.

The Strategy 1 shown in 8 is also named as the ’new lightpath first’. It aims to establish

new lightpath when the calculated path of the main algorithm 7 is not congested as the
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Algorithm 8 Traffic Grooming Strategy 1
1: Input: Request Ri, network states NS, calculated path Pi.
2: Output: RMSA solution for request Ri.
3: for modulation format MFi = DP-BPSK to DP-64QAM do
4: Calculate required number of spectrum slots sri for request ri with modulation format

MFi;
5: Find sri free contiguous frequency slots along the path Pi using first-fit assignment;
6: if spectrum slots available then
7: Denote slots’ index as Fi = [ fi, ..., fi + sri - 1];
8: Calculate the SNRi according to assigned slots in Fi;
9: if SNRi ≥ SNR threshold for modulation format MFi then

10: Accept the request and set up a new lightpath for ri;
11: Record the highest available modulation format and maximum capacity of

the new lightpath;
12: Break for;
13: end if
14: end if
15: end for
16: if no spectrum slots available along the path or QoT fails then
17: if any active lightpath between source si and destination di then
18: Denote the active lightpath as ALPi = [l p1, ..., l pq];
19: for j = 1 : q do
20: if remaining capacity (maximum possible capacity - current capacity) of

lightpath l p j can accommodate ri then
21: Accept Request Ri;
22: Upgrade modulation format of l p j for request Ri;
23: Update the remaining/current capacity of lightpath l pi;
24: Break for;
25: end if
26: end for
27: end if
28: end if
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average loading condition is below certain level sthd. In this case, Strategy 1 searches for

the first finds spectrum slots Fi for the connection request Ri when assigning modulation

format MFi (from DP-BPSK to DP-64QAM). We start from the lowest modulation format

DP-BPSK as it gives the maximum potential capacity. In this case, a huge bulk of continuous

and contiguous spectrum will be allocated. The large bulk of spectrum is actually to reserve

the capacity with modulation format upgrade to accommodate more requests in case no

spectrum can be found in the future when the network is highly congested. It starts with the

largest spectrum ’bulk’ of using DP-BPSK. When no spectrum available for DP-BPSK, it

starts to search for a smaller spectrum ’bulk’ with DB-QPSK to accommodate the requests

and then DB-8QAM...

If the spectrum slots are available, then the ASE and NLI PSD are calculated. We compute

the SNR to check whether it satisfies the SNR requirement for modulation format MFi. The

service request is accepted, the maximum capacity with its highest available modulation

format of the new lightpath is recorded when it meets the SNR requirement.

In case of no contiguous spectrum resources available or quality of transmission (QoT)

constraint cannot be satisfied, Strategy 1 checks if any active lightpath between the source si

and destination di has enough SNR margin to upgrade its modulation format level to allow

the new request ri groomed into the existing lightpath. When there is existing lightpath has

the potential SNR margin to accommodate new requests, the request will be accepted and

corresponding information such as lightpath remaining capacity, which equal to (maximum

possible capacity - current capacity).

The Strategy 2 shown in 9 is named as the ’Grooming first’. The traffic grooming

main algorithm invokes Strategy 2 when the average loading condition lc is higher than

the pre-set threshold of sthd. This is because when the network is heavily loaded, to find

contiguous and continuous spectrum becomes difficult. In contrast to Strategy 1, Strategy 2

first examine if any existing lightpath of the same source and destination with the request
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Algorithm 9 Traffic Grooming Strategy 2
1: Input: Request Ri, network states NS, calculated path Pi.
2: Output: RMSA solution for request Ri.
3: if any active lightpath between source si and destination di then
4: Denote the active lightpath as ALPi = [l p1, ..., l pq];
5: for j = 1 : q do
6: if remaining capacity (maximum possible capacity - current capacity) of lightpath

l p j can accommodate ri then
7: Accept Request Ri;
8: Upgrade modulation format of l p j for request Ri;
9: Update the remaining/current capacity of lightpath l pi;

10: Break for;
11: end if
12: end for
13: else if no active lightpath between si and di or failure of Ri grooming to existing lightpath

then
14: for modulation format MFi = DP-BPSK to DP-64QAM do
15: Calculate required number of spectrum slots sri for request ri with modulation

format MFi;
16: Find sri free contiguous frequency slots along the path Pi using first-fit assign-

ment;
17: if spectrum slots available then
18: Denote slots’ index as Fi = [ fi, ..., fi + sri - 1];
19: Calculate the SNRi according to assigned slots in Fi;
20: if SNRi ≥ SNR threshold for modulation format MFi then
21: Accept the request and set up a new lightpath for ri;
22: Record the highest available modulation format and maximum capacity

of the new lightpath;
23: Break for;
24: end if
25: end if
26: end for
27: end if
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Ri has enough remaining capacity to support the bit rate demand ri. The service will be

accepted and aggregated into existing lightpath when traffic grooming is possible. In the case

of grooming failure, Strategy 2 will calculate a path and search for the spectrum resources

for the requests.

The objective of the algorithm of using Strategy 1 is able to establish lightpath with

potential to upgrade modulation format level as the priority to accommodate more requests

from large spectrum ’bulk’ to small spectrum ’bulk’ when network is not highly loaded.

When the network becomes congested. Strategy 2 aims to utilise these spectrum ’bulks’ to

release their capacity potential by upgrading the modulation level as the priority.

6.4.2 Simulation Results and Analysis

We examine the proposed solution with the following parameters and assumptions. The

network is considered to operate in 5 THz C-band with 193.6 THz as central frequency. The

5 THz bandwidth is divided into 400 frequency slots in a single optical link with 12.5 GHz

each. 7.5 dB insertion loss is assumed with the ROADM and the noise figure of EDFA is set

to be 5 dB. We use NSFNET topology with 14 nodes and 21 links deploying single mode

fibre for evaluation. The fibre span length is of 80 km and the SSMF parameters are the same

as shown in previous chapters.

Bi-direction 100 Gbps traffic requests are assumed and generated between randomly

selected pairs of nodes while the bit-rate requests contain FEC overhead in this work. We

randomly generate 3000 service requests, incrementally provision them into the networks.

To build the statistic results, the process is repeated 1000 times. To make a fair comparison,

the same set of traffic requests are repeated for all the benchmark scenarios. In this work,

we choose 2 benchmark method as the baseline. The benchmark 1 [107] is a non-traffic

grooming RMSA strategy using the least congested path routing technique and the first-fit

spectrum assignment while the benchmark 2 [152] is a traffic grooming enabled algorithm.
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We set the pre-set threshold sthd factor as 0.4 for our proposed traffic-grooming enabled

RMSA scheme.

Figure 6.8 shows the network blocking ratio of the proposed traffic-grooming enabled

RMSA scheme and 2 benchmark methods against the increasing number of traffic requests

for signal power spectral density of 19 mW/THz. It indicates the proposed traffic-grooming

RMSA scheme achieve higher service acceptance ratio compared to 2 benchmark method.

From the figure, it can be observed that the proposed algorithm can accept approximate 100

and 300 more requests respectively compared to benchmark 1 and benchmark 2.

Fig. 6.8 Service blocking ratio versus number of requests.

In figure 6.9, we show the average number of transponders required for each algorithm

over the increasing network traffic load. The proposed traffic-grooming enabled algorithm

can save up to 50% transponders compared to using benchmark 1. The numbers of required

transponders in both benchmarks grows linearly with increasing overall throughput in the

network. As benchmark 2 is a traffic-grooming enabled method, its first target is to groom
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the new bandwidth request into the existing lightpath. Therefore, it can significantly reduce

the number of transponders.

when the network is less congested with a fewer number of lightpath provisioned, the

number of transponders that the proposed scheme and benchmark 1 require is similar.

However. when the network becomes more congested, the increasing number of required

transponders for the proposed algorithm gradually drop down. Therefore, the numbers of

transponders needed for the proposed algorithm and benchmark 2 are approaching. Although

the benchmark 2 method needs slightly fewer number of transponders, it experiences a

significantly higher network blocking ratio as depicted in figure 6.8.
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Fig. 6.9 Number of transceivers versus increasing network load (PSD: 19 mW/THz).

Figure 6.10 shows the overall network capacity at 1% network blocking probability

against the increasing signal PSD for the proposed traffic-grooming enable RMSA scheme

and 2 benchmark solutions. For all 3 algorithms, the network capacity increases as the signal

PSD increases from 10 mW/THz to 19 mW/THz. However, the network capacity drops

down gradually as the signal PSD continuously raises higher than 19 mW/THz. The graph
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indicates 19 mW/THz yields the highest network capacity and it is optimal signal PSD for

the 3 RMSA schemes. When signal PSD is 19 mW/THz, the proposed solution achieves 7%

and 26% more capacity compared to benchmark 1 and benchmark 2 respectively.

Fig. 6.10 Network throughput at 1% blocking probability versus increasing PSD.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter, we have shown the effect of inter-channel blocking due to using accurate

NLI information. Based on the proposed hybrid nonlinearity model in the previous chapter,

we further proposed a nonlinearity-aware resource allocation algorithm proposed with a

sophisticated K-least congested path routing strategy for the dynamic traffic scenarios.

The proposed NARA algorithm is compared with a benchmark solution using extensive

simulation studies for different traffic models. The results show that the NARA algorithm

significantly improves service acceptance ratio and network spectrum utilization which

makes it appropriate for elastic optical network planning and operation.
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According to the hybrid nonlinearity model in terms of loading states of link, we define the

concept of loading condition of a path. The loading condition concept is then integrated into

the proposed traffic grooming enabled routing, modulation format and spectrum assignment

algorithm. Through an extensive simulation study, the proposed scheme outperforms two

benchmark methods in the paper. We also show the tremendous number of transceivers saving

over non-traffic grooming benchmark solution and significantly better service acceptance ratio

over traffic grooming benchmark solution at the cost of utilizing only 6% more transceivers.

The results verify the benefits of the proposed traffic grooming solution with different PSD

values.





Chapter 7

Load-Aware Power Optimisation

7.1 Introduction

It is important to accurately model, monitor and manage the impairments in the future optical

networks to meet the requirement of providing flexible, high bandwidth demands. Apart

from impairments from optical links, it is also a great challenge to manage the impairments

generated by reconfigurable optical add-drop multiplexers (ROADMs), due to the requirement

of additional amplifiers to compensate the insertion loss. In current optical networks, optical

signal with a constant power is launched across multiple fibre spans and ROADMs, where

any power loss is completely compensated by the amplifiers. The traditional approach

cannot efficiently manage the impairments as it neglects the characteristics of different spans

and ROADMs, such as fibre type, span length, loading condition due to add-drop, noise

figure (NF) of amplifiers and insertion loss, making it an inefficient use of the network.

In the context of software-defined networking, the power of each span and ROADM can

be dynamically optimised according to network status to improve network throughput.

Therefore, in this chapter, we proposed a coordinated fibre span and ROADM input power

optimisation strategy to minimize the SNR degradation of nonlinearity and ASE noise in the

coherent optical network. The benefit of the proposed model is verified through experiment
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and the simulation. The idea of this chapter is presented at the 2018 European Conference

on Optical Communication in Rome [159].

7.2 Power Optimisation Model

It is well known that optical networks consist of optical links and optical nodes. Launching

signal in optical network can cause impairments from optical links and optical nodes, such as

ROADM. The impairments from optical links and ROADM pose significant challenges to the

optical systems and networks, which affect the signal BER reach distance and the network

capacity. ASE noise and NLI are the dominant impairments in optical network deployed

with coherent transmission. Therefore, end-to-end SNR of a lightpath can be expressed as:

SNR =

(Nrd

∑
n

( Prd

hνB ·10
NFrd

n
10 · ILn

)−1
+

Nsp

∑
i

( Pi

hνB ·10
NFi
10 ·LOi +P3

i ·χi

)−1
+SNR−1

T Rx,b2b

)−1
(7.1)

The first part ∑
Nrd
n

(
Prd

hνB·10
NFrd

n
10 ·ILn

)−1
on the right side of equation 7.1 represents the SNR

degradation from post-amplifiers compensate the power loss of ROADM insertion loss. Prd

is the per channel input power of the ROADM, NFrd
n is the noise figure as the post-amplifier

of ROADM n, ILn is the insertion loss of ROADM n and Nrd is the number of ROADM

along the lightpath.

The second part on the right side of equation ∑
Nsp
i

(
Pi

hνB·10
NFi
10 ·LOi+P3

i ·χi

)−1
indicates the

SNR degradation of optical links due to in-line ASE noise and NLI, where Pi is the per

channel power launched into fibre span i, h is the Planck constant, ν is the carrier frequency,

NFi is the noise figure of EDFA at the end of span i, LOi is the power loss in dB of span i, χi

is the nonlinearity coefficient determined by GN model and Nsp is the number of fibre span

along the lightpath.
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The third part on the right side of equation 7.1 SNR−1
T Rx,b2b stands for the SNR degradation

due to transponders quantified as the back-to-back transmission performance. As SNR

degradation of transponder only depends on its own performance, we do not consider its

optimisation due to the irrelevancy of the optimisation target. The parameters are shown in

figure 7.1.
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Fig. 7.1 A simple network with physical layer parameters.

In current optical networks, the optical signal is launched with a constant power across

multiple fibre spans and the ROADMs. The power loss is completely compensated by

distributed EDFAs to ensure the same level of power.

From equation 7.1, the SNR degradation due to compensating ROADM insertion loss

decreases as the per channel input power of ROADM Prd increases. Therefore, increasing the

ROADM input power can help improve the end-to-end SNR performance of the lightpath.

Therefore, the per channel power of the signal from different ports of the ROADM is amplified

to an equal but high value of Prd . This is to ensure the different lightpaths of the same power

level before and after space-wavelength switching. The high power Prd is then attenuated due

to the ROADM insertion loss. Before launching into the following fibre span, post-amplifiers

of ROADM re-amplify the signal to an optimal power level of the span afterwards.
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Despite optical signal traversing through the ROADM operating in the linear regime, the

NLI in the fibre spans grows cubically as the signal per channel power increases. As a result,

there exists an optimum launch power for each span. From equation 7.1 above, the power of

each fibre span can be optimized individually which is expressed as:

Pi =
3

√
hνB ·10

NFi
10 ·LOi

2 ·χi
(7.2)

From equation 7.2, it can be seen that the optimum power of each span does not only

depend on its associated attenuation and the noise figure of the EDFA at the end of the span but

also relies on the nonlinearity coefficient. In this work, we apply the load-aware nonlinearity

coefficient which is calculated in chapter 4 to replace the individual nonlinearity coefficient

of different channels. The optimum per channel launch power of each span is higher when

the link is lightly loaded. The optimum power gradually reduces as the optical link becomes

congested. Therefore, we optimise the per span channel power using the equation 7.2 by

considering the noise figure of EDFA, fibre attenuation and the loading condition of each

span. We also set the signal power launching into ROADM with a sufficiently high value

according to EDFA capability to reduce the impact of the ROADMs insertion loss. This

forms the theoretical foundation of this chapter.

7.3 Experimental Setup and Results Analysis

To validate the performance of the proposed power optimization strategy, we set up the

field trial testbed, as shown in 7.2. The testbed consists of 2 optical links. In total 314 km

fibre in the lab make up the 5 spans of the first link and 236 km UK National Dark Fibre

Infrastructure Service (NDFIS) from University of Bristol and looped back from Froxfield

forms the second optical links. Three WSSs in the trial experiment is to emulate the ROADM

to add and drop optical signal. Apart from the insertion loss of the WSSs, additional 7 dB
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loss is applied to emulate the loss of the ROADM in the network with 2 stages of WSSs for

add/drop.

Fig. 7.2 Field trial experiment testbed.

Voyager switch is an optical white box, served as the coherent transponders in our

experiments. In our scenario, the voyager switch is configured to use DP=16QAM as the

modulation format with 25% FEC overhead. The signal pulse is shaped by a root raised

cosine match filter with 0.3 roll-off factor.

Four 50 GHz spacing Nyquist shaped channels, namely Ch50 - Ch53 in the figure 7.2

with frequency 193.6 THz - 193.75 THz respectively, are launched into the first optical

link through WSS1. Another four channels (Ch48, 49, 54, 55) are added to the second link

through WSS2 to emulate diverse loading conditions of different links.

We first consider the case that each EDFA completely compensate the span loss and

the WSS loss. Thus, the launch power of each channel into every fibre span and WSS is

equivalent. The constant per channel launch power varies from -4 dBm to 5 dBm. The
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pre-FEC bit error rate as a function of signal launch power of Ch51 and Ch52 is plotted in

figure 7.3. The pre-FEC difference between two channels is due to the different performance

of the two TRx of back-to-back transmission performance. From figure 7.3, it is observed

that both channels achieve the lowest pre-FEC BER when the launch power is 0 dBm, which

corresponds to 6.48 ×10−3 for Ch51 and 4.31 ×10−3 for Ch52.
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Fig. 7.3 The pre-FEC bit error rate of the benchmark against various per channel launch
power.

The per channel launch power achieving the lowest pre-FEC bit error is regarded as the

benchmark for the span power optimisation. We start the fibre span level power optimisation

from the first span with 0 dBm as the per channel launch power across all the spans and

the WSSs. At each step, the optimum power launched into the span is calculated based on

equation 7.2. According to the equation, the optimal per channel launch power is related to

the noise figure of the EDFA. However, the noise figure of EDFA may change with different

levels of input power and different amplification gain. To solve this problem, we need to
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measure the accurate noise figure while maintaining the power to be optimum. Therefore,

we propose a span power optimization strategy shown in algorithm 10.

Algorithm 10 Per EDFA power optimisation flowchart
1: for span i = 1, 2, ... do
2: Determine the nonlinearity coefficient χi according to the loading condition of the

span;
3: Set the noise figure of span i NFi = 5 dB;
4: Calculate the optimum power Pi according to equation 7.2;
5: Adjust the gain of EDFA i of span i to make sure per channel output power Pout,i ==

Pi;
6: Measure the EDFA noise figure NFi,ms;
7: if |NFi,ms −NFi| ≤ 0.2 dB then
8: Power Optimization competed;
9: Poptimum

i = Pi;
10: else
11: NFi = NFi,ms;
12: Repeat step 4 - 7;
13: end if
14: end for

For span i, the power Pi is calculated according to equation 7.2 assuming the noise figure

NFi of EDFA i to be 5 dB with corresponding load-aware NLI coefficient χi of the span. The

calculated span power Pi is then applied to the network by adjusting the EDFA gain. In this

case, we measure the noise figure of EDFA i and denote the measured value as NFi,ms. The

technique to measure the noise figure is shown in figure 7.4.

The parameter P1
ASE and P2

ASE stands for the average power of out band ASE noise

after EDFA amplification and before EDFA amplification respectively. The noise figure is

calculated as:

NF = 10log10

(
P1

ASE
Ghν ·B

+
1
G
−

P2
ASE

hν ·B

)
(7.3)
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where G is the gain of the EDFA, h is the Planck constant, ν is the carrier frequency, B is the

bandwidth of effective noise bandwidth or the resolution taken from the optical spectrum

analyser.

We then compare the measured noise figure value NFi,ms with NFi. The optimization

for span i is completed when value of measured value of NFi,ms with assumed value NFi

converge to the same value, as shown in line 7 and 8 of algorithm 10. In case of convergence

failure, the new assumed noise figure value is updated by setting NFi = NFi,ms. The new

assumed noise figure is feed into equation 7.2 to calculate new optimal power and repeat the

above steps. The process is repeated until the noise figure value converges and the optimum

per channel launch power of span i is derived with the accurate noise figure of EDFA i.
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Fig. 7.4 EDFA noise figure measurement.

At each optimisation step, the per channel launch power of the corresponding span is

optimised according to the algorithm described in 10, while the power of the following spans

remains at 0 dBm as suggested according to benchmark solution. The pre-FEC bit error rate
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of Ch51 and Ch52 against the optimisation step are shown in figure 7.5. The pre-FEC BER

performance of Ch52 is associated with the left axis, the pre-FEC BER of Ch51 associated

with the axis on the right. From figure 7.5, the pre-FEC BER of both channels reduces

with the increasing steps of optimisation. The span power optimisation strategy can achieve

around 1.1×10−3 pre-FEC BER reduction for both Ch52 and Ch51 when all the optimisation

steps are conducted.
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Fig. 7.5 Pre-FEC BER reduction versus fibre span level optimisation steps.

After the span level power optimisation, we further investigate the impact of the input

power of the ROADM over the signal quality. As discussed in the previous section, the

increasing output power of pre-amplifier (EDFA 6 in the testbed) will result in the SNR

improvement. However, results in figure 7.6 indicate that the pre-FEC bit error rate of CH51

and CH52 do not reduce over the increasing per channel ROADM input power. It is because,

with the increasing output power of pre-amplifier, the input power of post-amplifier also

grows. This, in turn, decreases the gain of post-amplifier as post-amplifier needs to guarantee
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the optimal power of the following span. The amplification gain reduction of post-amplifier

leads to its noise figure increasing, as demonstrated as the red curve in figure 7.7. As a result,

the benefit of optimising the ROADM input power vanishes as more ASE noise is introduced

to the following span.
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To overcome the noise figure increasing problem of the post-amplifier and to further

improve the signal QoT, two solutions are proposed: 1) adding an attenuator at the output of

the post-amplifier (EDFA 7); and 2) removing the post-amplifier by further increasing the

gain of pre-amplifier.

For the first solution, the post-amplifier can operate in high gain mode with a relatively

low noise figure by placing an attenuator. The attenuator is then adjusted to ensure the

optimal power in the following fibre span. Therefore, the proposed benefit of decreasing

ROADM SNR degradation can be achieved. The results of the first case are shown in figure

7.8. It shows the pre-FEC BER of both channels is reduced around 7% compared to the

span-optimised-only network when the ROADM input power increases from 0 dBm to 5

dBm using solution 1.
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In solution 2, the pre-amplifier needs to provide sufficiently high power to compensate

both span loss and the WSS insertion loss. In this case, the WSS can directly adjust the power

to be the optimum power of the following span. The pre-FEC BER is depicted in figure 7.9.

Figure 7.9 shows around 1.2 ×10−3 pre-FEC BER reduction respectively for both Ch51 and

Ch52 by removing the post-amplifier. Therefore, combining span power optimisation and

the proper ROADM input power management solution, 50% pre-FEC BER decreasing can

be achieved.

7.4 Simulation Setup and Results Analysis

To evaluate the performance of the power optimisation strategy described previously in the

network, we build a simulation testbed using the BT topology. In the simulation, the fixed

launch power of the fibre spans and the ROADMs is used as the benchmark (BM) solution.

To make a fair comparison, the same ROADM input power is applied to the proposed strategy

with the span power optimised using equation 7.2. Matlab is used as the simulation software

to study the proposed coordinated power optimisation/management strategy in the EON.
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We consider the network operates in 4 THz bandwidth of C-band with 12.5 GHz grid

for the flex-grid elastic optical network. The ROADM insertion loss is assumed to be 14

dB and noise figure of the EDFA is set randomly between 4.5 dB and 6.5 dB. We assume

spans within the same optical link are of identical length while the maximum span length

does not exceed 60 km. We use The same set of fibre parameters as described in chapter

2. To evaluate the impact of two power management strategy over the network capacity,

we sequentially load the traffic requests to BT network topology, which is demonstrated

in figure 7.10. Each request consists of a pair of randomly selected nodes as source and

destination with bit rate demand of 100 Gbps. For each connection, we calculate a least

congested path using the equation 5.2 and search for available frequency slots with first-fit

spectrum assignment. 5000 traffic requests are randomly generated to calculate the statistic

behaviour as they are provisioned into the network sequentially. We repeat the process 100

times for both the proposed span power optimised solution and the benchmark method to

obtain the averaged results.

The network blocking probability of the benchmark solution and the proposed span power

optimised solution is shown in figure 7.11. From figure 7.11 (a), it can be seen that the

optimum power spectral density of the benchmark solution is 12.6 mW/THz to achieve the

lowest network blocking probability. As the span power is optimized in the proposed method,

the one with highest ROADM input power spectral density of 79.6 mW/THz achieves the

minimum network blocking probability.

The average network capacity of the benchmark (BM) solution and the proposed span

power optimised (SPO) solution over the increasing input PSD ofROADM PSD shown

in figure 7.12 when network blocking occurs. It can be seen that the optimal PSD of the

benchmark is 12.6 mW/THz to achieve highest network throughput. Input PSD of ROADM

is equivalent to the PSD in fibre span for BM. Therefore, when signal PSD is low, the signal

is transmitted in the linear regime. Thus, the SNR degradation due to ASE noise and NLI
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Fig. 7.10 BT network topology.

are both high. When signal PSD becomes high, the network operates towards the highly

nonlinear regime. The advantage of less SNR degradation of ROADM collapses as the NLI

dominates the performance. This leads to the increase of network capacity first and then

decreasing against the increasing PSD.

Comparing the BM with SPO, SPO is able to provide an additional 5 Tbps more network

throughput when the input PSD of ROADM is 12.6 mW/THz. When the input PSD of

ROADM increases, SPO can further improve the throughput as the increasing input PSD of

ROADM reduce impact from ROADM insertion loss, while the PSD of each span remains

optimised. The proposed SPO method can theoretically achieve 402 Tbps network capacity

before blocking occurs if the input PSD of ROADM is sufficiently high. As a result, it makes

the impact of ROADM insertion less negligible. In this case, the results are equivalent to

removing the post amplifiers of the ROAMDs. Comparing the performance of the benchmark

power optimisation method with the proposed power optimisation solution, the proposed
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7.11 Network traffic requests blocking probability for various PSDs. (a) Benchmark
solution. (b) The proposed span power optimised solution with post-amplifier
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Fig. 7.12 Network capacity of benchmark solution and the proposed power optimisation
solution when network blocking occurs

SPO achieves 15% more network throughput compared to BM, due to coordinated ROADM

and fibre span power optimisation.

7.5 Summary

In this work, we proposed a coordinated fibre span power optimisation and ROADM input

power management strategy to improve the network capacity. Through the experiment,

the results show that up to 50% pre-FEC BER reduction with the coordinated fibre span

power optimisation and the proposed ROADM power management strategy compared with

the normal power optimisation strategy in the network. Our simulation shows that the

combined optimisation method outperforms the regular optimisation strategy by providing

15% additional network capacity.



Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future Work

8.1 Review of Thesis Achievement

In this thesis, the main objective is to solve the capacity crunch issue by improving the

throughput of the future dispersion uncompensated elastic optical networks with polarisation

multiplexed signal and coherent transmission and detection in the nonlinear regime. In such

optical networks, numerous impairments such as chromatic dispersion and polarisation mode

dispersion linear can be fully compensated with the digital signal processing technique at

the coherent receivers. Therefore, the stochastic noise and non-linear impairments which

are unable to be compensated in real time, become the major penalties affecting the signal

quality, the system reach distance and the overall network capacity. Hence, it is necessary to

capture these information for service provisioning in the optical networks.

Compared to the simple model of stochastic noise, the nonlinear impairments are usually

associated with solving complex mathematical equations. Hence, our first contribution in this

work is to propose a simplified nonlinear impairments estimation model for the fast routing,

modulation format and spectrum allocation and power optimisation in the elastic optical

networks. The flexible and adaptive optical network resource assignment and optimisation

based on the developed nonlinear impairments model with multiple optimisation target is
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also achieved by the proposed solution. Further, the nonlinearity-aware resource allocation

is proposed for provisioning dynamic traffic in the elastic optical networks. The goal of

achieving higher network capacity is realized by combining traffic grooming with flexible

bandwidth allocation in elastic optical networks, using the excess SNR margin between

the estimated SNR from the proposed NLI framework and the SNR requirement for the

modulation format. We further investigate the power optimisation strategy by carrying out

extensive experiments and simulation to show the QoT improvement of the signal and the

network capacity improvement.

The key achievements of this thesis are described with more detail as:

• A load-aware nonlinear impairments model are developed based on Gaussian noise

nonlinear impairments model to enable fast signal QoT evaluation for the resource

allocation and optimisation in elastic optical networks. The proposed approach relies

on the link loading concept and thus can avoid the inter-channel blocking problem when

the link remains in the same loading state, as described in chapter 4. The proposed

load-aware hybrid nonlinearity model combines the features of worst-case nonlinear

impairments estimation strategy and the exact nonlinear impairments according to the

signal power spectral density and the propagated channels along the path. The proposed

load-aware hybrid nonlinearity model is proved to be an accurate and computational

simplified tool.

• Following the proposed hybrid nonlinearity model, we have proposed a complete

routing, modulation format and spectrum allocation scheme using the proposed nonlin-

earity model. The proposed resource allocation scheme considers the inter-channel

blocking problem in case the link loading states alter with the increasing number of

provisioned lightpaths. Hence, three service reconfiguration schemes have been raised

to reconfigure the blocked service requests known as: MILP based service recon-

figuration, MILP based heuristic service reconfiguration and the complete heuristic
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service reconfiguration. The first objective of MILP base service reconfiguration aims

to minimize the highest allocated spectrum slot index in the network. On the basis of

the minimal index, the MILP problem is solved again to achieve the minimum number

of allocated slots. The MILP based heuristic service request reconfiguration solves the

RMSA problem in a series of request groups, where each request group is solved as a

sub-MILP problem. In the complete heuristic service reconfiguration, only the blocked

requests are reconfigured. This requires the least complexity from the control plane.

• Further to the algorithm proposed in chapter 4 for static traffic scenario or the traffic se-

quentially provisioned to the elastic optical networks, the resource allocation algorithm

is demonstrated for dynamic traffic requests. The benefit of the proposed resource

algorithm for online traffic demand with the proposed load-aware nonlinearity model

is verified through an extensive simulation study. To further improve network capacity,

we investigate the utilisation of excess SNR margin of the elastic optical network oper-

ating in the nonlinear regime. A routing, modulation format and spectrum allocation

scheme is developed combining the optical traffic grooming technique provided by

the capability of modulation format adaptable and bandwidth-variable transponders.

The results indicate significantly network capacity improvement and the tremendous

amount of transponders saving compared to other benchmark solutions.

• The final objective of this thesis is to explore the impact of power in the network to the

signal quality of transmission and the overall network throughput. The coordinated

fibre span power optimisation and ROADM input power management strategy are

developed in this work. The proposed solution is experimentally demonstrated and

corresponding approaches have been proposed. Our simulation results indicate the

proposed coordinated power management strategy can decrease the bit error rate of the

lightpath and thus achieve higher spectrum efficiency. The benefit of network capacity
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improvement using the proposed power optimisation solution is also verified through

extensive simulation.

8.2 Future Work

The area of nonlinear impairments aware power optimisation, resource allocation and net-

working perspectives can be continued and improved in many aspects. In the following, the

most attractive and compelling of the future research of this work are listed.

8.2.1 Nonlinearity-aware virtual network mapping in heterogeneous

networks

The requirement of future network applications may vary remarkably in the future heteroge-

neous networks. For example, the virtual network embedding cases, especially the virtual

networks across multiple network domains with different data rate, latency, bit error rate

and packet loss rate requirement. In such virtual networks, the embedding algorithm should

consider virtual resource aggregation, virtualisation in each network domain and should

consider the orchestration between each network. In this case, the nonlinearity-aware vir-

tual optical network mapping is essential as multiple virtual networks may share the same

physical link. The different link loading conditions due to the sharing pose different quality

of transmission of the virtual network. Therefore, the analysis of different virtual network

mapping algorithms and their impact on the nonlinear impairments in the optical networks is

important. Moreover, with the establishment and expiration of virtual networks, the nonlinear

impairments along the virtual network will also change. This will also cause the physical

layer inter-channel blocking, which blocked the embedded virtual networks. As a result,

the virtual network remapping should also be investigated to maximize the virtual network
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mapping and remapping efficiency, to maximize the number of accepted virtual networks

and to reduce the impact of service inter-channel blocking.

8.2.2 Nonlinearity-aware resource allocation with BVT virtualization

The nonlinear impairments-aware resource allocation in elastic optical networks relies on

the powerful transponders. The bandwidth-variable transponders provide the capability

of bandwidth elastic, modulation format adaptable and forward error correction coding

rate flexible. Joint optimisation of network spectrum resources and the bandwidth-variable

transponders with these capabilities should be investigated, especially when the number of

powerful BVT are limited. The nonlinearity-aware resource allocation of virtual BVT can be

explored to increase the BVT and overall network resources utilisation.

8.2.3 Energy-aware network optimisation in nonlinear regime

Energy consumption is a big challenge to the current optical networks [160] and it is related

to the number of active devices. In the optical network with dynamic traffic scenarios, the

utilisation of optical links and corresponding transponders and ROADMs alter with time.

To improve the energy efficiency in the optical networks, the lightpaths travelling through

low utilized ROADMs and links can be migrated to highly utilised links. In this case, with

no traffic in certain links, the corresponding EDFA, ROAMDs and transponders can be set

to sleep mode to avoid energy waste. However, some links may be highly congested and

cause the QoT of the lightpaths degrading in this case due to high nonlinear impairments.

Therefore, the trade-off between the energy efficiency of the network and QoT of lightpath as

well as the spectral efficiency of the network is an interesting topic to study. Corresponding

network optimisation can be introduced to increase the network spectral efficiency or reduce

the energy consumption according to their traffic patterns and requirement.
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8.2.4 Nonlinearity-aware resource optimisation in filter-less optical net-

works

Recently, semi or full filter-less optical networks have drawn a lot of attention due to its

low cost, low management complexity and high resilience [161]. In such a network without

active optical switching elements like ROADMs. the channel is propagated in a multicast

or broadcast way. The unflattened gain of EDFA along the optical spans causes different

degrees of signal distortion due to both ASE noise and nonlinear impairments, while the

power difference cannot be compensated by power equalisation without ROADM. Therefore,

the nonlinear impairments management is essential in filter-less optical networks. The

corresponding spectrum and power allocation should be designed to consider the impact of

EDFA according to different traffic scenarios. Joint network and BVT power optimisation

should also be studied to reduce or overcome the impact of unflattened amplification gain.

8.2.5 Signal power spectra density-aware optimisation in non-linear

regime

In the optical networks, the signal power spectral density may vary with different transponders

using different lasers, FEC overhead, modulation schemes and spectra shaping techniques.

Especially considering the characteristics of unflattened EDFA, the power alters with different

channel assigned. This results in poor management of ASE noise and nonlinear impairments,

which cause network underutilised. The joint impact of multiple signal PSDs and the EDFA

unflattened gain causing non-identical ASE noise, the non-identical noise figure of EDFA

should be experimentally investigated. The corresponding monitoring techniques should be

deployed to obtain information from intermediate optical nodes. Machine learning technique

can be applied to optimise and enable signal PSD-aware network resource allocation.
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